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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon. June 1, 1972

In Our 93rd Year

Church Honors
1972 Graduates

Seen&Heard Mosquitoes Are
Hit By Crews
Around
In The City
Murray
Reading the other day where
a fellow said that if God' had
meant for people to run around
naked, He would have ordained
that they be born that way.
A good reader sends in the
following.
"Columnist John Keasler of
the Miami News decided he had
read enough advice on "How to
Write and would offer his own
helpful hints. Herewith are a
few.
"..Always make sure the
black side of the carbon paper
faces away from you.
Be accurate.
"The famous editor William
Allen White headed his
stylebook of our rules only)
with this advice: Never use the
word "very!" Substitute the
word "damn." This has been
widely reprinted and used by
practically every writing
teacher. To hell with it. The rule
makes no sense and Bill White
was trying to be funny, the big
ham. VERY VERY VERY.
!Yah yah yah).

R.L. Cooper, Administrator of
the Murray-Calloway County
Health Department announced
today that mosquito spraying
project is underway in the city
of
Murray and along the
Clark's River.
Two trucks and two crews
from the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture are at work in
spraying
today
Murray
selected areas for mosquitoes.
A plane will be used in spraying
along the Clark's River.
all
that
said
Cooper
precautions will be taken not to
harm any shrubs or plants in
the spraying operation.
He said that he is working on
this type of project for the east
side of Calloway County where
it is reported that mosquitoes
are more numerous this year
than in the past. It is thought
that much of the mosquito
problem on the east side of the
county is caused by Kentucky
Lake backing up into low
places, then as the lake is
lowered, large areas are left
with water in them. Mosquitoes
breed in these ponds and low
places.
Cooper said that TVA is being
contacted to see if they can help
in alleviating this problem.

"...Always look closely at
appostrophes. They are rotten
little ratfinks. (They look like
commas but commas are very
nice). The chief copy editor of
the Kansas City Star had this
sentence framed: "He was
punched in the nose by the girl
he was engaged to's brother." It
was Ernest Hemingway's
favorite sentence.

Gospel Singing Planned
At Owen's Chapel Church
A gospel singing will be held
at the Owens Chapel Baptist
Church on Saturday, June 3,
starting at seven p.m.
All singers and listeners are
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

"...Always have a favorite
sentence. My favorite also
appeared in the Kansas City
Star. It said: "The stove exploded without a word of
warning."
a
starting
"...When
paragraph with the words
"Needless to say", "Obviously," or "What it all boils
down to", throw that paragraph
away and the two preceding
paragraphs.

"..Don't turn in poetic leades
until the teetotaler on the copy
desk has gone home, don't give
humor to editors who carry
umbrellas and make sure a
pipesmoker handles the dog
stores.

"Never read writing rules."

Fire Department
Answers Alarm
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a call to a onestory frame house, owned by
Ed Rowland. located behind
Johnson's grocery this morning
at 3 a.m.
Fire Department reports said
the fire was out chsehrrival. The
cause was listed as a chair in
front of a heater.
Fifteen men and two truckS
answered the call. Smoke was
removed from inside the house,
according—trrrr department
reports.

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Mostly sunny and a little
warmer today. Highs in the upper 60s to the low 70s. Fair and
cool again tonight. Lows in the
mid to upper 40s. Mostly sunny
and warmer Friday. Highs in
the upper 70s to low 80s. Mostly
sunny and warm Saturday.
Kentucky extended outlook.Saturday through Monday.
Chance of thundershowers
Sunday snd Monday mainly in
the afternoon hours. Slightly
warmer and more humid Sunday and Monday. Lows in 50s
.Saturday to the 60s Monday.
Highs mostly in the 80s through
Monday.

The First Baptist Church
honored the members of the
church who were graduating
from the local high schools in a
special ceremony at the church
at the Sunday morning services.
Lilly, interim
T.
G.
moderator, presented each of
the students with a King James
version of the Bible with their,
name imprinted in gold on the
front.
Dr. Jack Jackson

Dr. Jackson
LPN Speaker
Dr. Jack Jackson, urologist at
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc., will be the speaker at the
meeting of the Licensed
Practical Nurses to be held
Monday, June 5, at seven p.m.
in the conference room of the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway ,County
Hospital.
The speaker joined the staff
at the clinic in July 1971. He is
originally from Clinton and is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. H.S.
Jackson, Sr., of that city.
Dr. Jackson, a graduate of
Central High School in Clinton
and the University of Kentucky,
received his M.D. degree from
the University of Tennessee
Medical School, Memphis, in
1964. He served a rotating internship at Hillcrest Hospital,
Tulsa, Okla., a ,one year
surgical residency at Methodist
Hospital, Memphis, and a three
year residency in urology at the
City of Memphis Hospital. He
spent two years in the U.S.
Navy stationed at the Naval
Hospital, Beaufort, South
Carolina, before coming to
Murray.
The Murray doctor is married
to the former Mary Jane Dillard
of Clinton and they have three
children, Candy, Melanie, and
Chris.
Hendon,
Aubrey
Mrs.
president of the LPN, urges all
members to attend. New officers will be installed.

Bible School Will
Be At New Concord
Dr. Dean Baldwin

Revival Planned
At Nazarene

Nixon Heads Home,
To Give Report On
Trip Tonight on TV
WARSAW AP) — President
Nixon flew out of Warsaw for
. home today to report to Congress and the American people
on his summit talks in four nations and the break-through
arms limitation accords with
the Soviet Union.
The President is to address a
joint session of Congress at 9:30
p.m., half an hour after his jet
is scheduled to land at Andrews
Air Force base near Washington. The touchdown will end a
13-day summit tour that took
Nixon to Austria, the Soviet Union, Iran and Poland.
The presidential press secretary, Ronald L. Ziegler, said
the main theme of Nixon's nationally broadcast address will
be "what has been accomplished and what now must be
done."
Ziegler told newsmen before
the departure from Warsaw
recognized and presented gifts
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Retiring teachers of the Murray Independent School System were
Wednesday at luncheon.
Association,
Education
Murray
the
of
by Mrs. Bonnie Jones, president
Robertson, Mrs. Georgia Wear,
Those honored were from left: Mrs. Modelle Outland, Mes. Murl
Doherty.
Mae
Eula
Mrs.
and
Swann,
Miss Lorene

Other activities in honor of the
seniors were a breakfast held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Rudolph Howard and a banquet
at the Holiday Inn with Carl
Ross as the guest speaker.
Members of the church who
are graduating seniors are
Jane Anne Arant, Steven Allan
Beatty, David Bowker, Dennis
B. Burkeen, Monty Cathy,
Bonnie Sue Cohoon, Rebecca
Cunningham, Rachel Flora,
Rebecca Hogancamp, David
Keller; Dennis Lane, Greggory
Lawson, Deborah Nane Lee,
Diance Majors, Cynthia Jane
McDaniel, Mary Elizabeth
McKinney, Wanda Faye McNabb, Sharon Moore, David
Parker, Paula Kay Parker, Gail
Russell, Karen Scott, Alan
Sriencer, Paul B. Thurman,
Betty Jo Ward, and Rebecca
Wilson.

Local Students
Rank High On
National Test

Ladies Steak Night To
Be Monday At Oaks Club

Fifty students in the ninth and
tenth grades at Murray High
School .were awarded certificates of merit for their high
scores on the National
Developmnet
Educational
Tests.
Principal Eli Alexander
presented the certificates at the
closing assembly on Thursday
morning.
The tests measure students'
Usage,
ability in English
Mathematics Usage, Social
Studies Reading, Natural
Sciences Reading and Word
Usage.

The first ladies steak„night
will be held at the Oaks Country
Club on Monday, June 5, at 6:30
p.m.
Each member is to bring her
own steak and pay a charge of
one dollar. Reservations may
be made with Mrs. Ray Junior
Story 753-8151, Mrs. Tommy
Mohon 753-8223, Mrs. Wallace
Ford 753-8316, or Mrs. Mickey
Boggess 753-6270.

Scotts Grove To
Hold School Here

Vacation Bible School will
begin at the Scotts Grove
scored
students
following
The
Baptist Church,two miles north
The Church of Christ at New
90 percent or above nationally:
on Highway 641, on
Concord will conduct its annual
Garrison, Alan Jones, of Murray
'Nancy
Monday, June 5, at 9:00 a.m.
Vacation Bible School June 5-9'.
Nicks,
Trine
Tricia Kline,
Classes for age groups nurDaily sessions will be from 2:00 Peggy Visher, Kathy Watson,
sery through fifteen years of
to 4:15 p.m.
Wilson, Laizie Beatty,
Beth
The theme of this year's Elaine Eversmeyer, Nancy age will be held. Children are
invited to attend the school from
studies will be "The King and
Fitch, Jean Forsee, Edwin
9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. each day
His Kingdom." Classes will be
Ginger Gilliam, Ken
Garrett,
through Friday, June 9.
conducted for all age groups,
Donna
Grogan, Cynthis Jones,
including the nursery.
There will be a good staff of
McMillen.
Deborah
Knight,
The public is cordially invited Michele Richardson, Vicki workers, a comfortable building
to attend any or all of these Roberts, Douglas Spencer. and refreshments for the
classes. Those who desire
Mary E. Watson, Sheila Wat- children, a church spokesman
transportation should call 436son, and Randall Winchester. said.
5635.

Revival services will be held
at the Murray Church of the
Nazarene, located on Doran
Road at Plainview, starting
Friday, June 2, and continuing
through Sunday. June 4.
Dr. Dean Baldwin will be the
evangelist for the services to be
held each evening at 7:30 and on
Sunday morning at eleven
o'clock.
The evangelist of Louisville is
superintendent of the Kentucky
District in the Church of the
Nazarene. Pior to his serving in
this position he was superintendent of the Joplin District for
thirteen years.
Dr. Baldwin was pastor of the
First Church of the Nazarene in
Springfield, Mo.,for eight years
prior to his election as district
superintendent. While he was at
Springfield First Church, a new
brick building was erected and
the congregation helped to
organize three new churches in
-its area. He has also pastored
churches at Fr4eport, Texas,
Pasadena, Teias, and Blanchard, Okla.
evangelist
guest
The
Bethany
graduated from
Nazarene Collefe, Bethany,
Olka, and earned a master's
degree from Drury College,
Springield, Mo. An honorary
doctoral degree was conferred
upon hjrn.by Bethany Nazarene
College in 1967. He is chairman
of the Board of Trustees of
Nazarene Bible College in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
The church and its pastor,
Rev. Paul Thornhill, invite the
publix to attend this weekend
revival.

Researcher Claims State Taxes
$79 Million Below U.S. Average
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's public schools
would get $79 million more .a
year if Kentuckians paid the
same percentage of their personal income for what purpose
as the national average.
Charles Whaley,research and
information director for the
Kentucky Education Association, has made that statement
in commenting on a reort released Wednesday. That report,
-How Kentucky Ranks," is
published annually by the
KEA's research division.
It showed that Kentuckians
paid 4.2 per cent of their personal income as state and local
taxes last year for public elesecondary
and
mentary
WRONG PARENTS
Miss Mary Tutt, named as the
outstanding student in business
of the Murray High School
senior class on Tuesday evening
at the commencement exercises, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos 0. Tutt instead of
Mr and Mrs. Talmadge Tutt as
released by the school on
Wednesday.
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schools, compared with the riationl average of per cent. If
the level in Kentucky were
aised to that paid nationally,
Whaley said, it would amount
to an additional $79 million a
year.
But in terms of total spending
for public schools in Kentuck.c,
the difference in percentage of
per capita income is only .4 per
cent-4.2 per cent for Kentucky
compared with 4.6 per cent na-

Pleasant Grove To
Hold Bible School
The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hie its annual Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, June
5, and continuing through
Friday. June 9.
Sessions will begin each day
at 8:30 a.ni. and close at
eleven a.m. Classes for nursery
age through junior high and
will be conducted.
Rev. A.H. McLeod. .11
church -minister, invites all
children in these age groups te
attend.

Union Secretary Blasts
Kentucky Merit System
ad- school administrAtion and
the
Condemning
ministration of the state merit supervision that he does not lay
system, Sam Ezelle, executive the blame at the feet of either
secretary-treasurer of the state political party because they are
AFL-CIO, said Wednesday equally guilty.
Ezelle used the recent
evening that Kentucky taxpayers would benefit from a dismissal of Edward C. O'Rear
union organization of state from the state Public Service
Commission as an example,
employees.
Speaking to the closing charging that he was "fired for
session of a three-day school competence, knowledge and
con- loyalty."
business management
"He was thrown on the heap
ference on the campus of
Murray State University, the and supplanted by someone who
Louisville-based labor official is more malleable and who
charged that the state has no doesn't ask the right questions
about such things as the
effective merit system.
"Imagine the waste in telephone rate hike because he
throwing Away professional, doesn't know the right questions
knowledgeable and dedicated to ask," he said.
Addressing himself to the
public employees because their
blood happens not to match that topic of "Labor-Management
Public Emad- Relations for
incoming
the
of
ministration," he explained. ployees," Ezelle contended that
"It's a horrible way to build -a fine answer would a union
efficiency and competence in organization of state employees
so they could voice their
state government."
He told the school officials grievances from a position of
attending the conference strength through unity."
He said it is becoming more
sponsored by the department of
on Page Sixteen

Continued
MSU Tennis Courts
Site of Tournament Grace Church Will
The Boys and Girls Regional Have Bible School
High School Tennis Tournament
will be held at the Murray State
University Courts Friday and Starting Monday

Cars Collide,
12th And Story

The Murray City Police investigated on accident Wednesday at the intersection of
South 12th and Story Ave. at
12:39 p.m.
Cars involved were a 1971
two-door hardtop, driven by
William Danny Schroeder,
Route 1, Dexter, and a 1967 twodoor sedan, driven by (Joys
"Bob" Hutchens of Taylor,
Mich.
Police reports said the
was
vehicle
Schroader
traveling north on 12th and the
Hutchens car was traveling
south on 12th when the collision
occurred.
Injuries listed by police
reports were Muncie Charles,
Puryear, Tenn., with an injury
to the head; Essie Charles,
Puryear, with an injury to the
right side; and Karen Kathleen
Barnhill, Paris, Tenn., possible
,glass in left eye.
All three were treated and
released at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Damage to the cars was
described by police reports as
the right front of the Schroader
car, and the left side of the
Hutchens vehicle.
Two citations were also
issued by the police department
Wednesday. One person was
cited for D.W.I., and one for
speeding.

June 2 and 3. The
Paul Henderson will serve as
tionally. The disparity between Saturday
will get under-way at principal of the Vacation Bible
matches
differcent
per
.8
the
an
that
morning. All courts School to be held at the Grace
ence in the amount pond in 930 each
use until after-noon on Baptist Church, located on
state and local taxes apparent- will be in
will be 68 boys
South 9th Street Extended,
ly is a result of federal spend- Saturday. There
in the tour- starting Monday, June 5, and
playing
girls
and
schools.
ing in Kentucky
winners of the continuing through Friday,
Kentucky ranked 41st among nament. The
in the State June 9.
play
will
regional
spending
total
in
states
the 50
Tournament June 8 and 9 at the
Sessions will, be held daily
Tennis Center in Louisville.
(('ontinued on Page Sixteen)
11:30 a.m. for
from 8:30 to
ages three through sixteen.
Superintendents of the
departments are Mrs. R. C.
Scott. beginners, Mrs. Johnny
Rickman, primaries, Mrs.
Brent Manning, juniors, and
Mrs. Ortis Guthrie, intermediates. Miss Terri Dick is
the pianist.
Mrs. Budl Downey,secretary,
said persons needing transportation may call her at 7532249 or any other persons in
charge of the .school.

New officers for the Murray Education Association for 1972-73
are shown from left above Mrs. Betty Scott, secretary-treasuFer:
Mrs. Ruth Pasco, president; and Heron iVest, vice-president.
This association represents the. faculties of the Murray Independent School System.

WINGO GUEST
Joe Pat .lames of the Murray
Icons Club conducted installation services for the new
officers of the Wingo lions Club
at the meeting held May 23.
James Stovall is the new Wingo
Club president.

Beatty Ranks
Eighth In
District Test
Steven Beatty, a member of
the Murray High School
graduating class, has placed
eighth in district competition in
the French National Contest,
according to information
received by his teacher, Mrs.
Robert Howard.
Beatty, the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Durwood Beatty, had
previously ranked first in the
State of Kentucky in the contest.
This is his third consecutive
year to rank first in the entire
state.
The district includes Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana
and West Virginia.
Beatty was also a National
Merit Finalist at Murray High
School. He was fifth honor
student at his class of 140
students nad had a scholastic
average of 95.42. He was
awarded the Alumni Scholarship to Murray State University
Scholarship from
and a fat
the Kentucky' Council of
Cooperatives.
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Congratulations
Frank Albert Shibblefield has been nominated
again for the post of Congressman from the First
Congressional District of Kentucky.
We extend our congratulations to him and wish for

of

him more years

service to his district.

The magnitude of his victory is testimonial to the
respect with which he is held, not only here in
Calloway County, his home, but in the other counties
of the First District as well
The criticism of his opponents in the Democrat
Primary and the charges they made, fell an deaf
ears. His performance over the past fourteen years
overshadowed

any

charges

made

by

the

aspirants for his office.
Here in the First District, Congressman's Stubblefield's nomination is tantamount to victory and
,s-rottiP"./s,

the November General Election will be a mere
formality. Congressman Stubblefield

has served

Calloway County, Murray State University, and the

WAS1-I

I mGION CALLIN G

First District welL
We wish him success for the future.

SENSING
THE NEWS

Plant A Tree For Tomorrow
A century ago, this year, the first Arbor Day was
marked in Nebraska City, Neb., to encourage our
people to keep the constant reminder before

them

that our nation's great natural wealth in trees has

By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE via 111ESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

been a solid part of the foundation of its greatness
and beauty.
The simple act of planting a tree is the creation of
a link with, and an investment in the future. It will
,provide another spot of green tranquility in a world
rd f concrete and noise.
Here in Alabama, where the second largest intry derives from our forests, we are especially
aware of the beauty as well as the environmental
hind economic
;

value of our trees.

There is a gratification in planting a tree, tending

:it and

watching it grow

that

nothing

else can

;provide. It is something you can leave as a part of
;your legacy to the future, a gift that you can make to
yourself as well as to others.—Birmingham (Ala.)
(News

Ten Years Ago Today
LISISKIL•MEM MRS
Reubin Donelson, age 49, cfied yesterday at Ann
Arbor, Mich.,following an extended illness. Funeral
services will be held here with burial in the Fossett
Cemetery.
Beverly

Ann

Douglass

and

Letricia

Harold

Douglass of Murray, will receive their Master of

degrees

in accounting at the University of

Mississippi on June 3.

1

Glenda Jones, senior at College High and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Jones, will receive her state
homemaker degree at the state FHA meeting at
Eastern University, Richmond, June 5-7.
Mr. and

Mrs. Clyde Gordon

Worley

of Far-

mington, Ill., announce the engagement of their

i daughter, Lynn Gordon, to Hal Edward Houston,

.Jr-• son of the late Dr. and
HOUSI.011, Sr.

Mrs. Hal

Edward

20 Years Ago Today
Lziengn a

TUE= MA

Bryan Tolley was elected president of the Murray
Lions Club. Other officers are M.C. Ellis, C.B. Ford,

5

Neal Brooks, Maurice Ryan, Vernon Anderson, Otto

S Swann, and Edgar Howe.
Murray Fire Chief Paul Lee and Fire Captain
Flavil Robertson will attend the annual Kentucky
Fire School
.
Lescmgton_

at

the

University

of

Kentucky,.

RI- Wade retired yesterday after forty years and
three months with the Armour Meat Company.
Dr. Hugh

L.

Houston

of

Murray

has

been

designated to serve in the Assembly of the American
Heart Association.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The stuff of
civilization—war, science, coinmerce, communication, computerization and the

4

credit card—marks changes coring the past

k years

EUROPE'S ECONOMIC WISDOM
Scores of tinningof Americas admits and shahs= will be
vimiting Knipe hi annamer, enjoying the sights and studying
~itsfrom the Mediterranean to the Baltic. Thisexposure
bithayis bealthy,for it conriedes to the nuitie ofa chitin
mid.But American also timid do well toy allention la Me
anemporary easminie ember in advanced Erne= cometriee.
The European, specificolly the German, Swim, DM& md
Belgisms, have moth to leach Almeria= about einalmic
dineirahm—the area in which =serial=re mot deficient these
days. Maim struggled out of the pant-World War II chasm they
are keenly aware ofSe aped hr ineMend ordering of eanamic
prieridess. Americana, ma the other hod,ales actaa theath they
Omnicomperity wereanemnie mid Setthe good thin al lie
would =dime to be imulakie m man low profligate the
apeman policies of the U.S. goverimen.
Dr. Alfred Schaefer,choke=ofthe Um=Bmit of Swindon,
recently made some observation that Americans Mond tube la
heart 'Mina dieciplime," he mid, "capitalist will hit
Capitahen rests am the samoilnem of memey."
Tacky, the Gomm work and the Sono franc are any mold
currencies.They reflect the somidnond theeniesasiesof Me two
cointries and doe determined= Germs= nd Swim to work
herd The U.S. dollar, however, is in
tremble The
Arsieriesi oversees docovers right away Set the day of
tonnolimeed dollar supremacy hos mad. Europa= aren't
eager to to
defiers, for they fear coninsig erasion of the
idler's worth.

Gayle

Douglass, twin daughters of Mr. and Mrs

Science

Washington 'Ho Chi
Minh Trail' Marked
By Illegal Entries

Sy RAY MeHUGH
INDIAN APOLIS, Ind. —
Democratic political leaders
sae face to face with a major
crack in the party fondations
built by PresidentFra.ka Li
Romeo* 4Il years ago.
Regardless of who win the
president= mminain at Mimi Beat* primary deletion
math indicate Int tie candidate facesenormousodds in Ms
attempt to meat Plaided
Mow
The lobar vote" is 'hippie
away from seism lenders and
Use Democratic Party. Omni= Inbar still represents the
heart of the Deemscratic campaign. Sane estimate at miss political spending this year rue as leek as VII

The Outstanding Civic Asset oil a Comminunilly
is Me tollegrity of its Illowspaper

far
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that were generally too wide-spreading to

European confidence in the dollar wend be restored I the
Esropewas were confreand with evidence of Ainesta's determinism to put in economic home in order. Bet the Europeans
don't see say age dot American will vointerib imp= upon
lineelves the einciplie that has been laddeg in recent years.
is America's primary campaigns,liberal canthdates hnve been
priming vast new °Edam of money for weltare schemes. Owe
andidne,Sen. George McGovern,favors Inge tax imiones an
prodnctive cities and militant= of heti to ann-predlative
people. He favors comfiecatory inheritance tames that mold wipe
out Use esiergetic c'sincentive far workig bird al to. We.
The Nixon administration, memewhile, Rohm its we expansion plan that would doable the nosier of people an relief.
One of the bright spots an the Americas political some is the
action of the Senate Fiume Committee in rejecting the
gasranteed annwel wage concept ant in hoisting that hordes of
renters be compelled to take a job. That development mod bine
bons anted by linghtful observers in Europe.
Americans who talk serious business with Europeans son
ismer that tlarimbigh level of economic understimileg in
amities. They anderstand that there
the Northern
mast he strong incentives to save and oppornities to profit
Us.ough tang-terns investment Unfortamatety, dire seems to be a
greatdeal ofeconomic illiteracy in the United Stales these cloys—
the remelt,perhops,of mom years of liberal peltiraldanintion.
Partof the trouble les with the failure of die schools to edema
studentsin he= capitalist economics. Recently, I read a reendser
of papers an free enterprine dud one ambstred by =de= le
an earn coolest. I was =deed to othaarver haw ittle the shod=
authers home of the free enterprise system. For example, they
had no ampreionion of the win rip of the corporation in
erpoing wealth and *playing silit to accomplish major
taint.lin of the student aalkara., I learned, had been told Int
corporalina Imre too Idg aid 'somehow hurtful.
Aawriman metalien smeh eciemnic illateracy toMir schools
or in their psalm.The wealth oar people to enjoyed to the pad
canary is the direct remit of cepitalims in action. If our people
genre capital= principles, if they =et regin economic
disciplie, they will be impoverished_ The nanny of America
Wily isn't narsoleed
Rena*travelers frame Europe
=aid he
bock with them a deeper wisdom about the national
economic necessibes for the future.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

recognize at the time; except when the change was
small, like today, when that
'
s all you get from a

$5

Lard, lard, open ante as.—Luke 13:25.
The door of the Lord closed against us, is oft times

bill.

"Times change and mew deteriorate."
—The GesLi Rom a noire , 1472

the same door that closed against Him. Our indifference keeps Him out.

Home Help
A too-little-noticed revolution has taken place in the
treatment of mental illness in
Me past few years. No longer
are people who suffer front an
esislaught of a mental dinordev
conaidered to be afflicted with
an iscarable disease that can
only

be

handled

by

wridiag

teem away to an imentotion for
years or forever.
That quiet revoietiow hos
brought a sew age in osw approach to and monagemese of
mental dhaen an age made
p000ltie by sew drugs sod
psychiatric treatments with
communty psychiatry and services tar people ia their ona
communities.
The lanai= of victims of
mental Mom we allecord by
this we iinetopisent alma
as =di as me is intiviimit
who ate-Winad.
The is an because it mean
the die famifies caw and meet
be helpful to these irdividimis
the community mid in
both
their owe homes. How can
fay members provide help
at home?
Some easeful answers to this
weeutiaa we available horn the
Nosioisal Awociation for Mesta Health With chapters in all
the Suits and miny cities. the
Amchitka is set up to help
people as the peoples and the
easarawsky's own organization.
The Aonenition points out.
for esample. several iiriportant
reminders for relatives, such
as:
. . Keep your pros:toes to
the lick person.
If drugs have been

pre
scribed. make or the patient
biMr them
. If regular appointments
ham been set up to we the

doctor or social worker, make
sure that they are kept.
. . Give him or her encooragemon respect. and affection but &it fon over. baby,
or be demanding_
. . Let law or her know
he has your support through
thick and thin.
. . • If you have any doubts
about what you should do, talk
So do doctor. JOE-MI worker. Of

other professional person
The Association in your community can he helpful to you

IONIC

not oey if you have a fimuly
member affected. but also if
you want other information_ Ifs
a good idea to get in touch

with your State or local anis
cation (look in Ike phooe hook
or call your health department
for information) if you need
modal health help at my time.

Staggered burs ease
congestion se Vidl St.
Staggered office hours have
helped to ease the chronic roashour congestion round the Wall
Street financial district by X
per cod of three subway tietime.
So far MAO of the area's
total work force of MAI is
ferronitted to COMM" to work
early and pang home early

But this spending is always
predicated an the assumption
that the great =rarity of =an
members will support the
Democratic nomine. PrinoaT
ratans in Florida, Itloramin,
Indiana, Pennsylvania and
Clio raise spentions.
The bie-collar worker in
1972 is =wise a decided conservative shift. Heavy votes far
George Wallace mope be
nay boil the 'arty in thasonher.
He seems to prefer .319.
Hobert Itinmerwy Itilmmow
to to Sena.George lieGsvoraot
South Dakota or Milmall
Mmitie ofI.He sass to
prefer Gov. George Ware at
Alabama to either Humphrey,
McGovern or Muddle.
AllikEZIES of the primariet
aim imellade a pupa= dintinaction with tuitional party
politics sad amide= who
codd beexpected to operate Made the estabbied piety procedures.
Here in Indium, Democrats
oil it a vote of "nee confidence." Sens.. Birch Bayh
Yana Hartke fail to stir enthoaim=
Hardie was ignored by moo
eraby an primary =dim ore
as he strolled Memorial Cirde
to the heart of Iniannolim
"Hubert lhonnwey (411 per
cent) debuted George Wallace
(U per cent) to Wiens became be got an overwhelming
his& vote in Lobe County
(Gary), in Mar= Comity
(bdinapolis)and other pockets armed the stale," mid me
piny aticial who hos =tad
to kw preseindiel contests.
Tbe whim mils late wont
to Wallace.
liamarey or McGovern
is Se amine, the Repubticms wit ammacre• as in lw
dama."
The typiad mitheesitra
worher, the official
▪
MIA,he
—1116onwagul by events ia

BLAINE, Wash. AP -- The
state of Washington has its own
Ho Chi Minh Trail
Its a far cry from the jungle
paths in Vidal= which are
used by the North Vietnamese
to transport men and supplies
to the South.
But its purpose is the sane:
Infiltration
The Washington trail is a
small part of the territory policed by the U.S. Border Patrol
in ix campaign to stop illegal
traffic which has achaied drug
smugglers, army deserters trying to get back home, criminals, undesirable alioes and
foreigners unhappy with fife
where they came from_
It got its name the day that
two Chinese sailors tried to
sneak from Canada to the
United SLiten
The trail is only 250 yards
king, flanked by bush and dangerously.
swampy. But it's so
tricky that those who try to
cross the border almost always
get caught.
In Blaine, the federal authorities concentrate border-sealing
efforts with mho links to 12
other ports of entry along the
Washington border.
They have seen all kinds of
, would-be illegal immigrants,including a fairly steady supply
of ship jumpers. In 19711, 711 Chinese jumped ship in British CDlumbla seaports and hied to
slip south, only to get caught.
In 1971, the figure dropped to 59
and since last November there
have been only there, according
to Armand A. Hysette, chief patrol agent at Blaine.
The patrol reported Si Greek
ship deserters in isn,Si to on
and 31 so far this year.
In between regular craning
pants there are small arteries
such as deep ditches, farm
paths, and power line service
roads. But electric eyes mot
anything moving akar the power line, and message the pa-

guarded by electric eyes and
sand traps smoothed out to
show any fresh footprints.
Sonar trespassers try to work
through the brush, only to lose.
"It's eerie, once you step off
that trail" an agent said. 'liar
sounds of highway traffic ohsappear and one gets confused
easily. Clue of our own agents
got lost and had to use his
walkie-talkie to get out."

The Ho CM Minh spot seems
an easy. short route, but the
ease is deceptive. On both
sides, the swampy wuods are

EARTH TALK
About 5.7 quadrillion tom of
an chng to the earth's IN milbon snare miles of =fact.

•00`!*.°
2„,/,.-

Lease Holder
Doesn't Plan

Mark Cavil
making preps
a.m. at the

Charity I

To Relinquish

Be Held

LAKE CITY, Ky.( AP)- The
holder of a lease signed during
the administraition of former
Repubhcan Gov. Louie B. Nunn
to establish a privately owned
campground in state park land
near Kentucky Dam Iasi said
he doesn't intend to surrender
the lease
Gov. Wendell Ford had directed the Kentucky Departof parks last week to notify Jim R. Smith, operator of a
construction company, that the
lease was null and void_
Smith said he has formed a
corporation, Holiday Campgrounds Inc., to operate the
proposed campsite.
He said Holiday Campgrounds has already spent considerable money developing the
site, and is going ahead with
plans to operate the camp enterprise by July 1.
Gov. Ford said the 19-year
lease should be cancelled mainty because the.ampsite sewage
would pollute the main bathing
area of Kentucky Dam Village
State Resort Park, would be an
eyesore and would tie up land
probably needed for park ex
pansion.

At SUB

By ,

The 1972 Cl
held June 3 al
University 134
p.m. to one
Olswanger
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Mrs. Joe
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finalizing th
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following loci
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Murray Sup
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— Amoy absatemataotly Marmite add=emb zed remodal of programs be thistle
try Is"buy dr dingrualled minorities_
— Daimpremed by weepier antreis. to more caotermed with unemployment
lime with inflation.
— Eves more =impressed
by the leading Democratic
presidential hopefuls.
— Amery about school basin
to achieve racial inegration
and "nervous" Mold an increemingly Moral and vocal semantic community.
"The Vida=situation could
chow thimes," the official
said,"hat rght paw Noon will
be very herd to beat to the Weddle West
"The prim:ones give a to of
people a chanre to inice their
erica= and frustration, tat
a kit of these people voting in
the Desnscratic primeries will
,eiste for Nixon in November.
We don't have am outstanding
alternative."
Humphrey appears to be a
solid choice among regular hithane Democrats, although
they coacede that 'McGovern
has strength ming
age voters and it vocal academic circles.
A 'meeting of American Legine officials from all M states
at the veteran' natio= head
soarers here concided with
Indiana's primary. Delegates
who support both parties
showed a keen interest in Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., as
a compromise at the Democratic convention in Miami
Beach.
Several New Enyjand Democratic Legionnaires believe
McGovern will step aside for
Kennedy as the convention
°Pew"I've always thought lbg._
McGovern machinery warto alternately
Kennedy," said a Maputosetts veteran

ine=

e
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Frozen Burger Assets
•
Does your ground beef sup.'
ply for burgers disappear in
face of brisk summer demand? A stock of ground beef
patties in the freezer savea
extra trips to the store. For '
convenience in meeting individual and varying demands,
shape ground beef in patties
and securely wrap each separately in foil or freezer film.
Or place two layers of waxed
paper or foil between each
patty for easy separation),
place in transparent freezer
bag, seal and freeze. Burgers
can be cooked from the frozen
state; just place on broiler
rack a bit further from the
heat and allow additional time.

P
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Who could contrive
church spouse-swap?
By Abigail Van Buren
plir
i
/MOW gr

.0.1111b

411016
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Mark Cavitt and Mrs. Joe Meade, chairman of the Charity Ball Decorations committee, are shown
making preparations for the annual Charity Ball to be held Saturday, June 3, from nine p.m. to one
a.m. at the Murray State University Ballroom.
Wilson Woolley photo

Charity Ball To
Be Held Saturday
At SUB Ballroom
By Jean Hurt
The 1972 Charity Ball will be
held June 3 at the Murray State
University Ballroom from nine
p.m. to one a.m. The Berl
Olswanger Orchestra from
Memphis will provide the
music.
Mrs. Joe Meade and her
Jecoration committee are
finalizing the Charlie Brown
characters. But withdut the
materials donated by the
following local businesses, their
adorable decorations,could not
have been made: Hughes Paint
Store; Tidwells .Paint Store;
Murray Supply, Larry Hurt;
Retail Merchants; National
Lumber; Tappan; Thurman
Furniture; Beale Hardware;
Big K; Scott Drug; Httie's
Florist; Shirley Florist; Gene
and Jo Florist; Wallace
Bookstore; Starks Hardware;
Calloway County Lumber; Max
Churchill Funeral Home and Ed
Cheally and Betty Scott.
Mrs. Meade and her committee are grateful to these
people for donating their time
and materials to help such a
worthy charity as Mental
Health.
By buying a ticket to this
year's Charity Ball, you will
join the above and many more
who are supporting the Murray
Menta
Health and Mental
Retardation Center. For tickets
please call Mrs. Gene Diamont,
Mrs. 0.8. Boone, Jr., or Mrs.
Howard Giles. Contact Mrs.
James Ransom or Mrs. John
Farrell for table reservations.
The "Peanuts Gang" is hoping
to see you all.

Thursday, June I
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Church will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, June 2
The Golden Age Club, formerly Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club, will have a
luncheon at the Fern Terrace
Lodge at - 11:30 a.m. Meat,
bread, and drinks Will be furnished by the lodge and
members are to bring either
vegetables, salads, or desserts.
Swim practice will begin at
the Oaks Country Club at nine
a.m. Children of members,ages
six through seyenteen, are
invited to participate.
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran will
present her dance students in a
recital entitled "Love" at the
Murray State University
auditorium at 7:30 p.m. There is
no admission charge.
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride at the club grounds at
seven p.m.
A benefit for Charlie Rushing
will be held Calloway County
High School from eight p.m. to
midnight. Gospel and country
music will be featured. Admission is one dollar for adults
and fifty cents for children.
Teentovm will be held from
eight to 11:30 p.m. at the First
Methodist Church. "Shadrack"
will play and admission will be
75 cents.
Saturday, June 3
A barbecue supper will be
held at the Oaks Country Club at
7:30 p.m. The charge will be

$3.00 per couple. Reservations
should be made by signing at
the Pro Shop or call Mr. and
Mrs. Mickey Boggess 753-6270,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Junior Story
753-8151, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Mohon, 753-8223, or Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Lee Story 753-6454.
The Wranglers W.K.H.A.
Point Show will be held At the
Wrangler Riding Club starting
at four p.m.
Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club from
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. and will be
served each Saturday through
September 30. The charge will
be $1.00 per plate—liosteSses
this week are Mesdames
Mickey Boggess, Ray Junior,
Story, Tommy Mohon, and
Wallace Ford.
The annual' Mental Health
Charity Ball will be held at the
Murray State University
Student Union ball room from
nine p.m. to one a.m. with
music by Berl Olswanger's
Orchestra from Memphis,
Tenn.
Sunday, Jime 4 Annual homecoming and
Memorial Day services will be
held at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m, with preaching at eleven
a.ni.,followed by a basket lunch
and singing at 1:30 p.m.

Mr. And Mrs. Orr
To Be Honored On
50th Anniversary

LOVE
Presented By
Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio
Friday, June 2, 7:30 p.m.
MSU AUDITORIUM
NO ADMISSION
'MIN111•111.1111•111111%
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(,( JAU E ))
THE MONTH TO MAKE
MEMORIES
We help make them more beautiful. Loveable lookmakers for brides. Gifts galore for graduates. Manly
--trOaStifetriee-tathers.-Y-ou'll_tinclagnamotable

collection of cosmetics and gifts to celebrate the
joyous moments in June, at your

MERLE noRmAn COSMETIC STUDIO

107 N. 4th

Phone 753-6926

Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr, Sr.,
will be honored with a reception
at the Murray Woman's Club
House, Vine Street, Murray, on
Sunday,June 4,from two to five
o'clock in the afternoon.
Their children, Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Basden of Fort Worth,
Texas,and Mr.and Mrs. Vester
Orr, Jr., of Findlay, Ohio, will
be hosts and hostesses for the
occasion held in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary. They request persons not to bring gifts. All
frien4 and relatives- are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Orr, Sr., were
married in 1922 by Rev. John H.
Buchanan, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.
Members of the wedding party
were Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Webb, and Mr. and Mrs.
Lathem Cunningham.
Mrs. Orr, the former Myra
.lobe, is the daughter of the late,
Mr. and Mrs Crawford Jobe of
Puryear, Tenn. Mr. Orr is the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Bethel Orr. They have one
daughter, Jane, married to
Merle Basden, and one son,
Vester, Jr., - married to the
former Bonnie Henson. Their
four grandchildren are Sharon
and Mike Basden and Andy and
Vicki Orr.
Mr. Orr was owner of the
Calloway Monument Works
until six years ago when he sold
a part interest to James
Smothers who now operates the
business. He is a deacon at the
First Baptist Church. Both Mr.
andMrs• Orr trinnertYsangiTu
the church choir, and also
directed the music for reviVal
meetings in the past.
Mr. and Mrs. Orr now spend
six months of the year at their
home on Kentucky Lake and the.
other part of the year at Avon
Park, Fla.

-

DEAR ABBY: I think I can top the story about the
couple who announced at their 25th wedding anniversary
party that they were getting a divorce:
On Sunday, March 5th of this year, our minister announced from the pulpit that he was leaving in June for a •
new assignment. He said that he and his wife were being
divorced, after which he would marry a local medical doctor's wife, who was going with him to his new assignment.
He also announced that the doctor, who was standing
beside him in the pulpit, would marry HIS wife. [There
were five children involved.]
The minister and his wife had sung a duet that day, and
the doctor, who was a church official, had read the scriptures for the service.
The above is absolutely true I witnessed it, and am
enclosing the names of all the parties involved if you wish to
check it out. Being unable to stay in such a church, I left it
immediately and joined another one.
"TOPPER" IN TAFT, CAL.
DEAR TOPPER: I am frequently accused of making up
letters. but I have neither the talent nor the imagination to
come up with anything as fantastic as some of the real life
situations that readers send me. Thanks for writing.

FASHION
NOTES
k

Miss Lesa Robertson
...Worthy Advisor

Officers Are Installed At Meeting Of
Murray Assembly Of Rainbow For Girls

Gleason, Tenn., Assembly of
Lesa
Robertson
Miss
' Rainbow for Girls.
and
Flavil
Mr.
of
Mrs.
daughter
Mrs. Twila Coleman, ivother
Robertson, was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray advisor, presented the following
Assembly No. 19 Order of the special awards: Becky EdRainbow for Girls at the last wards, main bar, two color
regular meeting held Tuesday, stations; Phyllis Coleman,
May 16, at seven o'clock in the green bar, two color stations;
orange bar,
Janie Lamb,
evening at the Masonic Hall.
d- perfect attendance; Lesa
taylled
rth
ate Nita
,wions
ass:ceire
Others
Robertson, indigo bar, learning
At dir
visor; Linda George, charity; secret work; Leslie Klein,
Janie Lamb, hope; Becky orange bar, perfect attendance;
faith;
Janet Joni Scott, red bar, perfect
Edwards,
Newberry, recorder; Barbara attendance.
Members present were
Sledd, treasurer; Kathy
DEAR UPSET: Go along with your son's wishes. Often,
Coleman, chaplain; Vicki Kathryn Coleman, Becky
when mother and dad are divorced and remarried. Number
Kalberer, drill leader; Sonia Edwards,Janie Lamb, Barbara
Two is not eves invited to the wedding.
Wooten,love; Dorisanna Steely, Sledd, Lesa Robertson, Phyllis
was
hair
religion;
Phyllis • Coleman, Coleman, Mary Doran, Debbie
whose
woman
the
to
Pertaining
ABBY:
DEAR
know
to
Klein, im- Nance, Janet Newberry, Vicki
wanted
Leslie
nature;
parlor—she
all chopped off in a beauty
experimortality; Kathy Higgin- Kalberer, Melanie Wilson,
what recourse she had—I would like to relate my
botham, fidelity; Mary Doran, Dorisanna Steely, Becky
ence:
that I
partriotism; Joni Scott, ser- Humphreys, Leslie Klein, J- oni
I went to a beauty parlor and told the operator
vice; Debbie Nance, con- Scott, Kathy Higginbotham,
wanted her to just cut di the dead ends, but she gave me
wig
a
buy
to
had
I
man.
fidential
observer; Paula Cook, Paula Cook, Lucretia Crawford,
a
like
looked
I
short
so
a haircut
outer observer; Lucretia Linda George, Tina George,
in order to go to work.
Crawford, musician; Marilyn Sonia Wooton, Irene Futrell,
I took that beauty parlor to Small Claims Court for the
quite
was
there
admit
I'll
costs.
court
Thomas, choir director; Tina Pat Evans, Betsy Riley, Nita
and
wig
the
of
price
worth it.
George,Becky Humphries, and Atkins, Marilyn Thomas, and
a bit of time and trouble involved, but it was well
Melanie Wilson, choir mem- Barbara Keel.
I won my case.
thing!
Adults present were Henry
bers.
It wasn't the money, it was the principle of the
AVENGED
The installing officers were Sledd, Mrs. Faye Lamb, Dee
Rosetta Todd, worthy advisor; Lamb, Mrs. Eva Lamb, Mrs.
DEAR AVENGED: You could be the exception, but
Christensen, Mrs.
Riley, chaplain; Pat Mary
Betsy
principle
when somebody says. -It's not the money, it's the
Evans, recorder; Joyce Win- Frances Churchill, Mrs.
money.
the
usually
of the thing," it's
chester. marshall; Etarbie Keel, Dorothy Boone, Mrs. Lillian
Twila
Mrs.
confidential observer; Henry Robertson,
DEAR ABBY: I have always heard that girls dig guys
Mrs. Coleman, and Mrs. Betty
observer;
outer
Sledd,
old
years
26
am
who have a lot of hair on their chests. I
---liebertseff--anti--daughter,
my -0.B. Boone. Sr , musitiair:
and I don't have any hair on my chest at all, and that's
Kalberer, Laura.
VI( k le
Miss
problem.
retiring worthy 'advisor,
• Here's another sandwich
Abby?
Do you know of anything that will grow hair,
presided at the opening of the idea: mash three or four slices of
shirt.
my
off
take
to
ashamed
am
I
hairless
I am so
meeting and gayer he closing liver sausage and spread on a
APACHE IN OKLAHOMA
address. Miss Janet Newberry, piece of rye bread. Spread with
mustard and sprinkle with
recorder, read the minutes.
DEAR APACHE: I know of nothing that will grow hair
shredded Swiss cheese. Pop un
on"
"stick
a
buy
Miss
can
you
advisor,
that
worthy
new
The
told
es your chest. but I am
der the broiler for about 5 min
Inquire
Robertson, has chosen dogwood sites or until cheese melted.
hairy chest that looks and feels like the real thing.
as her flower, white as her
where hair goods are sold.
color. "His Name Is Wonderful" as her theme song, The
Bible ,as her emblem, and
.Psalms- 24:4-5 as her Bible
PATTERSON GIRL
verse. Special guests of the new
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Patterson worthy advisor were her
The Woodmen of the World of Cottage Grove,Tenn.,are the cousins, Mrs. Betty Robertson
Rangerettes,ages eight through parents of a baby girl, born and daughter. Laura, from
fifteen,. will have a meeting on Monday, May 19 at 7:30 pm
Friday, June 2, at seven o'clock The baby weighed eight pounds
in the evening at the WOW thirteen ounces.
The new father is employed in
building. A slumber party will
enamel department of the
the
follow the meeting.
Murray Division of the Tappan
Plans will be made for the
activities for the summer. The Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Rangerettes will have a trip to
Beech Bend Park on Tuesday, Mrs Jesse Patterson of Hazel
Miss Martha Jane Kemp,
June 13 with the Woodmen bus and Mr.and Mrs. Paul McClain
Great
of Mr. and Mrs J.C.
Tenn.
daughter
Grove,
Cottage
of
to leave the Municipal parking
lot at six a.m. and return at rune grandparents are Mrs Madie Kemp; of Murray. has comSalmon of Hazel and Mr. and pleted plans for her wedding to
p.m.
Rangerettes Mrs. Adams of Nashville, Tenn. Donald Ray Leet. son of Mr. and
Woodmen
Mrs. George Levi of °Wenregistration and health terms
sboro.
to
must be completed prior
, The ceremony will be
participation in the special
solemnized on Saturday, June 3,
summer activities.. The forms
at four o'clock in the afternoon
meeting
will be available at the
at the Goshen United Methodist
and slumber party on June 2.
Church with Bro. Art Christmas
When completed and signed by
the minister. A program of
as
parents, the form will authorize
nuptial music will be presented
the member to participats in all
The marriage of Dr. Doris by Richard Jones. organist. The
Rangerette encampments and
special activities held during Miriam Schultz and Dr. soloist will be Mrs. I,inda
the calendar year 1972. The Frederick Lazarus will be Wright.
Miss Kemp has chosen Miss
forms are also available from solemnized on Wednesday. June
any WOW field representative 7, at four o'clock in the af- Katie Kemp, her sister, as her
of the ternoon at St. Leo's' Catholic timid of honor. Her bridesniaids
counselors
or
will be Miss Wanda Billington
Church.
Rangerettes.
and Miss Pat White.
The completed forms are to
The best man Will be Ron
No formal invitations are
he returned by Saturday. June
4,eet;
-brother -of -- the --greotie„,
are-ent-and-wil-fitendsfirtd--being-s
111-, Trl ally 'WOW elect. Doug Harris and Terry'
District invited to attend.
representative,
Dr. Schultz is an 'figgstant Davis will lie groomsmen.
Manager James Parker, lir any
Following the ceremony a
of the following Rangerette professor in the Department of
counselors: Martha Andrus, German and Slavic languages reception will be held in the
Shelbye Suiter, Jo Hale. Cyn- ,at Mtferay State University. Dr.' fellowship hall of the church
relatives are
thia Hart, Madeline Parker, Lazarus is an associate All friends and
Glenda Smith, JIT - 1,eslei, Or professor of the Department of Invited to attend the wedding
and the reception
Philosophy at Murray State.
Loretta Jobs.
DEAR ABBY. My son has just become engaged. His
mother and I are divorced and I am remarried. My son has
invited my wife and me to his wedding.
However, the bride's mother has decided that she wants
only four others in the reception line with the bridal couple,
namely the parents of the bride and the parents of the
groom.
That means I am asked to stand in line with my former
wife while my present wife has no part in it.
My son is urging me strongly to go along with this
although I have told him that I do not feel right about it.
I don't wish to oppose my son on this day of all days,
but I cannot help but feel that such a decision clearly
disregards my feelings and the feelings of my present wife.
UPSET
What can you advise me'

Rangerettes Plan
Meeting Thursday

FBIRTHSJ

Martha Jane Kemp
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

Schultz-Lazarus
Vows To Be Read
St. Leo's Church

Fashion Notes
Written by
JO CRASS
Never...but
never...go
fashion shopping with a
preconceived notion as to
color and style...You'll
most often miss out on the
smartest clothes around...It's a promise.
No longer will the one
with an IMPERFECT
figure be the only one to
choose a black one-piece
swim suit..Those with
PERFEC'T figures have
discovered them. and
wallow in the compliments
they receive.
Hey there...You with the
stars in your eyes..Are you
glowing because you're
trying the new wrapped
aren't
pants?...Fun,
fits
size
they?..One
all..Unbelleveable.
When you entertain at
night. it's just as important
how you look as what you
serve..Try wearing, a long,
ankle-skirting
easy,
seersucker shirtwaist..and
see if you and your guests
won't enjoy the evening
more.
Remember, fashion is
your best SOCIAL security.
Littleton's has the newest
loungewear,
in
look
beautifully designed by
Vanity Fair. Vanity Fair is
an exclusive at Littletons.
the Happy Yellow Store
la open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.all 4:00 on Fri.

Littleton's
HAPPY YELLOW
STORE
DOWNTOWN

MURRAY
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Ron Hunt eads 'hit' parade

Atlanta Rides Aaron Homer To
5-4 Win Over San Diego Padres
lanta a 1-0 lead, the Braves
added another run in the first
on Earl Williams' run-scoring
single. They tallied a pair of
unearned runs in the third on a
hit, an error and three walks
and another in the eighth on
pitcher Ron Reed's sacrifice fly
that proved to be the winning
margin. '
Reed gave up a run in the
second and another in the
eighth before relinquishing Larry Stald's two-run homer in the
ninth and taking a shower. Cecil Upshaw then came in to get
the final three outs.
Manny Meta's tie-breaking
triple in the 10th pulled Los Angeles past San Francisco and
gave the Dodgers a l'2-game
lead overHouston in the West
Hammerin' Hank Aaron of
race. Mota's hit scored Willie
the Atlanta Braves has tied the
Davis, who had led off with a
flamboyant Willie Mays for secwalk.
ond place on the all-time home
4
Lou Brock singled across Dal
-The
says,
but
run list at 648,
Maxvill from second in the fifth
biggest one is still ahead."
inning and Bob Gibson pitched
slugger
The soft-spoken
a three-hitter, giving St. Louis
Randy Smotherman is holding his Land Speed Record Assault
night
Wednesday
caught Mays
its triumph over Chicago.
Vehicle and a plaque that the car won. His vehicle traveled 60 feet
in the first inning of Atlanta's
"I never really get going 'till in 1.75 seconds, an equivalent to 550 m.p.h. Smotherman, an
5-4 victory over San Diego
June," said Gibson, who won eighth grader at Murray Middle School, also received a cerfrom
pitch
when he belted a 3-2
his second straight game after tificate from the First District Industrial Arts Association.
left-hander Fred Norman into
(Staff photo by Gene McCutcheon)
five losses.
the left field seats along the
Tim Foli's run-scoring single
foul line.
in the sixth inning drove home
It was his ninth homer this
the decisive margin in Monaway
only-66
year and left him
treal's triumph over Pittsburgh
from one of baseball's,most rethat dropped the Pirates 4V:
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East Tennessee was track man
Detroit 5, Cleveland 4, 10 inPepitone visited the Cubs'
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locker room at Wrigley Field
Minnesota 3, Kansas City 2
New York 5, Milwaukee 4
last Saturday and bumped into
Oakland 5, Texas 1
coach Pete Reiser, who asked:
3
Chicago
4,
California
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TO
VACATION
A
FOR
"Vou're going to come back.
_
Boston at Baltimore, rain
Thursday's Games
aren't you?"
Kansas City (Drago 24) at
Pepitone answered, "Yes, I
Minnesota Mast 6-1)
New York (Hinton 1-0) at
will.
Milwaukee (Slaton 1-6)
"I really hadn't given it a
Boston (Siebert 3-2) at Balti
thought until I bumped into
more (McNally 5-3), N
Detroit (Coleman 7 3) at Pete in the Cubs' clubhouse,"
Cleveland (G. Perry 83), N
.Pepitone later commented.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
"When he asked me, it was just
Oakland at Baltimore, N
something that came out."
California at Cleveland, N
Cub Vice President John Ho)Texas at Milwaukee, N
Boston at Kansas City, N
This is the Life! Ciracious livland called Pepitone WednesN
Detroit,
at
Minnesota
ing in clublike atmosphere.
day and asked if he was serious
New'York at Chicago, N
Private ocean beach and
about returning, because the
King-size
pool.
fresh water
club was looking for another
s
with
suites
I rooms. Sumptuous
first baseman, reportedly AtFarm Changes
private 'batconies. Close to
lanta's Orlando Cepeda it
all Florida fiffi spots. Personal
MILWAUKEE ( API — The Philadelphia's Deron Johnson.
friendly hospitality by owner"Pepi told me, 'I've already
management.
Milwaukee Brewers Wednesday
announced farm-system person- thought it over, and I want to
Efficiency Apts —Rooms
One Bedroom Apts--.—Air conditioned
nel changes stemming from play as soon as possible," HolAffiliated with Ruttger Resorts
this week's promotion of Del land said. -in Minnesota and Florida
As soon as possible means
\1
°11114111
Crandall from manager at
IIILCAIIK_BILCIlint write
2- bocanStr1ague-ru1es-n.7
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EVansViThe
W. 0.(longer
quire a 60-day interim before la
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HUTTSEWS ST THE SEA
4660 El Mar Drive
Former Detroit Tiger catcher_ player clin rehirn to the activl.
Lauderdale By The Sea, Fla. 33301
Roarke will move up list once he has announced his
Mike
Tel 305:564,4351
from manager at San Antonio voluntary retirement. Pepitone
of the Texas League to man- announced his retirement May
ager at Evanville of the Ameri- 2.
Pepitone will begin workinl•
can Association, effective MonFORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
day. .Scout Jim Walton wil out informally with the teat:,
this Sunday in Los Angeles.
manage San Antonio.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Welcome home, Hank Aaron,
you've just caught Willie Mays.
Next stop: Babe Ruth.
"The biggest one is still
ahead," said the Atlanta
Braves' slugger after tying
Mays for second place on the
all-time home run list with No.
648 Wednesday night and set-

Aaron Slams
Homer 648;
Ties Willie

ting his sights on the Babe's
record 714.
Aaron's firgt-inning belt, a
typical line drive rocket into
the left field seats at Atlanta
Stadium, started the Braves to
a 5-4 victory over the San
Diego Padres.
"I haven't been hitting the
ball well at all this year," said
Aaron, who could have fooled
some. He's hit nine out of the
park so far.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Los Angeles Dodgers nipped the San Francisco
Giants 5-4 in 10 innings; the St.
Louis Cardinals topped the Chicago Cubs 1-0; the Montreal
Expos beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-2 and the Cincinnati
Reds bombed the- Houston
Expos 12-4. Rain washed out
the game between Philadelphia
and New York.
American League results:
Detroit 5, Cleveland 4 in 10;
Oakland 5, Texas 1; Minnesota
3, Kansas City 2; New York 5,
Milwaukee 4 and California 4,
Chicago 3. Boston at Baltimore
was postponed by rain.
After Aaron's blast gave At-

Ladies Day Winners

Major—League
Leaders

Named At Oaks Club

t

Standings

Western Is OVC
All-Sport Champ
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Ron Hunt led the major
leagues last season in
"ouches," ice packs and consumption of enzyme tablets.
The Montreal second baseman set a single-season record
by being hit 50 times by pitches
and he would just as soon not
break his own mark this year.
"That's not a record anyone
would want to go after," the 31year-old veteran said in an interview. "That's a pitcher's
record, not a hitter's."
However, it tells something
about the fortitude of the 5-11,
180-pounder that he continues
to crowd the plate after nine
full seasons of being riddled by

Riding Club
To Sponsor
Show June 3

Memorial Day
Golf Tourney
Held At Oaks

The Wrangler Riding Club
will sponsor a Western Kentucky Horseman's Association
Point Show Saturday at the
club. The show will begin at 4
p.m.
Riders will be competing in 20
different classes. A class for
ponies 48 inches and under will
be open for riders 12 years of
age and under while the class
for ponies 49-56 inches will be
open for riders 16 years old and
under.
Youngsters four vears of age
and under will be in the
Western Pleasure 'Junior
Horses while Western Pleasure
Senior Horses will be for
children five years of age and
up. A Youth Western Pleasure
Class will be open for riders 16
and under.
Barrels races will include
pony, junior, women's, and the
open jackpot event. Other
classes are pony lead
western rack, flags open, es
trot,
open (both jackpots
horses,
plantation sad
try pleasure,
English rack,
'or speed race,
figure eigh
races far figure
and ja
eig
rescue events.
ntry fee for open games is
$2.25 while all other class entry
fees are $1.25. The concession
stand will be open and admission to the show is one dollar
per car load.

pitchers attempting to drive
him back.
Hunt has led the National
League a record four seasons in
a row in being hit-by-pitch. He
got it 25 times in 1968, 25 in 1969
and 26 in 1970 before eclipsing
the record of 49 that had stood
for 75 years. Hughie Jennings
of Baltimore set the record in
1896.
It was regarded as a miracle
last year that Hunt could take
such punishment and still play
in 152 games, missing only 10.
He became practically a fulltime patient of Expos Wainer
Joe Liscio.
"I still don't know how Ron
could play with all those
bruises," says liscio. "He was
hit on the same spot three times
in one week.
"There was another period
when he had four big bruises on
his left leg — one on the ankle,
one on the shin, one just above
the knee and another on the
calf."
"I was lucky I never broke
anything," says Hunt, who has
been plagued by injuries
throughout his career.
It also is remarkable that
none of the 50 pitches actually
'beaned the right-hand-hitting
leadoff man. However, one
pitch by San Diego's Steve
Arlin deflected off Hunt's
shoulder and struck him on the
cheek. On another occasion, a
pitch grazed the top of Hunt's
helmet.
The pride of Wentzville, Mo.,
was hit only once in his first 13
games this season. That raises
his career total to 175 and puts
him only 14 behind the ma)
all-time leader, Minnie Minds°.
It is a measitre of H 's role
in the Montreal oteise that he
htly over 40
reached base
per cent o •e time in 1971, a
stagge g achievement for
doff man. In addition to
any
plunked 50 times, he
drew 58 walks, had 145 hits and
struck out only 41 times while
averaging .279.
None of this is lost on Montreal's hard-nosednager,
Gene Mauch.
"In my 30 years in baseball,

MURRAY

Red;
In P

I've never enjoyed having a
player going about his business
the way I've enjoyed Ron
Hunt," says Mauch.
"I remember once last year
when a pitch had really hurt
Ron," Liscio recalls, "and
Gene got Gary Sutherland to
start warming up, to go in and
play second base. Ron was so
mad at Gene he was ready to
fight him. Gene let him stay

The only
of the Little I
makeup gan
Bryan Sco
only three h:
game into a
Brad Tayll
Reds. David
Gibson and k
Howard and
Two game
League mak,

in ,,

Though he was a shooting
duck last season, Hunt got into
only one fight. That was when
he swapped blows with San
Diego catcher Bob Barton after
being hit twice by Arlin pitches.
There have been a number of
players who have literally been
run out of the majors because
of their fear of being hit by a
pitch.
"I've never been gun-shy,"
says Hunt. "If I had, I would
have been out of this game a
long time ago. I've crowded the
plate all my life it's the only
way I know how to hit. If I
backed off, I would be dead."
Still, it's no fun being nailed
by a baseball traveling upward
of 90 miles an hour.
It was Hunt's misfortune to
be drilled four times last year
by Nolan Ryan, the wild young
right-hander since traded
the New York Mets to the
fornia Angels.
- 'er than
"Ryan threw
eague last
anyone in th
year," Hunt ys. "He was so
ing to pitch to me
fouled u
still hasn't gotten onthat
tr ed. But I've been hit by
arder throwers — Sandy
Kadin, for.example."
There are some who fear that
the record Hunt set in 1971 may
have been the result of slowing
reflexes. Ron doesn't think so.
By the end of the season, the
Expos thought back to a morning in spring training when
Hunt was hit three times by
balls served up by a pitching
machine.
"I'm just getting ready for
the regular season," he said at
Ib time.
He was right and didn't know
it.
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Sparky Lyle Chalks Up Tenth _
Save As Yanks Down Milwaukeel

ocal Baseball Roundup

Reds Upend Athletics
In Park League Action
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The only game played at the City Park last night found the Reds
of the Little League blasting the Athletics 21-2. The contest was a
makeup game of the original that had been rained out Monday.
Bryan Scott and Dean Cherry combined for the Reds to allow
only three hits. A 13 run explosion in the fifth inning turned the
game into a rout.
Brad Taylor and Craig Klein picked op homers for the winning
Reds. David Mathis and Taylor each had three hits while Te
Gibson and Klein had two hits. For the losers, Mike Howard;JOhn
Howard and Ricky Garland all had singles.
Two games in the Park League and two game(the Little
onds tonight.
League make up the schedule of activity at the
Little League
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An Arts and Crafts program will soon begin at the City Park. Registration for the program will be
June Sand 6. Mary Ann Pirtle (far right) will be the instructor. Shown left to right are Sherri Swift,
Tina Swift, Alan Gibbs, Vlelde Carraway and instritetor Pirtle.(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Murray Club Holds
Ladies Day Golf
Winners for tbe ladies'day
golf held at the Murray Country
Club on Wednesday have been
announced by the golf hostess,
Norma Frank.
Sue Morris was the winner of
the championship flight. Flight
Margaret
winners were
Shuffett, ITML Patsy Mier,
second, and Martha Sue Ryan,
third.
Low putts went to Carol
Hibbard and most putts to Mary
Coati.

The second round in the
-Twilight Golf" competition at
the Murray Country Club will be
held Friday, June 2.
Participating golfers are
urged to be at the club at 5 p.m.
or as soon thereafter as
possible.
Chairman of the event,
Richard Knight, has invited all
players to stay after the competition for a social hour. Those
desiring may bring steaks or
hamburger for grilling. Any
club member who is not playing
in the tournament is welcome to
attend the social hour at approximately 7:30 p.m.
The pairings for Friday's
play are as follows:

ly for
aid at
know

No. 1 Tee—John Pattlk and
Mary Jo Hinton; M.C. Garrott
and Billie Carroll.
No. 2 Tee—E.J. Haverstock
and Tech Farrell; Clyde Adkins
and Earlene Doran.
No.3 Tee—Graves Morris and
Margaret Polly; Don Robinson
--LO4AnnPhi1pOt.No. 4 Tee—Lawrence Philpot
and Marilyn Adkins; Chester

Marilyn Paulk.
Thomas and
No. 5 Tee—Tommy Carroll
and Billie Cohoon; Gassy Doran
and Betty Hinton.
No.6 Tee—Wells Purdom and
Alice Purdom; Louis Ryan and
Margaret Shuffett.
No.7 Tee—Ronnie Hutson and
Lanette Thurman; Keith Hinton
and Mary Watson.
No. 8 Tee—Vernon Cohoon
and Toopie Thomas; Dub Polly
and Mary Taylor.
No. 9 Tee—Sue Morris and
Joe_McCoart; Betty Lowry and
John Farrell.
No. I Tee -Agnes Payne and
Ronnie Foster; Betty Hunter
and Jim Ransom.
No.4 Tee—Euva Nell Mitchell
and Larry Robinson; Jackie
Ransom and Red Howe.
No. 7 Tee—Martha Ryan and
Euldene
Darold Keller;
Robinson and Jim Payne.
No. 1 Tee—Anna Mary
Adams and Ed Watson; Marie
Lassiter and Bill Thurman.
No. 1 Tee—Nancy Haverstock_and__Kichard Knight;
Lashlee Fatter and Jiggs
Lassiter.

PI H
HIT
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Place:

City
Park

1:00 p.m.
June 4th

Hendon's Service Station
Clifford's 66
Roberts Oil Co.
4

Gary Hohman (left) is giving a few golf pointers to Bob Herndon. Hohman will be the gelf instructor for adult and youth
classes at the City Park this slimmer. Anyone interested in taking
lessons should contact Barry Polston at 753-7640.
i Staff Photo by Mike Brandon )

Golfers Go To Great
Lengths For Putters

delphia were rained out.
Lyle was struggling along at
Pittsfield, Mass., in the Eastern
League in 1966 with "only a
fast ball and a sometimes
curve. Ted Williams, who was
the Red Sox batting instructor,
came to Pittsfield for a couple
of days. I asked him to explain
how a slider moves and how it
appears to a batter. Ted gave
me a detailed account of a slider from a batter's viewpoint.
"I was lying in bed that
night, but couldn't sleep. I got
up and tried holding a baseball
in a variety of ways to envision
how I'd have to hold it to get
the type break Ted spoke of. I
finally decided that there was
only one way to do it. I got up
and started throwing the ball
against the house at 5 a.m."
He's been throwing the slider
it ever since.
The Yanks jumped to a 5-0
lead Wednesday night as John
Ellis and Gene Michael delivered two-run singlesln the first
inning and Roy White homered
in the third. The Brewers
chased Mel Stottlemyre in the
seventh and Lyle came on with
two runs already in. He
promptly wild pitched another

one home, gave up a run one
three singles in the eighth and
then slammed the door.
The Tigers took over first
place in the AL East by onehalf game over rain-idled Baltimore when Eddie Brinkman hit
a sacrifice fly in the 10th inning
after reliever Fr-ed Scherman
worked out a bases-loaded,:
none-out jam in the Cleveland
ninth.
It was the seventh loss in a
row for the Indians. Norm Cash,
and Mickey Stanley hornerefti
3
for the Tigers.
Oakland scored three times
in the seventh inning on SaLti,
Bando's sacrifice fly and singles by Mike Epstein and 011ie
Brown and went on to defeat'
Texas behind Catfish Hunter.
Reggie Jackson, who hornered for the A's off Dick Boaman in the first inning, was
struck in the face by a pitch:
from reliever Mike Paul in the
seventh. Jackson walked from
the field under his own power
and was taken to a hospital,
where X rays proved negative.
Eric Soderholm, hitting just
.183 at game time, slammed a
three-run homer in the sixth inning following singles by Rod
Carew and Harmon Killebrew,
lifting Minnesota past Kansas
City. It was Soderholm's third
home run of the season -and
second game-winner.
Chicago jumped to a 3-1 lead
2 in,
1
over California after 5/
nings with Rich Morales accounting for two. runs with a
home run and single. But Bob
Oliver drove in a run for the
Angels with a sixth-inning
single, Leroy Stanton tied it
with a single in the eighth and
they won it with two out in the
ninth.
Sandy Alomar singled, raced
around to third when first baseman Dick Allen muffed a pickoff throw, Mickey Rivers and
Vada Pinson walked, loading
the bases, and Oliver came
through with a single.

SANDWICH, England (AP) changing weather Which includ— Marty West, 23-year-old ed lashing rain and hail storms,
amateur golfer from Chevy Siderowf beat Gordon Hyde of
Chase, Md., faced one of the Britain 5 and 3, and West detoughest matches of his career feated David Hedges of Britain
2 and I.
today.
Richardson edged Britain's
The chunky American had to
play Rodney Foster, an ex- David Smith, one-up, and Camperienced British Walker Cup eron beat David Cox of Britain
campaigner and a seeded play- 3 and 2.
One of America's brightest
er in the fourth round of the
British Amateur Championship. hopes, Ed Tutwiler of InWest, who finished sixth in dianapolis, lost a three-hole
the U.S. amateur last year, is lead and was beaten by his old
playing in Britain for the first Walker Cup rival, Joe Carr of
time. He is getting to knor the Ireland, one-up.
6,633-yard, par 34-36-70 Royal
St. George's links where the
weather constantly changes and
the wind plays havoc with drives.
"It's a wonderful experience
to play on such a natural
Corner of 4th & Elm
course," West said. "We have
United
the
nothing like this in
5 p.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
States.
Open: 12-6 p.m. Saturday
"Golf courses in America are
too much alike—what America
2-6 Sunday
itself perhaps is becoming—a
little too artificial and carefully
laid out.
"Every hole on this course
calls for different shots from
Reg.
NOW
the ones I'm used to making at
home.Another American survivor,
NOW
former Walker Cup player Dick
Siderowf of Westport, Com,
also in Britain for the first
time, agreed about the course
but said the weather left him
bewildered.
"I started the tournament
Reg, '2
with a turtle necked sweater,"
he said. "At times I felt I ought
to be wearing a short sleeved
shirt."
Reg. '2.50 NOW
Siderowf's opponent today
was Barry Drayson, a former
British professional, who has
been reinstated as an amateur.
COMPLETE
10-GALLON
Two other Americans were in
the last 32. Kemp Richardson
of Laguna Nigual, Calif., was
paired against David Smith of
Britain and John Arnold Cameron of Dallas faced Philip Berry of Britain.
On Wednesday, in violently

* Weekend Specials *
79
39'
Catfish

greens ofdifferent speeds,"
CHARLOTTE, N.C. tAPt —
Putting is the name of the he said.
Dave Stockton shot a 77 one
game in the pressure-cooker
world of tournament golf. day and left about a dozen
That's where the money and putts short—dead in the heart
the titles are won and the tour- of the hole.
"When I got back to the hoing pros go to sometime ridiculous lengths to achieve mastery tel, I thought about it," he said.
"I decided the only thing wrong
on the greens.
was my putter was too light. So
"The esteem with which I
got some lead tape and put
I
Sikes
hold my putter,- Dan
two big strips on the putter for
once remarked after a particuweight."
larly good put4ng round, "is
the next day,
64
a
shot
He
only slightly greater than that
needing only 27 putts.
which I accord my wife."
Dave Hill sometimes goes at
He may have been kidding. it cross-handed.
Then,again, maybe he wasn't.
-I just keep changing my
When they've got it going on hands around until I find somethe greens, it -isn't unusual to thing that feels comfortable
see a player take his putter to and whatever it is, that's the
lunch in the clubhouse. They stroke I use," Dave said.
Won't let that short stick out of
their sight.
And when it goes bad, the '11
try almost anything to get it
back.
Jimmy Jamieson made a surATLANTA,Ga.(AP) — Low- prise challenge for the MastiTs
ell "Cotton" Fitzsimmons, who this year, armed with a putter
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
had a 9747 record during his he was pressured into buying
two-year stint as coach of the by an aggressive sporting Bob Charles, New Zealand leftPhoenix Suns-, has signed a goods salesman in a depart- hander, tied the course record
with a 6$, seven under par, and
multiyear contract with the At- ment store. .
"It's just like the model the won a pro-am warmup Wedneslanta Hawks.
Terms of the contract or pros use," the salesman day for the Kemper Open Golf
Tournament which started toFitzsimmons, who is the short- prompted Jamieson.
"Well, that, of course, con- day.
est coach in the National BasCharles earned $500 for his
ketball Association at 5-foot-8, vinced me," Jainieson grinned.
Ken Still came out of a long effort over the 7,278-yard Quil
were not disclosed but it is believed he receved,a modest in- slump last week, notching a 67 Hollow Country Club course.
crease over the $30,000 he was With a putter he'd picked up scene of the open tournament.
Gary I'layer of South Africa
the day before at J. C. Penearning at Phoenix.
second with 66 and won
was
$6.99.
ney's.
Cost:
The 40-year-old white-haired
"I tried it on the carpet in $425.
Fitzsimmons was named
In team play, each team conWednesday as coach of the the hotel room a couple of
of a pro mid three amasisting
played
I
the
before
times
night
Hawks,succeeding Richie Gueteurs. four teams tied with best
rin, who.became general man- Still said, and it felt really
ball 56. This earned $325 apiece
comfortable- just wonderful."
ager of the club a -month ago.
For -pros Phil Rodgers, Tommy
Memthe
won
Trevino
Lee
Fitzsimmons coached at Kan-.1orryt -McGee— m!
sas-State,- where- tds dub won -Phisjten- astng-weatier
t;eorge
Archer.
by
earlier
couple
days
a
of
him
for
1970,
in
title
Eight
the Big
'Four players tied for third in
two seasons prior to taking an unknown askiiirer from
over the 1hoenix club. Before Little Rock, Ark. Tle'd had put- individual play with 67s and
Won $306 apiece. They were
prOirlems most of the early
the Kans4 State post, he
Weiskopf, defending
changed clubs about Tom
coached foi nine years at Mo- eason
berly ( Mo.)Junior College. His s often as he changed socks. (tampion th the Kemper Open
Frank Beard; Dave Stockton
"I always have at least three
college coaching record was
anti .11m Jamieson.
'different- ones with the to use
258-78.

Fitzsimmons
Signs Contract

Announcement to all boys who
registered for the
"Pitch, Hit & Throw Competition,"
sponsored by Phillips 66.
The first local competition will
be held:
Time

FT. KNOX, Ky.( AP) — Jim
Striplin of Mason County, Steve
Waldo Gollinger of Paducah
Tilghman and Stuart Wheeler
of Russellville will form a
threesome in the final day of
play today in the state high
school individual golf championship.
competition
In first-day
Wednesday at Anderson Golf
Course here, Striplin,a powerful
6-foot-4, 180 pound junior,
turned in a 34 on the back nine
to come in with an even-par 72
and a one-stroke lead in the
contest.
He leads Gollinger, who
stands 5-foot-7 and weighs 130
pounds, going into today's final
18 holes.
Striplin, 16, said after
Wednesday's play,"On No. 9, I
made up my mind that I was
gonna tear this course apart. I
played two-under from there'
Meanwhile Gollinger parred
13 holes, made two birdies and
three bogeys and didn't leave
himself a putt longer than nine
feet.
Wheeler, the 1971 Kentucky
junior champion, matched the
74s carded by Brad Fabel of
Madisonville and Rick Schroer
of Louisville Southern.
Leonard Ballard of Shelbyville and Stott Thomas of Clark
County made 75s on the 6,507yard course.
Five golfers were four shots
back at 76: Timmy Poynter of
Maysville, David Dick of Sbmerset, Kurt Jones of Hopkinsville, Jim Staats of Seneca and
Steve Rogers of Bowling Green.

Sparky Lyle, who picked up
his out pitch during a sleepless
night six years ago, is doing his
best to see that Ralph Houk
spends as few sleepless nights
as possible.
Houk wig-wagged Lyle in
from the bullpen for the 14th
time Wednesday night and the
left-handed relief ace, acquired
from Boston during spring
training, posted his 10th save,
preserving the New York Yankees' 5-4 victory over Milwaukee.
The 27-year-old Lyle has one
triumph, giving him a hand in
11 of New York's 1.7 victories.
He sports an impressive 1.16
earned run average.
Elsewhere in the American
League, Detroit edged Cleveland 54 in 10 innings, Oakland,
trimmed Texas 5-1 Minnesota
nipped Kansas City 3-2 and California shaded the Chicago
White Sox 4-3. Baltimore and
Boston were rained out.
National League scores: Montreal 3, Pittsburgh 2; St. Louis
1, Chicago Cubs 0; Los Angeles
5, San Francisco 4 in 10 innings; Cincinnati 12, Houston 4;
Atlanta 5, San Diego 4. The
New York Mets and Phila-

West To Face Walker In
Fourth Round Of British

Second Round Of Twilight Golf
At Murray Country Club Friday State High
School Golf
Finals Today
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Neons

1/2 Price
98'

Angel Fish

Bettas

Clown loaches

$193

AQUARIUM
SET-UP

snotkl-‘ $599

Charles Ties
Course Record
At Kemper Open

1

Free Delivery ,1
,Pizzas
.
1

a

4 .
4 .
.
.
_4
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4m1

Poor Boy Sandwiches
V

Spaghetti

Paglials Pizza
Phone 753-2975

I

4
1
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Harrison Dairy Farm At Stella Proves
Philosophy Of 'Quality Over Quantity'

It JuneDairyMonth
June has been celebrated as dairy month
since its inception in 1937. Then, June, as a peak
production month for milk, was selected as a
fitting time for a nationwide salute to the dairy
industry. Today, scientific progress has made
every month as productive as June. So the month
now serves a timely reminder to the housewife
to serve nutritious dairy foods to her family all
year long.
June Dairy Month is celebrated at consumers'
tables, in supermarkets and restaurants, and
wherever dairy foods are sold or consumed. It
is a time to honor the multi-billion dollar dairy
industry which plays such a vital role in the
health and welfare of the nation.
During the month, dairy nights at ballparks
throughout the country are the scene for milking contests with political and sport celebrities.
June Dairy Month is the industry's annual effort
to tell its story and to urge greater use of dairy
products.

In
RI

Minnesota
Co-ed Reigns.
As Princess

Gayle Krogstad, a 20-yearold Ada, Minnesota, girl, has
had a busy year—completing
her Junior year at college,
satisfaction
their
expressing
Mr. Perry Harrison believes
training as a student teacher;
in quality instead of quantity with their purchase and perand representing the nation's
and his Grade A dairy near formance of the animals.
dairy industry. Gayle was
is
operation
Harrison's
Mr.
Stella is proof of his philosophy.
crowned last June, at the
can
With about twenty six Jersey proof that a Grade A Dairy
concliqion of a three-day
cows on his 112 acre farm, Mr. be profitable even though he has
contest in Chicago, to reign
Harrison still rates as a top a small number of acres and a
as the 17th American Dairy
Jersey producer and last year small number of cattle.
Princess. She was seleeted
By emphasizing quality,
he was named as the owner of
on the basis of appearance,
poise and knowledge of the
the top producing Jersey herd in instead of quantity, Mr.
Harrison has made his
dairy industry from candithe state of Kentucky.
dates representing 29 states.
Mr. Harrison came by his operation pay. ,
In addition to the tradiHe grows his own hay but
philosophy honestly since his
tional sparkling tiara and
father Mr. Malcolm Harrison of purchases his grain from the
long-stemmed red roses,
Graves county was one of the Stella Feed hop.
Mairylaad's First Lady Shares Favorite Recipe
Gayle received- a $(X)0 cash
Mr.-Harrison is president-et
first Jersey men in the state.
scholarship to continue her
American Dairy Princess
Mr. Malcolm long ago started the Marshall-Calloway County
education in health and
Gayle Krogstad likes to use
on the project of improving his Artificial Breeders Association
physical education at Moorfamily
this
in
products
dairy
he
herd believing that in doing so, and through this association
head State College, Moorfavorite recipe, a rhubarb
he would attain top milk is constantly intent on building
head, Minnesota.
cake featuring spring's fresh
the quality of the herd.
producing cattle.
The First Lady of the dairy
sour
dairy
zesty
rhubarb,
A number of bulls are
Mr. Malcolm Harrison bought
•sz, •
industry, a slim blue-eyed
butter.
wholesome
and
cream
the
through
his first registered animal in available
brunette, is the daughter of
association and by studying
1917.
Brown sugar and nt t
;
dairy farmers Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Perry Harrison came to each animal closely, he is able
give this crumble-top cake
arawarialiaturHoyden of Ada, MinneEarl
better
and
and
better
flavor
produce
to
old-fashioned
an
from
Graves
Calloway County
During her reign Gayle
sota.
'els;astseast
.4
butter
with
bull
and
a
matching
cream
by
animals
dairy sour
County in 1957 with about half of
appeared at the annual meetmake it melt-in-the-mouth
Our Farm Qriel, raised by Mr. Harrison was sold last year at the Kentucky National Jersey Sale. Mr. Malcolm's herd and over certain qualities to the inings of Dairymen, Inc. in Atmoist and tender.
This animal won fourth place in the two year old category in the All American Jersey Show in a class the years continued to improve dividual cow.
lanta, Georgia and the North
out
breeds
he
In this manner
si 48 Jerseys. The show is considered the top Jersey show in the world.
the quality of the animals.
Dakota Dairy Inclustries ArRhuRoyal
Serve
Dairy
Last year the twenty six the unwanted qualities and
sociation in .Bismarck. She
17th Amerca
from
the
warm
barb
Cake
Jerseys averaged 11,285 pounds breeds in the desirable features.
added wholesome beauty to
oven topped with sweetened
Ada,
Princess,
Dairy
ican
.jsks. Harrison is g ftegistered_.
of milk With .582 pounds
a-Cilium:as parade through
Mhastscrta,-tdasts -the AMerwhiPlied-ereartlttrellirrmer
butterfat. The American Jersey Nurse and is not working at this
Missouri's capital city, adican dairy industry.
cream.
the wives of memCattle Club sponsors a herd time. The couple has two
dressed
DAIRY ROYAL RHUBARB CAKE
Kenneth
bers of Associated Milk Proevaluation program and Mr. children, Mrs.
Add brown sugar, butter,
cups all-purpose flour
ducers; Inc., who were atHarrison came up with an (Carolyn) Adams and Mrs. 2 1/3 teaspoon
salt
sour cream, egg and vanilla.
1
tending an annual meeting
Johnson.
e)
t
Ma
(Lillie
V.
Robert
average of 841 with one ex1 teaspoon baking soda
Beat until welLblended. Fold
in Chicago; and shared the
1 1/2 cups-firmly packed light
cellent cow. Type has to do with Another daughter passed away
in rhubarb. Turn into 9 x 13
spotlight with dairy prinbrown sugar
the conformation of the animal many years ago. The couple
x 2-inch buttered pan. Combutter
stick)
(1/2
cup
1/4
cesses from all over the world
of
Church
attends the Kirksey
only.
bine sugar and nutmeg.
1 cup dairy sour cream
at International Milk Day in
Mr.• Harrison has co-signed Christ.
1 egg, beaten
a
in
top.
Bake
Sprinkle over
Buffalo, New York.
1 teaspoon vanilla
0
Mr. Harrison gains much
cows to every Kentucky
preheated 350 oven, 50-55
A busy June schedule and
rhubarb,
fresh
cups
4
National Jersey Sale since it satisfaction in his work and the
minutes or until cake tests
cut in 1/4 inch slices
'
crowning of her succesthe
was begun and his cattle have knowledge that . the quality of
done. Cool in pan. Serve
3/4 cup sugar
sor on July 11, will conclude
nutmeg
teaspoon
1/2
rising
his
constantly
cattle
sweetened
is
with
from
by
topped
buyers
warm
purchased
been
Gayle's reign as American
Utah,Tennessee, Arkansas and probably gives him more
In a large mixing bowl stir whipped or sour cream.
Dairy Princess, leaving her
Kentucky. He has received pleasure than any other facet of
together flour, salt and soda. Makes 12 servings.
with fond memories of her
many letters from the people his long years in the dairy
year as representative of
Productive Farmers
who have purchased his cattle business.
Farmer Income
America's dairy farmers.
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Mr. Perry /terrine, left, and Ted Howard, Calloway County Agent, stand by some of the fine

Jersey Cattle rasiestby Mr. Harrison. Last year Mr. Harrison had the top producing Jersey herd in

Dairymen Spend 11 Minuses A Day With Each Cow
Dairymen rank near the care for each milk cow (extop in efficiency among cluding the time spent in
American farmers. Milk out- raising feed and caring for
put per man-hour has herd replacements). Ten
doubled since 1960. In 1970, ).ears ago,these farmers used
dairy farmers spent an aver- over 20 minutes per cow in
age of 11 minutes a day to direct labor.

Le state.

The gain in overall productivity among farmers is

almost twice as great as in
our manufacturing industries. The output per man
hour in manufacturing has
ilia-eased 1.7 times in the
last 20 years—but output per
man hour of farmers is 3.3
times higher than 20 years
ago.

To Be Higher
In 1972
Good news dominates the

During the early months of
1972, the average per-ton price
for abled alfalfa hay was $40,

economic outlook for farmers
this year. A substantial increase is predicted for realized net income ($1 1/2 - $2
billion) over last year's $15.7
billion performance,

SANDWICH ANYONE?
In one hour,. a modern
combine can harvest enough
wheat to produce the tread for
2X101.sindwidies!
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Congratulations to Mr. Perry Harrison
A

On Your
Fine Jersey Herd!!

'a

We are pleased to supply Mr. Harrison
with all the feed grain used on his Grade A
Daity Farm.
With our bulk delivery system, feedgrain_
is delivered in top condition right to his
farm.
Call on us for Calf Feed, Custom Grinding and our Superior Bulk Delivery of Feed Grains .. .
Our Highly Specialized Delivery Vehicle is pictured above.

Stella Feed & Seed, Inc.
W. G. "Top" Satterwhite

. Telephone 753-1255

R. - Stella, Kentucky
4

111•••••••••••.-
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Injured Eye Of Dog
Replaced With Glass
By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) From a distance, Tong, a raccoon-faced Pekingese, looks
and acts like any healthy three)ear-old, bounding across his
owner's yard.
One must get close to notice
that such playfulness goes unhindered by the fad that the
dog has but one eye.
The other eye was damaged
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Members Of
Western Staff
Are Honored
Chicago, 111.-Nine members
of , the Western Kentucky
University faculty have been
chosen Outstanding Educators
of America for 1972.
'Selected on the basis of their
and
professional
civic
achievements, are, Dr. Dero
G. Downing, President; Dr.
Mary W. Clarke, department of
English; Dr. Lowell Harrison,
professor of history; Dr. Joy M.
Kirchner, department of health
and safety; Dr. William G.
Lloyd, professor of chemistry;
DP: Ronaald'ICiaSh, head of the
department of philosophy and
religion; Mr, Robert .1. Oppitz,
assistant dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs;
John W. Sagabiel, dean of
men; and Dr. Jack W. Thacker,
Jr., department of history.
Their selection is part of an
awards program
annual
honoring distinguished men and
women for their exceptional
service, achievements, and
leadership in the field of
education.
Guidelines for selection include an educator's talents in
the classroom, contributions to
research, administrative
abilities, civic service, and
professional recognition.
Each year names of those
chosen are published in
"Outstanding Educators of
America."
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during an over-enthusiastic
romp with Sunny, a German
Shepherd, explains Mrs. Katherine Crowley who owns both
dogs.
When such accidents happened to animals in the past
there was little a veterinarian
could do but remove the damaged eye and sew the lid shut,
leaving the animal free to
maneuver with its one good eye
but giving it a slightly unattractive appearance.
In Tong's case, however, the
space where the damaged eye
was removed has been filled
with a clear plastic sphere, the
same kind used with humans
who must have an eye replaced.
The operation is still relatively .new with animals, said Dr.
Curtis B. Sousley, a local veterinarian.
Sousley said he had read
about similar operations in veterinary- journals before he performed his first about four
months ago,- Tong's was his
third and by his own admission
the most difficult because of
the extended damage involved
and because a Pekingese has
protruding eyes, making it
harder to attach an artificial
eye that will stay in place.
-Fortunately the eye muscles
were still intact and could be
used to hold the glass eye in,"
he said.
The sphere itself, about the
size of a shooter marble, was
obtained from the nearby University of _ Kentucky Medical
Center.
The operaton lasted about an
hour and 15 minutes, during
which time the dog was put under an anesthetic, Sousley said.
Once the eye finished healing,
he said, a contact lens could be
slipped over the sphere to enhance the eye's appearance.
Mrs. Crowley, whose four-legged family also includes another Pekingese plus three cats,
said Sunny and Tong remain
friendly toward one another,
but she sees to it that they are
no longer playmates.

Hospital Report
May 26, 1972
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSION
DISMISSALS
Master Kelly Andrew Hodges,
106 College Courts, Murray,
Alton S. Paschall, Route 7,
Murray, Master Richard
Patrick Bryant, Route - 1,
Benton,
Mrs.
Margaret
Johanna Simmons and Baby
Boy, 1313 Kirkwood, Murray,
Master Mark Clayton Riley,
Buchanan, Tenn., Johnny Ewen
Stubblefield, Route 5, Murray,
Mrs. Sarah Jane Oliver, Hazel,
Mrs. Eva Cole, Route 1, Hazel,
Comus Everrose Alexander,
Hardin, Mrs. Eloyse Holland
Sexton, Route 6, Murray, John
Porter Farley, 1651 Ryan,
Murray.
May 27, 1972
ADULTS 93
NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
7

Mrs. Wanda Jane Mitchu.son
and Baby Boy, Route 1, Hardin.
DISMISSIALS
John Hardings Grogan, Route
1, Hardin, Mrs. Mary Chrysler,
New Concord, Mrs. Mary Olivia
Turley, Route 3, Box 74, R,
Murray, Mrs. Glenda Kay
Jones and Baby Boy, Route 2;
Buchanan, Tenn., Ewin
Ramsey, Route 1, Dexter,
Lilburn Paschall, Route 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Annie Florence
Holmes, Route 1, Box 150,
Farmington, Tony • Scherffius
expired), Route 7, Murray.
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 3
May 29, 1972
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Gina Susan Jones, 1505
Chaucre St., Murray, Mrs.
Mocie Williams, 801 Hurt,
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis May
Hayes and Baby Girl, 60312
18th. Trailer 10, Murray, Mrs.
Judy Frances Richardson, Rt.
6, Murray, Baby Boy Burkeen,
412 Sycamore, St., Murray,
Amos Workman ( expired), Rt.
1, Almo.
AIRMAIL SERVICE
The first airmail service in
the world was inaugurated between New York and Washington, D.C., on May 15, 1918.

Mobile Home Owners
Hit Hardest By Wind
To children, it's the big bad
wolf who huffs and puffs and
blows your house down.
To adults, it's often the
hurricane, tornado or high
velocity wind gust.
Homeowners across the
nation know what it's like to
have the family dwelling
damaged or destroyed by high
winds. It's costly. It's i inconvenient. And it's impossible
to replace some of the family'd
handed down treasures or the
happy
from
souvenirs
vacations.
According to the National
Weather Service, U.S. residents
suffer more than $533 million
annually in damages from
various types of high velocity
winds.
Community members hardest
hit in severe windstorms are
often the owners of mobile
homes. The long, low bodies of
mobile homes and their
relatively light weight are two
factors which make them
especially susceptible to high
wind damage. Accessory roofs,
such as awnings over porch and
patio areas often attached to
mobile homes, are also wind
damage factors. Under high
wind conditions they can act
like sails, providing enough lift
W turn.the home onto its side.
But mobile homes need not be
so vulnerable. Like the third
little pig, who built -his house of
brick, mobile home owners can
take proven precautions to
reduce the possiblity of wind
damage to your residences.
Among the most effective
precautions according to the
Mobile Living Communications
Center ( MLCC ) is proper tie
down of the mobile home. The
National Weather Service, the
Office of Civil Defense, the Red
Cross and the National Safety
Council also recommend tie
down for wind damahe
reduction. In addition, you
should consider natural windbreaks such as small hills and
trees which can shield your
dwelling from the full force of
the storm.
The number of ties and type 1.f

MEN

CONGRATULATIONS...
Mr. Perry Harrison
On your Outstanding Dairy Herd which last year was named
Top Producing Jersey Dairy Herd in Kentucky.

tie down equipment most effective for each mobile home
depend upon wind consitions
and sail type in that area and
upon its own length and
geographic location. But
statistics indicate that mobile
homes which are properly tied
down incur less wind damage
than those with inadequate or
no toe down system.
Tying down is a quick,
inexpensive way to protect your
property. Equipment costs
range from 890 to $150 in most
states, depending upon the size
of your home-and the tie down
system selected.
Most authorities consider it
advisable to pay for having an
experienced contractor tie.
down your home. Though
-outside" installation is an
additional cost, the contractor
has the knowledge to select the
right tie down system for your
area. He also has special
correct inequipment for
stallation.
However, an experienced
contractor is not always
available. If you are in good
shape physically and are handy
with tools, you can effectively
ties down your home by yourself. To help you accomplish
this quickly and easily, you
should consult your local mobile
home dealer.'
'
There are several kep points
to remembers in any tie down,.
whoever does the job.
I. Check your blocks. They
are important to support your
mobile home; to keep it absolutely level; and to give added
strength to the tie down cables,
which should occur at the same
places along the length of the
mobille home.
2. Do the job right. Good
equipment, enough of it, and
proper installation are essential. The cost is small when
measured against possible
property loss.
3. Anchor aluminum awnings,
cabanas, or expando units as
well as the mobile home itself.
Properly tied down, these units
are extra protect on; unanchored, they're . an extra
problem.
4. Persuade your neighbors to
tie down, too. Mobile homes
which are properly ties down
can be
damaged by their
unanchored neighbors.
Protection of Mobile homes
has been of increasing concern
since the 1940's, when mass
production was initiated to take
care of wartime housing needs.
Since the war the mobile home
market, spurred by the rising
need for economical and attractive housing and the soaring
costs of conventional home
construction, has grown to a
sales volume of over $3 12 billion
in 1971. Today, one out of every
three U.S. single family housing
starts in the under 81500 price
bracket is a mobile home.,
According to Allen Pearson,
Director of the National Severe
Storms Forecast Center,
owners
should
consider
protection of your mobile home
from the moment that you
'decide to buy. "I believe that 90
percent of all windstorm
damage to mobile homes could
be eliminated by solid construction and proper tie down,"
he says.
So when you've selected your
mobile home, remember to tie
down-and do it right. It'll keep
the "windstorm wolf" from
blowing your house down.

THE SALVAGE SEARCH— Vietnamese children

poke through the ruins of the
market Place in Hue after it was burnt down. The former imperial capital of the country was
inundated with refugees and fleeing soldiers following emelt* by the Worth -Vietnameee.

Campaign To Fight Highway Death Rate
FRANKFORT, Ky.Kentucky gained national
recognition in 1971 as one of 24
states showing a decline in
fatalities on highways. Only 12
states bettered Kentucky's
record of decreasing traffic
deaths by.5 per cent during the
year.
But in the first five months of
1972, the traffic count on the
highways is already running
more than 80 deaths of the same
period one year ago.
In an all-out war traffic
injuries,
andfatalities
Governor Wendell Ford held
press conferences, in _seven
cities to announce a new safety
campaign.
He proclaimed the period of
May 26-Dec. 31, a -Season of
Safety", urging all citizens and
all agencies, both public and private, to join the Kentucky
State Police in bringing about a

TRUCK
LOAD
PRICES

traffic sidered," Governor Ford said.
on
"moratorium
deaths."
State Police will
"The
The Governor flew to spearhead this program, one
Lexington, f Mcinnati, Ashland, which is unprecedented among
Louisville, 'Bowling Green, law enforcement agencies
Paducah and Owensboro to hold anywhere." the press conferences before
Governor Ford confirmed
lung Memorial Day
the
weekend, one which is that every opportunity "to
statistically tragic for high- make the public aware of this
ways. He stressed that -the threat to life and property will
safety campaign is not only in be seized throughout the year.
force for holiday periods but for With deaths on Kentucky highways headed toward an allthe remainder of 1972."
time high, we must give the
If the current trend-continues, public- a constant and starkly
the Governor said, an all-time visual reminder of just how
high of 1100 traffic fatalities dangerous life on our highways
could be realized for 1972:That has become."
would exceed the 1086 deaths of
Noting this year's increase in
1966, the 1085 of 1969 afid the 1069 traffic deaths, Governor Ford
added, "In recent years, the
in 1970.
"Every innovative approach State Police have averaged
by 15,000 traffic citations a month.
which could save lives
making the driving public more For 1972, the figure has jumped
safety conscious is being -con- to 17,000 a month."

3 DAY SALE!

TRUCK
LOAD
PRICES

Achim&

REFR ;ERATOR 'FREEZI41
NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR
BB LB.
FREEZER
MIL 11.1_
FREEZER DOOR
SHELF FULL WIDTH
CONTOURED
EGG SHELF
BUTTER
COMPARTMENT

TWO DEEP PROFILE
DOOR SHELVES
MAGNETIC
DOOR GASKETS

TWO-TEMP
CONTROLS

FULL WIDTH
CRISPER

CHOOSE FROM WHITE,
COPPER, AVOCADO OR GOLDI

MODEL T1323

3•Door Duplex.
LETS THE KIDS GET ALL THE ICE CURES THEY WANT
WITHOUT LOSING ALL THE COLD IN FREEZERI
NQ FROST
FREEZER

1
No
Refrigeral•or,

3 DOOR
CONVENIENCE

Butter Cheesel
Comportment

3 GI IDE OUT 1
SHELVES

Loads of Door
Storage

2 APPLIANCES
IN ONE

L:4110
*T.

SLIDE OUT
BASKET

W.4—

Grade A Division

4

TWIN
CRISPERS

,61ultro,
_len-7

FREE
SERVICE

MODEL
ND1528

ONLY 31" WIDE AND 60" HIGH—It $39995
IV it%

will fit in small areas.

Ryan Milk Company

i

Deep Prefrle 1
Duo' Shelves

ONLY
WIDE

DELUXE SLIM
LINE CABINET

Jerseys such as the one -above, from Mr. Harrison's
herd, have produced milk for Ryan Milk Company for
many years.

1

BANK TERMS
0CA II DOWNI

TO CABINET—George
P. Shultz , now the director of
the Office of Management and
Budget, will be nominated by
the President to be the new
secretary of the treasury.

/rade

(her

15 ear. Of The Best Ser401' 114
.call44%ay CISOffty.
'

I

Morris Refrigeration Service1
Phone 753 7205
202 Main Street
Doyce Morris — Service Is Our Business — Bill Morris
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ACE AGE REPORT

Churchmen speak out
in favor of amnesty

Fire-resistant spinoffs
answ r NASA critics
Conference and even put on a ments for children's sleep
fashion show for its guests.
wear.
Significantly, Richard E.
The clothes makers weren't
the only ones who showed up Bland, a member of the PresiAmong the critics of Ameri- for the two-day symposium. On dent's Committee on Fire Safeca's space program there is a hand, too, were doctors, legis- ty, attended the symposiusn. Sc
tendency to downgrade what lators, educators, fire fighters did doctors representing Shrinfederal space agency officials and manufacturers of fire- ers' Hospital Burn Institutes
call "spin-offs" beneficial to us fighting equipment. All of and Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin, a
earthlings. And it probably is them, in one way or another, NASA astronaut-physician.
Two basic types of fire fighttrue that the value of dividends had a stake in what they were
er's clothing have been develfrom some space "spin-offs" witnessing.
have been overdramatized.
Dr. Matthew Radnofsky, oped by NASA, Dr. Kerwin
However, now comes dne chief of the Crew Equipment pointed out. Several designs of
whose significance cannot be Branch, Crew Systems Divi- proximity suits also have been
oversold, for it might well lead sion, at the center, demon- developed and are being tested
to improved fire-resistant strated the highly flammable for close-in fire fighting.
The agency's research also
clothing, furniture and flame- and toxic polyurethane foam
extended to fire-resistant
has
fighting equipment.
upholstering
used in
material
The space agency so far has in much ot today's office and clothing accessories such as
' protective undergarments,
not trumpeted about its new home furniture.
caps to be worn under helmets,
chemical formulas beyond its
Then he treated the same gloves and several types of
own publications. Yet eventually they could put an end to the material with the NASA-devel- nonflammable boots.
NASA has ordered the first
controversy over, for example, oped chemical and demonwhether children's bed wear is strated its high resistance to test models of a new molded
nonflammable helmet for firea menace because in some fire.
Dr. Radnofsky, discussing men, made from polymide rescases there are no built-in firethe treatment of clothing and in and glass and using technolresistant guarantees.
fabrics
with fire-resistant for- ogy developed by North AmeriNational Aeronautics and
Space Administration scien- mulas, said most of the fire can Rockwell Corp. in the
tists began experimenting with protective clothing worn by the manned spacecraft program.
Dr. Radnofsky emphasized
fire-resistant materials and nation's firemen doesn't meet
chemicals after the tragic even the minimum National that NASA isn't going into the
Apollo I blaze which claimed Bureau of Standards require- clothing business but is making
its findings available to those
the lives of three astronauts in
who are in it. The agency has
1967. The agency has extended
maintained a close liaison with
the program to develop materifire fighting and fire prevention
als to insure the safety of Skygroups and thus has put its
lab astronauts during three
findiagA._th_practical use.
earth orbital space flights
They in• -e—the Houston
planned for next year.
Fire Department, the InternaConsequently today NASA
tional Association of Fire
has one of the most complete
Chiefs., the International Assodata collections ever compiled
ciation of Fire Fighters and the
on the burning characteristics
National -Bureau of Standards,
of most materials and on fireOperation of the TVA
combatant chemicals as well. reservoir system averted $2.6 along with major producers
To let the clothing industry in million in agricultural and and suppliers of fire fighting
on some of its breakthroughs, urban damages on the lower and protective equipment.
Dr. Radnofsky concedes that
NASA invited the nation's Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
now fabrics and materials
clothiers to the Manned Spacewhen heavy rains produced
craft Center at Houston for a flood stages on those waterways treated with fire-resistant
chemicals cost up to 10 times
firsthand look at fire-resistant
in late April and early May,the more than untreated ones. But
apparel. Designers of clothing
Corps of Engineers estimates. their wide acceptance and use
ranging from firemen's suits to
During flood periods on the could bring prices down sharphigh style women's wear came
and saw NASA demonstrations lower Ohio and Mississippi, ly, he adds.
of progress in the development TVA reservoir operations are
of fireproof or fire-resistant coordinated with the Corps'
operation of similar reservoirs
fabrics.
NASA called the demonstra- on the Cumberland River.
tions a Flame-Free Design During the lates flood period,
the TVA reservoir system was
controlled to reduce—and for 2/
1
2 days to shut off—the flow of
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
In only two years
the Tennessee River into the
Eastern
Kentucky University
Ohio. This reduced the flood
nearly
crest at Cairo, Illinois, by 2.5 Chamber Choir is in Europe for
feet and took 3.3 feet off the a 27-day concert and sightseeing tour of 14 cities in five
crest at Paducah, Kentucky.
copies sold of
To help reduce flood crests on countries.
the complete NEB*
Before their departure May
the lower Ohio and Mississippi,
TVA shut oti the flow of water 25, Gov. Wendell Ford named
through Kentucky Dam from the choir members Kentucky
midnight on April 24 to noon on Ambassadors of International
April 27, the fifth time the Good Will.
Among the cities where the
agency had,completly held back
the flow of the Tennessee for a, 29-member choir will give
flood controloperation. Ken- concerts are Berati,—Ragentucky Dam is on the Tennessee sburg, Heidelberg; -Vienna,
about 20 miles upstream from Lucerne, Salzburg, and LonPaducah, where the Tennessee don.
In Berlin they will sing at the
empties into the Ohio. The
Corps of Engineers also shut off 'Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial
the flow of the Cumberland Church.
River through the nearby • "Performances at this
Barkley Dam during the same historic church are by a
audition only and we are experiod.
During
these operations, tremely proud to have been
FROM OXFORD
Kentucky Lake reached its selected." Dr. Bruce Hoagland,
Standard Edition --(Jodi
The Old and New Testaments
third highest level of record, EKU choir director, said before
(shown)
3300. $8.93
elevation 365.1 feet (above sea the group's departure. "And, to
With the Apocrypha
level). Betweeh April 72 and add to the interest during our
5M0A. 99.95
Other styles, $4.95 — 870.00
184-mile-long Berlin visit, all members of the
May 2, this
reservoir stored more than choir will be staying in private
Wallaco's Book
1,300,000 acre-feet of flood homes of German citizens."
To make the choir's stay in
Star*
water—enough to cover an area
German
cities more enjoyable,
the
size of the State of Delaware
1413 Otive•Blird— •N
the university organized a
to a depth of 1 foot.
special course in conversational
German for the group last
spring.
The tour is being financed
entirely by choir members.
"These students have worked
tirelessly to make the tour
possible without any outside
financial assistance, "Dr.
Hoagland said. "We have held
public performances to raise
funds and the rest has come
from the students themselves."
The choir will visit the homes
of famous composers in Vienna
and hold a special concert for
EKU alumni stationed near
Hetdelburg in the U.S. Army.
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service

Flood
Damage
Averted

Eastern Choir
Now On Tour

2,000,000

r

FOR RENT or LEASE

Women fighting law
which bans sex bias

Commercial Building available immediately for
Rent or Lease. Formerly Lassiter-McKinney Glass
location on Sycamore Street
•Paved Parking •Paneled and Carpeted Office
•Air Conditioned
•3,400 41t
For Further Information

,Plane,7,51.30.18
16.
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Happiness of Womanhood, an
"anti-lib" group formed two
years ago, has begun a fight to
prevent adoption of a proposed
equal rights amendment to the
Constitution.
Mrs Jacquie avi
The
Arizona housewife who formed
the group, has taken as its
rallying cry a slogan directed
at husbands: "You make the
bytng and we'll make life worth
-!.10

the Lakes,
Director of Land
Netherlands,w
dile°rwfesroM
eehno
Johanna Milder
months at TVA's outdoor recreation and environmental education
center. Johanna is in the United States under the International
Work-Study Program for Teachers from Abroad sponsored by
Antioch College. During her stay she will study and receive wart.
experience in outdoor recreation and envirotunental education.

June Is ltiobile Home
Tie Down M°nth' Here
The Mobile Living comCenter (MLCC), a
national
public
service
organization, has designated
June as Mobile Home Tie Down
Month in
Kentucky. The
campaign is supported by the
National Weather Service, the
Office of Civil Defense, the Red
Cross and the National Safety.
Council.
munications

registered significant mobile
home damages from windstoerns in the past decade.
Mobile homes are particularly vulnerable to overturning during strong winds and
should be
evacuated when
strong winds are forecast. The
mobile home itself is best
protected by proper ite down.
For personal safety, mobile
home dwellers should go to the
mobile home park community
shelter or, if one is not
available, take cover on low,
protected ground.
Tie down equipment can be
installed by contractors or by
Mobile home owners. Cost for
equipment
designed
to
withstand winds up to 130 mph
,
eanges from $90 to 8150 in most
ates. Contractor installation
vary with location.

Tie down means anchoring of
mobile homes, to concrete
foundation slabs or to the
ground to prevent damage to
the home from high winds including hurricanes, tornados
and other high velocity guests.
According to the National
Weather Service, high winds
cause an estimated $533 million
damage annually in the United
States,
Allen Pearson, Director of the
National
Severe Storms
,Tornados occur in all fifty
Forecast Center, says, "Mobile
homes are sitting ducks for slates and in all seasons of the
windstorms unless their owners fear. However, the continental
take precautions. Almost any plains of North America are
time a windstorm strikes, the most favorable to their formobile home park or court mation, and the spring and
where preparations have been early summer months are times
of greatest total frequency.
inadequate becomes a scene of
utter devastation. I believe that
During the period of 1953 to
90 per cent of all wind and 1969. an averiwe of 642 tornados
tornado damages to mobile per year occurred In the United
homes could be eliminated by States.
solid construction.. and proper _
tie down."
WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS
Tie Down Month is being
On May 16, 1942, Mrs. Oveta
observed in thirty-six states
designated by the Mobile Living Culp Hobby was sworn in as diCommunications Center as part rector of the Women's Army
of the Hurricane, tbrnado or .Auxiliary Carps, first U.S
women's Army corps.
high
wind
belts which

By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
'
NEW YORK — The future of
nearly 400,000 young American
men is weighing heavily on the
consciences of American
churchmen.
Approximately 75,000 are
war resisters, of whom more
than 500 are in federal jails and
about 3,900 are under indictment as draft evaders. Some
70,000 "voted with their feet
against the draft and the war"
and have fled to foreign countries, mainly Canada.
The rest — an estimated
300,000 young men — carry the
stigma of "less than honorable" discharges from the
armed services during the
Vietnam war.
The question confronting
churchmen, and the rest of the
nation, is what • ta--do- about
these young men isto, in varying degrees, have been alienated from society.
Should they be given amnesty as have many of those who
have protested military service
• or been found undesirable in
wars dating back to ancient
Greece? Or should they face
uncertain futures as fugitives
and possible prison inmates?
A number of churchmen —
Protestant, Roman Catholic
and Jewish — have spoken out
in favor of granting the young
men amnesty so they can start
their lives anew and become
part of the American mainstream again.___
Recently, the National Council of Churches brought together 150 representatives of the
three major faith groups in
Washington, D.C., to consider
the question. The session included the official participation
of the U.S. Catholic Conference
and the Synagogue Council of
America.
The group almost unanimously urged a general amnesty for most of those now in legal
jeopardy because of the war in
Vietnam.
Excluding veterans who have
been convicted of violence
against individuals, the conferees advocated amnesty for
draft resisters and deserters in
exile,in prison or on probation;
those who have completed prison tens, gene underground or
are awaiting trial, and those
who have committed civilian
acts of resistance against the
war or are being prosecuted for
them.
Of particular concern were
the 300,000 veterans saddled
with -less than honorable" discharges. The churchmen saw
this label as placing them in a
category that may affect their
ability to get work and place
them under severe psychological handicaps.
-By seeking amnesty we do
not dishonor the consciences or
the acts of those who fought and
died," the conference statement said. "... We see amnesty
not as a matter of forgiveness,
but as a •'blessed act of obliv-

COMPLETES THE
WEDDING PICTURE

Getting Married
This Summer?
You'll want to remember your Wedding
next Summer . . . and the next!
Let Us Help You Remember The Occasion

ion,' the law's way of undoing
what the law itself has done.
"... It would be bitterly
ironic if we were to make peace
with the peoples of China and
Southeast Asia but persisted in
vindictiveness toward those of
the young generation who refused to share in the brutalities
and destruction of the war."
One of those who spoke at the
meeting was Rabbi Abraham
Heschel, a professor at Jewish
Theological Seminary in New
York, who declared:
-Much of the hope of the future depends upon a clear recognition that resistance to an
unjust war is a sacred right of
man. ... The youth of America
has gone through the shock of a
moral earthquake — young
men differed widely to what
loyalty demands — dissent,
pain and pangs of conscience
have stirred the nation. We do
not wish that those responsible
for the war be put to trial, so let
them not prosecute those who
resisted it."

Moreover, he said, it would
give the rest of the younger
generation a chance to regain
confidence in the government.
Following the meeting, the
Commission on Church and Society of the American Lutheran
Church prepared a statement
aimed at placing the amnesty
issue in perspective and helping members of the denomination to recognize "the complexities and the moralities involved."
The statement, to be submitted to the church's convention in October, called on Christians to get a clearer perspective of the problem and related
issues and to focus their concern on understanding, acceptance and reconciliation among
American citizens of all ages
who disagree about the war.

Dr. John C. Bennett, former
president of Union Theological
Seminary, said that amnesty
would be a wise policy independent of theological and moral
considerations because it
would reunite the nation with
thousands of its younger citizens and overcome some of the
alienation of those exiled or in
prison.

The American Sunbathing
Association is opening its 130
nudist camps to casual visitors.
There will be an admission
charge of $5 per family. Inexperienced visitors will be allowed to keep their clothes on
at first. But if they use the
camps regularly they will be
expected to conform to the
Adam and Eve rule.
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U.S. nudist camps
open to all visitors

you can get
a lotof money
OUtOiyour
home lifout
selling it
Even if your home is only partly paid for, the
money you have in it could qualify you for a
large cash loan at competitive rates from us.
It's based on equity, the difference between
what you still owe on your home and its current
appraised value.

You can use the money for any good purpose.
And you'll like the way we do business You re
treated like the individual you are—not a computer number So, for a big loan at a competitive rate, with people-to-people service.
See us The money you need may be right
under your roof
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Loans and financing up to $5.000
We also make loans on real estate

Coming June 16th
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Kentucky's "large loan leaders" will begin making
loans up to $7500 with longer terms. Inquire now.
---
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Independent Businessmen Oppose
Present System Of Social Security Tax

While it has been a long
standing tradition that every
election year there is a drive to
"sweeten the pot" insofar as
Social Security benefits are
concerned, with subsequent
increases in the Social Security
tax, there is growing evidence
Frances Drake s4 of disenchantment
with this
FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 2,1972 procedure.
The nation's independent
Look in the section in which businessmen, voting through
your birthday comes ,arid find the National federation of
what your outlook is, according Independent Business, have
to the stars.
long opposed the escalation of
ARIES
the payroll taxes, and have also
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ir
supported no limit on the
This could be a day for great amount a
Social Security
personal achievement. Aim to beneficiary can earn after 65
attain goals you have set for without sacrificing all or part
yourself and then — FORWARD of these benefits.
— with confidence!
However, there is a growing
TAURUS
volume of comments now being
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You don't need to look afar for received by the NFIB adbest returns. They will come vocating complete scrapping of
from your immediate surround- the present system.
A typical comment is made
ings and, perhaps, through
some "unlikely" areas or by the owner of a California
accounting service who says,"I
persoem-A-good day!
believe the Social Security tax
GEMINI
should be abolished and that
( May 22 to June 21)
Good
craftsmanship, welfare assistance to the aged
diligence, poise and verve will should, with Federal or state
put you on the road to new aid, be supplied mainly by local
heights, lasting benefits. Don't government on the basis of total
strive for the unreasonable, financial need. The determination of need might well be
however.
CANCER
made by examining tax returns
(June 22 to July 23)
for a uniform-rate in one tax
Fine lunar influences en- not involving exemptions nor
courage dependable, concise deductions except for health
action, result-getting methods. expense."
Concentrate on those endeavors
An Ohio motel owner says,
you are best equipped to handle. "There must be a better way
LEO
than Social Security. The
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
younger working individual has
Getting things done, and done an endless tag of deductions to
capably, is your forte, and this
look forward to—for ruany,
day will give you a choice of
many years—and increasingly
several lively activities. Having
made your choice, however, this goes higher. The current
stick with it and don't go off on oldsters receiving this Social
Security have contributed little
tangents.
to this. If we as individuals
VIRGO
'
would invest our Social Security
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Even if you do not accomplish payments with interest thru the
all that you set out to do, you years—we'd have more than
can make good strides if you Social Security can give us."
Also from Ohio comes this
rugged,
emphasize
your
buoyant spirit, and refuse to let comment from the president of
delays get you down.
an independent investment
LIBRA
concern who says, "Social
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Security should be reduced. It is
Note Virgo. Your influences merely a method of taxing the
similar. Take temporary ob- first ,nicket a working man
stacles in stride. Stress your earns. The individual should be
philosophical side. .34. _your given a choice of-being covered
cleverness in deduction to reach by Social Security or of
satisfactory conclusions.
covering himself in a private
SCORPIO
company."
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 I Irt
,e4iL A Wyoming retailer is even
A good time for taking care of
more directly critical, "Social
small but vital requirements,
without which the total effect of Security is not an insurance or
your efforts would not be retirement program but rather
satisfactory. If you try, you can an additional tax to be used as a
political gimmick. The whole
surpass old records.
program should be reviewed—
SAGM'ARIUS
properly set up as a separate
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
fund for those contributing and
Alertness, reading between
the lines, will keep you on the then benefits adjusted ac-.
beam now. Be consistent in all cording to inflationary or
endeavors. Some new ad- recessionary trends so as to
provide those benefits deposited
vantages indicated.
for."
CAPRICORNL._
- -Om Iowa construction con( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VI./
Stellar influences excellent! tractor claims, "Social Security
If any of your plans have been should have a ceiling put on it.
stymied lately, THIS is the time Right now its a burden to the
to try again! Imagination and small businessman to even pay
the present rate. Also the young
originality stimulated.
people that have started in
AQUARIUS
4
11
paying even for the past ten
—J
( Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
A new approach may be years never will see the day that
necessary in some areas, in they will recover anything near
order to cope with some unusual to what they put in."
A Missouri physician comsituations but day, on the whole,
stimulates incentive, can bring ments to the Federation, -r am
ashamed to admit that 1 am
advancement.
becoming more and more
PISCES
suspicious, distrustful, and
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Decide how much you can and disillusioned with both my state
should accomplish and stick to a and Federal governments. I feel
pertinent program. Overtaxing that the men in public office are
your energies by taking on too more interested in staying in
much will crowd you into spot office than they are in doing
where you cannot achieve in what is necessary to give us
good government. I am tired of
any area.
being told that everyone is
YOU BORN TODAY are an going to receive a nice increase
extremely outgoing individual, in Social Security benefits and
always ready for action and then very quietly being billed
never satisfied with mediocre for a healthy increase in Social
accomplishment. Actually, you Security taxes."
are a perfectionist at heart, but
From the owner of a Nevada
this constant striving for the resort there is this comment,
highest possible degree of ex- "Social Security is not fair to
cellence often brings on the person paying it in. After a
anxieties and nervous tension. person reaches 62 he can never
YOU - MUST learn to relax. live long enough to draw a third
Governed by Mercury, you love of what he.
and his employer
travel and, as a child of the
pays into Social Security. His
-winged messenger," may
checks are always 30 days
have an absorbing interest in
aviation or in any branch of the behind, and if he passes on
communications media. You before the third of the next
could also excel as an actor, month the check is returned. A
musician, scientist, inventor or man should be retired much
novelist. Birthdate of: Thomas younger, at least at the age of
Hardy, renowned Eng. author; 55, and a woman at the age of 50.
Sir Edward Elgar, composer; At least they would have,a few
years to live and get apart of
Pope Pius X.
what they pay in, returned."
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1972- including is ctessiied day
Another Ohio business owner
by day FOrecasf, complete guide to
says, "Our greatest concern is
lore and marriage, and a corn
prehensiye character Analysis
is
the present tax situation. Our
now evaa•bee For your personal
forecast. send S1.00 Oh's 25 cents in
firm is 60 years of age. Although
coin tor postage and handling to MS
newspaper, care Cl Horoscope Rook
we are now doing 4 times the
Department, Boy In, Old Chelsea
amount of business, we are now
Slat/On, New York, N.Y 1001/ Print
your NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP. and
paying 10 times the amount of
DATE OF BIRTH
taxes for the same period. The
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greatest of these is the Social
Security tax which amounts to
about 25 percent of the tax load.
I do not feel that recent increases were warranted. I have
noticed the local people who
have worked and saved some
during their life-time are able to
get by on what they receive,
however, those who lived it up
are always crying forIziore. So
let us quit trying to destroy
incentive, cut the give-away
programs, balance the budget,
and get the country back on a
sound basis."
A Rhode Island manufacturer
makes this comment, -I feel
Congress should impose a
ceiling on Social Security taxes
with aprovision that it will be
increased in proportion to -the
wage rats increase."
The
head of a Midwest
engineering firm says, "My
greatest concern is that continued dependence on the Social

Security system to solve
welfare problems will eventually destroy the system. Each
individual should depend on
three sources for their retirment income; Social Security,
company pension benefits (or
personal as under the Keogh
law and new ones being
suggested now; and from
personal savings and investments. If I am allowed to
purchase my own retirement
benefits they will be much
higher since I can invest this
money years in advance and
thereby eaiii much increased
benefits. Let's call welfare,
welfare and pay for it out of
general funds. Why should we
increase the Social Security
benefits for my mother who
doesn't need it and at the same
time reduce the benefits to the
retiree who earns too much
because he needs it for a decent
living."

=•an• oms•••• =wean

Hospital Report
ADULTS 88
NURSERY 8
May 28, 1972
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs, Judie Lee Rogers and
Baby Girl, Rt. 6, Box 405,
Murray,
Mrs. Dana Lynn
Bazzell and Baby Boy, Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Miss Shelby Lisa Morgan, Rt.
7, Murray, Michael Neal Butler,
Pox 117 Rt. 2, Murray, Miss
Beverly Ann Blakely, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Lena
Outland, Rt. 1, Murray, Bobby
Gene Lovins, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Vera Hutchens, 1704
Miller, Murray, Mrs. Polly
Elizabeth Flora, 510 S. 11th.,
Murray,
Mrs.
Donna
Shoemaker Tolley, 805 Guthrie,
Murray, Mrs. Eula June Stone,
Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Ynema
Frances Wright, Rt. 1, Box 99,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie Mary
Raspberry, 401 S. 8th., Murray,
Mrs, Dora Bell Rose, Rt. I,
Alin°, Mrs. Rube Frances
Morris, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Vye
Rilla Cooper, Rt. Hazel.
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In Australia tennis is a 'nape sport, while mother
,Yas on a nearby court at East Premantle, little David Reynolds started practicing his strokes.
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Bel Air Shopping
Phone 753-8304
'Center

III

III

BACTINE AEROSOL SPRAY

.
1111

HI

4%-oz. Size

Regular
1.59 Value

Bac t 1111

an

7;

73' Value
UI

III

REGULAR

Now Crest I
IN TWO FLAVORS

first-aid spray

&MINT

'2.00 Value

5-cg.

Otte
Eases Pain Fast

$ 128

Re a ular $1.13 Value
7-oz Family Size

100 Tablets

PeptaBismol

Regular
'3.39 Value

with protective coating action

HI

FOR

STOMACH

II
III

to Body All

as

DEODORANT

II!

"For The Whole Body"

Body Moisture Makes It Work!
Where you perspire MORE. It
releases more. Where You
Perspire LESS. It releases less
$1.49 Value
1.98 Value

97t $122

II!

Feminine Suppositories

III
76
500-1
/
4 gr.
63 Vol.
1000-1/4 gr.
99' Vol.
500-1
/
2 gr. 73' Vol.
1000-v2 gr. '1.24 Val.

63'
53;

•Antiseptic

•Deodorant •Convrnient
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12's
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Elderly Lady Unlikely Suspect In
Bootleg Alcohol Selling Racket
HARLAN,Ky.(AP)- Called
on to guess the occupation of
the 67-year-old lady of grandmotherly appearance living in
the white frame building with
green awnings and two children's swing sets in the yard,
few would be likely to say she
sold illegal booze.
Probably even fewer would
guess that State Police have
raided her place twice within
the last year and a half, once
confiscating 203 cases of beer,
245 pints of whisky, 16 fifths of
whisky and 61 pints of wine.
But this is the case. Maggie
Bailey has been called "the
biggest bootlegger in Harlan
County" and perhaps all of
Kentucky, the Louisville Courier-Journal reports.
Bootlegging has been and still
is an accepted and lucrative
way of life in dry areas like
Harlan County. State Police say
at least five bootleggers are

still active within a fifth of a
mile of -Mag's Place."
After each of 37 calls at
Mag's Place, dating back to
1953, State Police have charged
Mrs. Bailey with possession of
illegal alcoholic beverages.
One such call, made Feb. 18,
1965, made a place for Maggie
Bailey among the great bootleggers of all time.
Nine state troopers went to
Mrs. Bailey's home at 4 p.m.
and searched it thoroughly.
First they found the booze14 half-pints of whisky, one pint
of- vodka, six pints of gin and
116 bottles of beer.
Later,they found a footlocker
in a small bedroom closet
which contained four 8-ounce
brown grocery bags, an overnight case and an old sock. All
were stuffed with cash and
negajahle securities._ The total
value has been variously reported.

Police originally announced
the catch contained $500,000,
then reduced their estimates to
,909 Mrs. Bailey disagreed,
saying the footlocker held not a
,eent more than $116,300.
She said she saved the money
by living frugally.
"I kept it in cash because I
had trouble with the banks,"
she said. "I lost my money
when the banks closed in
193131."
Even so, tax agents had some
questions for Maggie Bailey
after the raid.
Within a week. U.S. Internal
Revenue Service agents were
trying to collect back taxes totaling $429,528, some 2214,764 in
penalties and $21,758 in interest.
Maggie did almost as well
fighting the tax case as she had
M avoiding bootlegging convictions over the-years.• •
Finally in 1970, the U.S. Tax

There are three major family campgrounds located along the Kentucky Lake shoreline In Land
Between the Lakes-Hillman Ferry, about three miles south of Barkley Canal; Rushing Creek,on the
Kentucky-Tennessee line; and Piney, in the extreme southern portion of the area. Family campgrounds have big tent and trailer sites, electrical outlets, boat launching ramps, supervised
recreational programs,and modern central service facilities. In addition to the family campgrounds
there are 20 lake access areas located along the Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkley shoreline in Land
Between the Lakes.

* SPECIALS FOR YOU!! *
Lingerie
Ladies
by Phil-Maid & Evette

Good Selection Ladies Hose
by Archer Mills & Cannon

New Shipment Ladies
Slacks & Tops
Good Selection

Canvas Shoes

For Entire Family

One Group Ladies Canvas Sh
One Group of Girl's
Canvas Shoes
White, Black, Green,Red & Yellow
Sizes
thru 111
Reg. 3,99 Sale 3.49 Reg. 2.99 2.49
Reg. 1.99 $1.49 Reg. 2.99 $1.99
Reg.l.99 Sale L49
Good Selection Ladies
Swimwear
by Rovi & Imperial
Sizes? thru 46

One Rack Meier Summer
Sport Coats - 1/2 Price

Good Selection Girls
Scooter Skirts, Tops
St Pant Dresses
Sixes 2T thru 14 yrs.

Men s
Dress Shirts
By Wings

kles's Bam-Los
Socks
by Hanes

One Group Men's Double Knit
$5.00
Sport Coats
$1.00
Regular
Sale
Good Selection Men's Doable Knit
05.00
30.00
Socks Navy, Brown & Black $2.00
49.99
44.99
Good Selection
Men's White
45.00
40.00
Men's Summer
Handkerchiefs
39.99
35.00
Caps
8 For $1.00
Good Selection Metes Dress
straw Hats 3.99 - 4.99 & 5.99
New Shipment Men's
Stay-Press
Mea's PersiaPajamas - 33-99
Par

Men's
By Hanes, shorts,
Weight
Persia-Press
Briefs, T-Shirts &
Jackets
Sport Shirts Vest 1.15 Each
Stn. Med. Large
3.99 St 4.99 Sr 3 for 3.39* & Ex. Large 6.99

Court dismissed some $51,uuu in
remaining fraud penalties and
ruled that Maggie owed only
$18,003 in tax delinquencies and
late filing penalties.
Her defense attorney had argued that Maggie had only
8116,300, not $206,909 as police
said, which she had carefully
saved up over 45 years of bootlegging.
Because the Tax Court is a
civil, not a criminal, court, it
didn't rule on her bootlegging
activities. But neither Maggie
nor her attorney denied them
during the tax hearings.
Meanwhile, later cases along
those lives are pending before
courts that have been friendly
to Maggie in the past.
"The only thing we can say is
we raid these bootleggers and
take evidence before the
courts," says Capt. Bobby Haddock of the Harlan State Police
post.
Maggie isn't short of friends
in Harlan.
"She runs a decent place.
There's no jukeboxes. She
doesn't permit women," says
James Brook, an attorney and
former state senator.
"She's been far more honest
and.straightforward than most
of my clients. Outside of the
bootlegging, she's probably as
good a citizen as we have in
Harlan County," he said.
Information
from
court
records and interviews shows
how Maggie got started on her
fortune in the 1920s.
At, the age of 16, after completing seven years in a one/
room school on Line Fork
Creek in Letcher County, she
left home to work in a Harlan
boarding house.
A year later, while working
as a waitress at the boarding
house, she met John Goforth, a
wealthy gambler about 20 years
her senior, who is said to have
given her $25,000 to Pomo in
cash during the next 10 years.
She managed to double this
original investment within 10
years, selling moonshine whisky to thirsty mine workers in
Prohibition times, when Harlan
county was in the midst of its
biggest coal boom.
She had no real competition
because she furnished moonshine, or "white whisky." to all
the small bootleggers in town,
who in turn sold it by the halfpint.
Maggie got married in 1930,
but she and her husband separated eight years later. She
continued to sell moonshine as
well as legal "red whisky," because "people round here liked
it better than red whisky," according to courtroom accounts.
She was sentenced to two
years in federal prison in 1941,
after police found 150 gallons of
moonshine in her possession.
Before she left to serve her
sentence, Maggie dropped off a
suitcase containing $80,000 in
cash at the home of a sister in
By 1945, she was back in Marc
Ian County selling whisky. Her
lawyers maintain her prison
term persuaded her to give up
selling moonshine and that she
hasn't sold it since.
"She lived most frugally all
of her life up in those mountains," her defense lawyer in
the tax case maintained. She
saved her money ... She was a
legend. She dealt in cash and
all evidence in the case proves
She saved cash."
Maggie bought her liquor in
small quantities, replenishing
her supplies almost daily from
"whisky runners" who still
smuggle alcohol Into the county
by back roads. She didn't want
to be caught with a large supply of booze on hand should police raid her place.
Police and IRS agents no
doubt worked at a disadvantage
trying to "get" her. Mountaineers are known for suspicion of
strangers, especially "revenue
agents." Few would be likely to
say anything against the county's biggest bootlegger.
And Magpie Bailey was a reSpected membee of the communify. She paid her bills with
cash.
PLANS APPRoVLI)
EDINBURG. Tex Al'? Architect Kenneth Bentsen of
Houston Ifas received approval
to proceed with plans and violficationi for a new Et 5 million
business administration huildmg at Pan American Uompt-st.
The new building is t. to' the
laist in the $12 million Phase
Orre devefopment program at
the lower Rio Grande v.illev
university.

Survey Shows Public Read The Want Ads!
Feels Unions Have
Become Too Powerful
By MILES A. SMITH
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK iAPi - A survey conducted for an organization representing a crosssection of American industry
shows 55 per cent of the general public believes labor unions
have grown too powerful and 68
per cent believe recent strikes
and labor troubles "have seriously hurt the country."
Opinion Research Corp.,
Princeton, N.J., has been making the surveys annually since
December 1966 for the Labor
Law Study Committee, which
%as formed to study the effect
of labor laws on collective bargaining and to recommend
changes it feels are necessary.
The latest survey was made
betwiiiiTgOV. 15 and Dec. 6 last
year. It consisted of 2,003 interviews among the adult population.

On the subject "Unions today
have grown too powerful, I
would like to see their power
reduced," in addition to the
general public's 55 per cent approval of the statement, 24 per
cent said union power is about
right, 14 per cent said unions
are not strong enough and 7 per
cent had no opinion.
By age groups, the -too powerful" vote was 50 per cent
among those 18 to 29 years; 56
per cent among those 30 to 39
years; 57 per cent among the
40-49 group; 60 per cent among
the 50-59 group, and 56 per cent
among those over 60. Among
union members themselves, 41
per cent said unions have too
much power. For members of
union families the figure was 50
per cent and for nonunion families it was 60 per cent.
On the question "In your
opinion, have recent strikes and
labor trouble seriously hurt the
country as a whole, or haven't
they had that much effect?"
the general public's 68 per cent
vote saying "seriously hurt"
was accompanied by 20 per
cent who said they had not had
that much effect and 12 per
cent without an opinion.
The 68 per cent figure represented an increase of 12 per
cent since the 1967 survey and
a 4 per cent increase since
1970.
On the question of government intervention in strikes, 65
per cent of the general public
in the poll favored intervention,
compared to 57 per cent a year
earlier. Twenty-three per cent
were against intervention and'
12 per cent had no opinion.
Among union members 53 per
cent favored intervention, compared with 50 per cent in 1970.
1,0000 JUMP

CHOSEN- C. Willard
Heckel, member of the law faculty at Rutgers University, has
been elected the moderator of
the United Presbyterian Church
to succeed Mrs. Lois Stair.

Graerrie Cathro, 29, of Perth,
a member of the Red Devils'
free fall team of the Parachute
Regiment recently became the
first member of the group to
make 1,000 jumps.
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Secret Service on spot
again in Wallace case

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Age issue may
have impact in '72
By MICHAEL O'COh1NOR
Cocky News Service

WASHINGTON — The victory of Rep. Nick Galifianakis over
Sen. Everett Jordan in the Democratic primary in North Carolina
has caused some head turning by party strategists over the age
issue.
Galifianakis, 43, made age an issue in his narrow victory over
Jordan, 76.
Age has been used unsuccessfully in southern campaigns before,
but some observers of the 1972 runoff elections believe it might
have an impact this year.
If true, two other veteran southern Democrats will have to take
on a different type of scrambling to hold off younger challengers.
Sen. John Sparkman of Alabama, facing his heaviest Republican
opposition ever,is 73. Sen. John McClellan of Arkansas is 76.
+
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MAJORETTES—Tonya White, left, Julie Outland, middle, and Kelly Williams are the new
majorettes for the Murray Middle School Marching Band. Miss Outland is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. J.D. Outland. Miss Williams is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.H.Williams. Miss White is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.H. White.
Staff Photo by David Hill

If Sen. George McGovern wins the Democratic presidential
nomination, some in his camp here say he may try a somewhat
daring bit of general election maneuvering: to campaign selectively in the South.
Sen. Hubert Humphrey stayed away totally from the once solid
South four yearsago,leaving it W Richard Nixon and George Wal-institution
_
lace.
It would
be a total southern effort, the aides say, but perhaps
selected forays into Georgia and Louisiana. Full campaign efforts
Louisville, Ky.—The Internal
would be made in Florida, Texas and the border states.
Much of the strategy apparently hinges on George Wallace's atti- Revenue Service has issued a
ruling recognizing the taxtude following the July nominating convention.
exemp status of a Kentucky
private school thatan+ +-+
nounced
a racially nonWashington's Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts has seen discrimiqatory policy in adeverything from Shakespeare to hard rock in its brief record as the mission -of students to all accity's cultural center. It also is proving to be a vandal's paradise. tivities of the school, Robert J.
Building maintenance men are replacing ornate wall lighting fu- Dath, District Director for
tures, bathroom tap handles and other embellishments with cheap- Kentucky, said today. The
er models. The fancier originals disappeared quickly in the hands Carroll County Association for
of souvenir hunters.
Mental Retardation, Inc. is
located in Carrollton.
+ + +
The ruling has been issued
under the statement of position
Anticipating an unusually large turnover in the House next year,
announced by the IRS on July
some members are quietly organizing an "under 45" club. The
10, 1970, concerning the tax
'again
group is seen as a bipartisan forerunner of an effort to
exempl status of private
•
change the seniority system.
''Those of us in the club feel this may be the way to do it," said schools. In that statement the
IRS concluded that it could no
one two-term member who is 41. longer
legally
justify
recognizing exemp status to
private schools that practice
racial discrimination. Nor can
it allow gifts to such schools to
be treated as charitable
deductions for income tax
purposee. The IRS position is
applicable to all Private schools
throughout the United States.
The
Carroll
County
"Waete Quaiity eou4(t3" <
Association
for
Mental
Retardation has publicized its
Peo.e. 753-1462
racially nondiscriminatory
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
policy in a local newspaper.
Where a school has publicly
announced a racially nondiscriminatory policy, Mr. Dath
explained that for purposes of
4 issuing a ruling the IRS will
that such a policy has been ado
FEMINIQUE
pted and will be maintained in
good faith. This is in accord
with normal IRS procedures in
processing requests for rulings
based on future activities.
Mr. Dath stressed that the
IRS maintains a vigorous
SPRAY
program of auditing tax exempt
14-oz.
organizations. Examinations of
R:*g. '1.59
private schools will take into
Reg. 11.29
account any complaints from
the-public or information from
other sources that would inNOW
dicate noncompliance with
2.75-oz.
assurances made by the schools
to the IRS. If an examination
indicates that a school has not
administered
its
nondiscriminatory policy faith, the
tax exempt status of the school
will be challenged.
Should an existing ruling to a
SOPPOSI TOMES
private school be revoked as a
result of a challenge, Mr. Dath
said that persons contributing
12's
24's
to the school will be allowed to
$116
deduct contributions made
Reg. '3.19 $"
1
Reg. '1.79
before the date of the IRS notice
of withdrawal of advance
assurance of deductibility.
However, this assurance of
deductibility of prior contributions does not extend to
persons who know of or _ are
responsible for activities that
result in disqualification of the
4 oz
organization. This follows the
usual IRS rules and procedures
Reg '1.79
DRESSING
'pa contributions.

Tax Ruling
Given Private

Yoeeetact

DRUGS

15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions
CEPACOL
HYGIENE
MOUTHDEODORANT WASH

99

nal
PREPARATION W

SCORE HAIR
4.5-oz. tube
Reg. '1.09

19

NOW $].

Purchase Area
Hog Market

SOLARCAINE
ANTISEPTIC SPRAY
4-oz
NOW

Reg. '2.19

'129

—I

1

Bufferin
Aspirin
8000

100's
Reg. '1.67

96'

RIOPAN
12-oz
Reg. '1.69
NOW

•

MIDDLE SCHOOL DRUM MAJOR—Pat Baggett is the drum
major for the Murray Middle School Marching Band for the
school year 1972-73. Miss R eett is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Baggett.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Creative Writers
To Be Publishers
At Stuart Workshop

Dr. Jessee Stuart's Creative
Writing Workshop at Murray
State University, June 26-July
14, is in reality a workshop in
"creative publishing."
At the conclusion of each of
the past three sessions-of the
workshop a copyrighted book
has been published containing
creative writings in poetry,
novels, short stories, and articles.. These original works
have been prepared and written
by the students in attendance at
the workshop. The books have
been titled "First Summer.
"Second Summer," and "Third
Summer," respectively.
Jessee Stuart, known the
world over for his novels, short
stories, poems, and other
writings, directs the three-week
workshop at Murray State and
teaches the section in short
story writing. His novel "Taps
for Private Tussie" sold more
than two million copies. His
most recent book, "Dawn of
Remembered Spring," was
released in April of this year.
Also on the four-member staff
of lecturers are: Harriette
Simpson Arnow, novelists and
magazine writer; Lee Pennington, poet and short story
writer; and Dr. L. J. Hortin,
Director of Journalism at
Murray State.
Mrs. Arnow; born in Wayne
County, Kentucky, and author
01 such works as "Seedtime on
The Cumberland" and "Hunter's Horn," will teach the novel
section. Lee Pennington. native
of Greenup County, Kentucky,
Federal State Market News is a teacher at Jefferson
in
Service May 31, 1972
College
Community
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Louisville. His books of poetry
Market Report Includes 9 include "april Poems" and
Buying Stations
"Spring of Violets." He is
Receipts: Act. 12 17 Est. 800 President of the Kentucky State
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents" Poetry Society.
lower Sows steady to 50 cents
or. Horton, for many years
the Director of the School of
lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 26.00-26.50 Journalism it Ohio University ,
US_ 1-3 200-240 lbs., 25.50-26.00 has been a writer for the St.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 25.00-25.50 Louis Ditnateh, Assoriated
US 3-4 260.280 lbs., 24.50-25.00 Press, and
professional
Sows
magazines. He is at present
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 21.00-22.00 contributing editor to Photolith
U_S_E3 300400 lbs., 20.00-21.00 magazine.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., T9.50-20:50 - ---1'he-Yiorkshoppers-sit-the-1972
Bc*irs 18.50-20.75
session will be permitted to
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enroll for three hours credit in
any oneof the four sections and
also will be permitted to attend
one other session as auditor..
They may enroll for graduate or
credit.
undergraduate
Preliminary registration will
take place Monday,June 26,at 8
a.m. in the University School
Auditorium. Dr. Walter Blackburn, Dean of the School of Arts
-and -Sciences,_ Dr.. Stuart„snd
Dr. Hortin will welcome the
Workshoppers at that time.

WASHINGTON — The Secret
Service
a name that conjures iniages of cloaks and daggers ... foreign intrigue ..
tracking down assassins
But that's not the way it is.
And that's not the way it ever
was.
For America's top protective
agency — once again catapulted into the news by the
shooting of Alabama Gov.
George Wallace — was created
on July 5, 1865, as a bureau of
the Treasury to suppress counterfeiting.
Now, almost 107 years later,
its duties have spread into
many fields and its activities to
many nations, embracing responsibilities ranging from
protecting leading political figures to helping thwart airline
hijackers.
With a $60.5 million budget
and about 1,200 agents, it is being called upon to perform
complex and dangerous security assignments and feats of intelligence that may be impossible to achieve.
Yet it is in the direct line of
public fire after a decade made
ignoble by the assassinations of
President John F. Kennedy, his
brother Robert Kennedy and
civil rights leader Martin Luther King — and the attempted
assassination of Wallace.
The agency's problems stem
from its multiplicity of roles,
the wide prevalence of guns in
America's very open society,
and a . political tradition that
operates well only in direct
contact with crowds and people.
All of this is an outgrowth of
the wave of counterfeiting that
swept the nation during the
Civil War. At one time it was
estimated one-third of the currency in circulation was counterfeit.

The problem of control was
aggravated by the 1,600 state
banks that were authorized to
design and print their own
money at that time, creating a
wide variety of paper bills not
easily recognizable as legitimate or bogus.
When establishment of a national currency in 1863 failed to
halt the counterfeiters for long,
the Secret Service was created
to attack the problem.
Attack it did. Its agents substantially reduced the counterfeiting within ten years.
But new duties were quickly
assigned, largely investigations of such organizations as
the Ku Klux Klan. Later the
service was called to look into
the Teapot Dome scandals,
government land frauds, and to
conduct counterespionage during the Spanish American War
and World War I.
After the assassination of
President William McKinley at
Buffalo, N.Y., in 1901, the service began to protect American
presidents. Now its full range
of assigned duties is:
1. To protect the president,
members of his immediate
family, the president-elect, the
vice president, vice presidentelect, former presidents and
their wives during their lifetime, widows of former presidents until death or remarriage, minor children of former
presidents until they reach 16
and major presidential candidates.
2. To detect and arrest counterfeiters of coins, currency,
stamps and U.S. securities.
3. To suppress the forgery
and fraudulent negotiation or
redemption of government
checks, bonds and other obligations or securities.
4. To conduct investigations
relating to certain criminal

violations of the Gold Reserve
Act, Silver Purchase Act, Federal Deposit Insurance Act and
Federal Land Bank Act and
similar legislation.
5. To protect all visiting
heads of foreign states and governments and protect foreign
embassies in Washington with
a special new force called the
Executive Protective Service.
To carry out these duties,
particularly in providing protection for presidents and presidential candidates, the Secret
Service has evolved an elaborate intelligence system.
Besides the agents that are
assigned to protect candidates
around the clock — the exact
number is never divulged —
many advance security operations are carried out.
Preparations before a political rally, for example, include
establishment of an outer perimeter of security, Advance
teams also survey the area,
brief agents of all law enforcement agencies involved and
designate emergency evacuation routes and hospitals for
use if needed. A command post
is also established.

Backing up all such preparations is the service's nationwide protective intelligence operation. It collects and evaluates security information on all
areas and can provide this information when needed.
To carry out such assignments an increasing number of
agents has been required.
One of the best measures of
this expansion is the Secret
Service budget. In 1962, ten
years ago, it was only
$6,306,000. The request for fiscal 1973, beginning next July I,
is $63,700,000 — a jump of more
than $56 million
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Scheduled for the three-week
session are: a picnic in the
President's rose garden, a
Oakhurst,
reception • at
autographing party, banquet,
and presentation of Workshop
certificates. Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, President' of Murray
State, will deliver the address
and present the certificates on
Thursday, July 16, at 6 p.m.
Dr. Hortin, Coordinator for
the Workshop, has explained
that another "creative book"
will be published this summer
by the Workshoppers to be
known as -Fourth Summer." A
limited number of all edition-,
will be available for purcham 4
The university bookstore.
Mr. Wilson Gantt, Registrar,
Murray State University, is ir
charge of enrollment applications. Students registerink
for summer school at Murray
State on June 12 will be permitted to enroll for three credit
hours in the Creative Writing
Workshop along with other
regularly scheduled courses.

New treatment allows
skin frozen for months
Doctors in Bostoii have developed a way to store frozen
skins for up to six months without the problems found in conventional refrigeration after
two weeks.
The skin is soaked in
glycerol, which does not freeze
but diffuses into the skin and
replaces water. When needed,
the. skin takes less than a
minute to thaw.
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Your Magic Carpet...
To Everywhere... Every Day Of The

MEYER
see.

EAT

Week,Every Week Of The Year!
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No magic carpet could whisk you and your famil
y so many places in a single day! THE LEDGER &
TIMES
gives you all of the news of Murray and Calloway Count
y, takes you all over the world and even to outer space
as a regular occurrence, in every issue. Actio
n wire-photos and local shots help you
quick-scan the latest happenings... vivid word pictures let you study in depth
the events that interest you. It's all there. .
the human
oddities, general interest articles ... the
columnists, the cartoons, the editorials, for you to
enjoy, to inform
you .. • at your fingertips, in a form you can refer
to later.
The pages of the LEDGER & TIMES
whirl shoppers all over the marketplace, keep your buyin
g dollar
on too of the timely best buys.
The DAILY LEDGER & TIMES presents you with
a galaxy of entertainment features: Sports, telev
ision,
radio, theater, homemaker hints, books, the
crossword puzzle, the comics.
Newspapers like the LEDGER & TIMES
make you the best informed citizenry in the world.

THE LEDGER & TIMES . . . YOUR PASSPORT TO THE WHOLE WORLD
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Producer Barry Crane Knows Best Film Locations
By JERRY BUCK
American Contract Bridge
Associated Press Writer
League, would arrive early and
HOLLYWOOD (API — Not scout the area.
long ago producer Barry Crane
Before long he came upon an
drove regularly to Rio Hondo 1890 Victorian house
on a nearJunior College near Pomona, by farm. Soon
afterward, that
Calif., for a duplicate bridge farmhouse
turned up as a gangtournament.
ster hideout on "Mannix."
Each day Crane, a leading
"I wasn't really looking for
duplicate bridge player of the it. That's what's
known as a

and farms to add new visual interest to the series. Now that
he is a producer, Crane does
most of his scouting off-season
and at bridge tournaments.
Audiences are demanding
more authenticity, not only in
the movies but in television as
well, and that, plus shrinking
studio backlots, keep film
crews on the road. A series like
"Mission" will use up to 200 location sites in a season.
CH. 29
CH. 5
CM. 6
CH. 8
CH. 12
In scouting for such shows as
WDXR
WPSD
WLAC
WSIX
KFVS
"The
7:00
Stann-Gunn
Detectives," "Burke's
6.30 Tell-Truth
6:30 Wagoner
6:30 Wild Kingdom 6:30 Primus
730 Theatre-29
7:00 Digest-'72
Law" and "The Rifleman,"
7:00 Flip-Wilson 7:00 Smith-Jones
7:00 My-World
9:30
Creature7:30 My-3-Sons
8:00 lronside
7:30 My-3-Sons
-Ma'"_,,, :00 Longstreet
Crane has been chased away
Feature
8:00 Movie
8:00 Movie
9:00 0.-Marshall
9:44 Dean
10:00 News
from estates for peering over
10:10 News
10:00 News
10:30 News
10:00 Chaparral
Bedroom
1030
11:00 Mason
10:30 Tonight
11:00 Movie
the back fence and was once
11:00 News
Theatre
12:00 Movie
11:30 Cavett
1 0 : 3 0 After
bitten by a dog for ignoring a
Midni ht
warning sign,
-'The idea of not trespassing
is out of the question when
5:45 Journal
.
7:00 Today
-Young
Bozo
Don
11:00
6:30
6:00 Sunrise
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
you're location hunting." said
8:00 Romper-Rm. 6:30 Break. Show 11:15 Headlines
6:30 N'Ville
AM 9:30 Concent.
830 Movie
11:30 Answer
7:00 News
Crane.
7:55 Kitc.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 11:00 Bewitched
11:45 Sewing
8:00 Kangaroo
8:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
Crane is aggressive in uncov11:55 Toni-M211
9:00 Lucy
11:30 Barbara
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
.9:30 My 3 Sons
12:00 Gourm M11:45 Sewing
ering new spots to Wm, but he
9:30 My-I-Sons
11:30 Who-What 11:55 C. Duvall
10:00 Fam. Affair 12:30 3-Match
found courtesy pays dividends.
10:00 Fam, Affair 11:55 News
12:00 My Chile
10:30 Love-Lite
1:00 Movie-Game
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 Child-Me 1230 make-Deal
11:00 Where Heart 1:30 Movie
'"We go out to make friends
11:00 Heart Is
Too
11:25 News
1:00 Newlyweds
Fury
3:30
so that the neat time we can
11:30 Search
12:30 News
11:30 Search
1:30 Dating
4:00 Bozo
12:00 Singing Con. 12:45 Pastor
come back again." he said.
12:00 Farm
PIC- 5:00 Superman
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:25 News
12:05 News
1:00 Our Lives
2:30 One Life
S:30 Movie
"The key to location shooting is
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
12:30 World Turns 7:00 Stann-Gunn
3:00 Password
to leave with a good relation1:00 Love Is
Many
1:00 Love
2:00 Another
3:10 Love Am.
Theatre-29
7:30
1:30 Guiding Light world
1:30 Guiding Light 9:30 Creature 4:00 Jeannie
ship."
2:00 Secret Storm 2:30 Peyton PI
4:30 Green Acres 2:00 Secret Storm Feature
"We tell people exactly what
Night
2:30 Edge of Night 3:00 Somerset
2:30 Edge
5:00 News
10:00 News
we want to do so there will be
3:00 Gomer
Pyle
3:30 Calendar
3:00 Truth-Cons.
6:00 Griffith
10:30 Bedroom 3:30 Virginian
3:30 Gilligan
3:35 Popeye
6:30 Your-Life
Theatre
no misunderstanding. We clean
4:0 Movie '
4:00 Gilligan
7:00 Brady-Bunch 5:00 Hazel
10 : 30 After up
and fix any damage after5:30 News
5:25 News
4:30 Dance Party 7:30 Patridge
Midnight
6:00 News
6:00 News
5:30 News
8:00 Room-222
ward."
wens
O
a
a
k
r
l
c
4
O
B
u
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00
6:30
le
9;00
30 O
Lo
dd
ve
-Csotuyple
li
or
cd
resson 8
6
7:00
30 G
sarn
Advance planning and thick
7:00 O'Hara
8:00 Movie
8:00 Movie
files of photographs of potential
10:00 Chaparral
7:30 Movie
Gov.-&-J.J.
.
-J..1
9:30
Gov.-A
9:30
9:30 Felony-Sgd, 11:00 News
location sites are Crane's se10:00 News
10:00 News
11:30 Anderson
10:00 News
cret. Six years ago he found a
10:30 Mason
1030 Movie
1200, Cavett
1030 Tonight
11:30 Movie
huge home in Glendale with a
vast expanse of lawn. He filed
it away and last year it was
put to use as a mortuary and
cemetery on "Mission."
IT TAKES A LONG TIME
SOME PEOPLE"'
I M YEW
Crane said people who let
I KNOW NEVER PATIENT...17'5
TO LEARN PATiENCE
LEARN ANY MY 5TOMAC4
their mansions be used may do
PATIENCE! 1HAT5 CRAW- it out of fancy-or-tm-n over the
'
rental fee to a favorite charity.
The rental fees for a location
Vcl‘
may range from $25 to several
thousand dollars, depending on
etoMP!
42
,
how much time the crew
44.
spends at a site.
"I remember we got one
-mansion in Holmsby Hills be3L0
P-IV
cause the owner's daughter was
TURN
OKAY-1-ET'S
fascinated by. the idea of RobAROUND
(HEAR'em
ert Taylor coming to her home
to film "The Detectives," he
said.
e•S."'
'The little girl was starstruck and I catered to her and
sail! that she got to stand by
the camera and had a marvelous time. The mother was so
pleased that we've been back
three or four times. That little
41,C ‘6.4
girl is now grown up, but I still
get a Christmas card from her
every year, and she invited me
to her wedding."
BANDITS
MEN IN
Every once in a while years, knows the best film locayou find a goodie," said Crane, tions in Southern California—so
producer of CBS'"Mission: Im- much so that other producers
possible." Until recently he was often call on him for help.
associate producer—and chief
Even with his head and files
location scout—for both "Mis- chock full of locations, Crane
sion" and "Mannix."
and his scouts are still looking
Crane, who has been looking for apartment houses, manorial
for "goodies" for more than 14 estates, factories, back alleys
goodie.

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening *

CH. 3
WSIL
630 Safari
7:00 Smith-Jones
1:00 Longstreet
9:00 0.-Marshall
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

CH. 4
WSM
6:30 Dragnet
700 Flip-Wilson
8:00 I ronside
9:00 Special
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

8:30

6:00 Ralph Emery
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah's
9:30Concentration
10:00 Century
10:30 Squarpx
Ils°"0.ear€1`0
11:30 Who-Where
11:55 News
12:00 Noon Show
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another
World
2:30 Bright
Promise
3:00 Bugs
3:15 Movie
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Baseball
10:00 News

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *

Lalanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 The Life
10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
11:30 Split-Second
112:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Hugh X
5:30 News

6:00 News
6:30 Spts.-Act.
7:00 Special
8:00 Room-222
8:30 Odd-Couple
9:00 Love-AmStyle
10:00 News
10:30 Dick-Cavett

10:30 Tonight

12:00 Movie
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Condominiums
Gaining New
Adherents

Labor Inspectors Levy
Harsh Fines On Business

Although intended to protect rating in use for 15 years anCondominiums gain new adherents every day among both workers from undue hazards to chored to a concrete wall was
health and safety, the en- found to be in violation because
builders and buyers.
There are a few mis- forcement of the Occupational it was 32 inches off the floor
conceptions about con- Safety and Health Act, known when the book of regulations
dominiums that need clari- as the Williams-Steiger law, say it should be 34 inches off the
fication They are often con- seems more designed as a floor.
fused with cooperatives. They method of collecting fines to
In some of the very small
are sometimes thought of only reduce the national budget operations, it is forcing the
buildings
as units in apartment
deficit.
employer to dismiss a female
And they occasionally are conThis would seem to be the employee in order to comply. A
sidered a way of life without
sentiment of many independent typical example of this is
responsibilities.
Both condominiums and co- business firms who are corn- reported by a Texas Specialty
the
National distributor who had a two man
operatives have definite ad- paling to
vantages over rentals because Federation of Independent office and one female.
The inspectors ruled that
they enable the purchasers to Business that the inspectors let
take income tax deductions of loose by the Department of separate rest room facilities
taxes and interest just as with Labor
are
pursuing would have to be provided plus
private houses.
unreasonable courses of action a "retiring room." As the office
When you buy a con- in levying fines for alleged
does not have this space to
dominium. you get an individ- violations.
make such provisions the
ual mortgage for the space you
Congressman Charles Thone employer is being forced to
occupy, whether it be an apart- of
Nebraska has before the discharge her. This is typical of
ment, row house or even a dea bill to amend this the reports received from these
tached house in a condominium Congress
act to .provide that no fines smaller business operations.
community.. When you buy a
Although. as_ .ostensibly the
cooperifive, yiiif purchase- snould be levied until a
panted to protect
shares in a corporation which reasonable time is granted to act was
has a mortgage for the entire comply with the regulations. 'workers in the hazard-prone big
project and which assesses you This is currently being voted on industrial complexes, it is quite
for a portion of it according to by the nation's independent noticeable that the inspectors
the size and cost of your living business people through the from the Labor Department are
quarters. In both cases, main- National Federation of In- spending a great deal of their
tenance costs are separate dependent Business.
time, and collecting substantial
from the mortgage.
One of the major problems if fines from the smallest of
If you decide to move from a that many smaller
business business operations.
cooperative, you must sell your enterprises are
An electrical service shop
not aware that
shares. In most cases, the
they are subject to the act, and owner in a small New York
agreement calls for the corporation to get first crack at buy- still more are confused over town says, "I think the OSHA
ing back the shares. Because what the Labor Department will put most sniall businesses
out of business. I have one full
this provision originally was de- requires.
The law was passed and then
time employee and one part
signed to give the corporation
complete control over the se- turned over to the Labor -time employee. I do not think I
write can afford to comply with the
lection of new occupants, some Department
to
state and local laws now forbid regulations
were laws and stay in business."
which
exclusion of anyone because of published in page after page of
While there are some who
race, creed or color.
the Federal Register. Although indicats that the Department of
If you decide to move from a the Federal Register is not Labor is using the regulations to
condominium, you sell your res- _noted for a wide circulation, penalize non-union employers,
idence on your own, with the regulations -published- -in-- it so far.the Federation has found
nothing to substantiate this
new owner taking out a mort- become the law. .
gage or. if it can be arranged *A small manufacturer in the allegation.
legally, taking over yours and state of Washington says that
However, the Federation is
paying you the difference in the process of an inspection, a continuing to study the matter
cash.
fine and a correction, is all as the complaints pour in on a
-Even though you have the wrong and that the opportunity daily basis. There does appear
right to sell the condominium, to make a correction should to be a lack of uniformity in the
yin should know — before you preceed any attempt to levy a amount of fines assessed for the
buy it — whether there are fine.
same alleged violations the the
certain restrictions to this
On his particular premises, a regulations.
right. These restrictions are_
formulated by an owners' association or a similar group that
draws up the regulations for the
entire project.
It is not only wise but imperative to know what every regulation is. There usually are dozens of them, relating to such
things as pets, garage space
and the facilities on the
grounds. Ignore them and you
are likely to be unpleasantly
surprised at some later time
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Indiana Wife Gets RunAround On Missing Mate
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By JOHN MARLOW . .
Associated Press Writer
PALMYRA, Ind. t AP)—"It's
just like a story on television.
No one wants to believe me. No
one waritirfAiliiiiiiything.--f've
never heard of such a thing
really happening before," said
Opal Sherwood of her search for
her husband, missing since
April 7.
"They've been giv4r
g the a
complete runaround here."
In her efforst to locate her
husband, William, 48, she has
contacted the Indiana State Police, the Harrison County Sheriff's office, the county prosecutor's office; the FBI, a state
representative, a judge, the
welfare department, Social Security officials and, finally, the
governor.
But she feels she is looking
alone.
Mrs. Sherwood said her husband disappeared April 7 when
he left home to check on the
night shift at their truck stop
and motel at Palmyra.
"He never did check into the
restaurant," she said. "He had
about MOO on him that I know
of. He may have had more, he
may have-had less.
"I'm pretty sure there's been
foul play. I have the (car) registration and bill of sale." she
noted the car registration ran
out at (he_end of May. She said she telephoned the
Charleston post of the state police after he failed to return
home or show up at the restaurant. Later, she said, she
checked back "and it took an
hour and a half to find the officer and the detective I talked
to. They I the post) didn't even
have. myreport."
,
A state policeman at the post,
who asked not to be identified,
.told The Associated Press he
was not familiar With the details, but said Sherwood was
listed as a missing -person: -Mrs. Sherwood said she made

a report with the sheriff's office
as well as the state police, but
neither has sent officers either
to her home or the restaurantmotel to make inquiries on his
-disappearance.- -She said after talking with
the county prosecutor twice "he
did take out a non-support warrant on him t her husband)."
She said she was told by theFBI they don't look for missing
persons.
She contacted State Rep. Nelson D. Kennedy, D-Palmyra,
and said she was referred to
the county judge.
She said she contacted the
judge and was referred to the
welfare department, which referred her to the Social Security office which said a check
through Sherwood's Social Security number would take six
months.

Marriage hits record
low point in Sweden
Marriages
in
Sweden
reached their lowest-ever last
year, with only 4.9 weddings
per 1,000 inhabitants, the
smallest figure since the start
of the population statistics in
1745.
The drop is accompanied by
an increase in .the illegitimate
births, from 10 per "cent of the
total in 1966 to 16 per cent last
year.

Schizophrenics
produce own drugs
A mental patient with schizophrenia is a walking drug
abuse factory, according to a
report by the National Association for Mental Health.
He produces in his brain substances similar to those many
drug abusers are taking, including the chemical cousin of
ISD. The facts were uncovered
by a research team at the
Lafayette Clinic TiF-Michigan
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QUICK STOP— Maintenance technicians display
precise teamwork as they service a business jet in for a fast
check at the Executive Jet plant in Columbus, Ohio.

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

WIC 0121100 13121121GI
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QOM OM AL
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3 Earth goddess
ACROSS
4 Nobleman
Ugly, old woman 5 Former Russian
rulers
4 Baronet (abbr.)
6 Crucifix
6 Having a top
for
11 Places
Piece
combat
7 Symbol for
13 Sovereigns
ruthenium
IS Note of scale
8 Spanish pot
16 Wipe out
9 River in France
18 King of beasts
10 Standing room
19 htit lightly
metal
Native
only (abbr
21
(al)
12 Compass point
22 Indefinite
14 Symbol for tin
MI BLS SOS
article
17 Juncture
23 Perceived by
20 Greek letter
the senses
54 Norse god
36 On e around
24 Kind of cheese
Ira k
SS Defeat'
26 Organ of
hearing
25 Compass point 37 Sowed
56 Saint (abbr.)
Woody
plant
42
27 So be it,
29 Foray
57 Product of
Worfli
44
inflammation
person
Stunted
Entangle
28
31
46 long for
Communists
29
letter
Greek
33
48 Having a taste 59 Preposition
62 Note of scale
34 Man's nickname 30 Arabian seaport 49 Girl s name
51 P.oker stake
64 Compass point
35 High mountain 32 Al this place
38 River in
.4
2 3
S .
il 9 10 •••••
Scotland
•:...;
39 Printer's1

um
igo guni

I

measure

40

Prefix, down

41

.. -

7

%3

Beer ingredient
43 tease
19
45 Vessel's curved

plonking
47 Social events
50 Babylonian
deify
52 Approach
53 The sun
56 Reach across
58 Doctrine
60 Note of scale
61 Teriapm
153 Sprwtuel
wisdom
Stammtn*
Sammy
66 Old pronoun

•

WI

...

g

',27

1.:
•): 24

. • . 31

27
3I
32. 26i 3

44

litaiiillillaill
57

ZoliSS III
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•
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CLASSIFIED ADS WORK WONDERS

Call
753-1916

Roving Poet Trips
Student Imagination
FRANKFORT, Ky."Suppose you sat on a
strawberry mountain..."
"Outside is like being inside
with hundreds of lilacs falling
on you:"
These are lines from
children's poems, written by
seventh-graders in the Corbin
city
school system-. The
youngsters, participants in the
Kentucky Arts Commission's
Poet in the Schools program,
are students of visiting poet
Malcolm Glass.
On leave as an associate
professor of English and
director of writing programs at
Austin Peay State university,
Clarksville, Tenn., Glass is the
director of Kentucky's first
Poet in the Schools program.
The program is sponsored by
the Kentucky Arts Commission
in conjunction with the National
Endowment for the Arts.
"Kids poems provide a
fascinating glirnpse into the
world of childhood and make
you aware of the creative
potential of young minds."
Glass said.
"Unforuntately, this potential
is sometimes overlooked in the
monotomy of daily concentration on homework and
classroom behavior."
In a break from the conventional mode of class instruction, Glass encourages a
relaxed, open atmosphere.
Against
the
musical
background of a classical
guitarist, seventh graders at
Central elementary in Corbin
write their thoughts in free
verse form. Prompted only by a
"suppose" and encouraged to
say what something is like, the
youngsters-all of them-eagerly
pore over their papers.
The 50 minutes with Glass is
an almost unique classroom
situation-free, imaginative, yet
ordered. Pleased with their
poems, the uninhibited, excited
pupils share their ideas, new
sounds and new words. And.
there's almost 100 per cent
insistence on reading the
creations afbud.
Glass noted that, aside from
its creavitity, the program has
some very practical benefits. It
helps the students think for
themselves and improves
vocabulary, writing and
spelling.
He discourages rigid forms,
_such as rhyme schemes.
"Ultimately all I'm doing is
them to stretch their
minds," he said. "I keep
stressing that they should be
unique and say things nobody
expects them to say."
Glass tries to get the students
to recognize senses, emphasizing that dream sense, or
even nonsense, makes a kind of

getting

"A poet goes for experience,
the concrete images-smell,
touch, hearing. Then the theme
or conception gradually seeps
out
The seventh-graders went
through a special session of the
senses on a recent field trip.
Exploring the nearby woods,
the young poets came up with
such lines as:
"Spring is like
1,000,000,000,000 green rzor
blades."
"Spring is like eating a
gigantic egg and Spitting out
the seeds."
The Poet in the Schools
program was scheduled so that
Glass could visit schools in
different regions of the state.
This year he has been at
Cloverport, Shawnee High
School in Louisville, Scottsville,
Paducah and Corbin.
The program is financed by a
$10,000 grant from the National
Endownien for the Arts and
another $10,000 from the state
commission.-.The funds cover
the cost of the director's salary
and other operational expenses,
and also are used to bring other
poets to the state for workshops
and readings.
Presently in almost all 50
states, the program was begun
by the National Endowment for
the Arts in 1966. Its purpose,
acCordirig--115 Jim -Edgy, director
of the Kentucky Arts Commission, '"is to. broaden
horizons of the young8ters, to
make them more aware of
• • words awl--poetry in its

broadcast sense of life to
encourage creavitiy.
"The six weeks of sessions
allow only time enough to get
the students started writing
poetry," Edgy said,"but it's the
exposure that counts." He said
the program is expected to be
continued next year.
..conlititasion,
The
in
cooperation with the Department of Education, is planning
to publish an anthology of
poems
written
by
the
schoolchildren to make them
available to the public.

Workshop In
Construction
To Be Held

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXPERT
REPAIR SERVICE

•mm imm

* Guaranteed

FOR YOUR auction sale needs KELLY'S TERMITE
And Pest
contact Otto Chester's Auction Control, phone 753-3914,100
South
Service 435-4042, Lynn Grove. "It 13th Street. "Every
day you
pays to sell the Chester delay lets bugs have their----- June28P way."
Way."
TFC.

/iv "try Occepar/e,
iticcos.torms
SUIVCIE

$

I

High school graduate. Have highest references from
my teachers. Am efficient at typing, accounting, and
won shorthand award in senior year. I feel that 1 can
offer my services as an efficient, loyal, dedicated
employee. Will call at your convenience for intervieit.

753,2212
Call 436-2367

BRANDON".
1 FURNISHED ONE bedroom
apartment, air conditioned,
CAMPERS
located next to White Hall, adHas Moved to
joining MSU campus. Part of

trucks. campers &
•
toppers.
LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape

MIEM

My Ability In Office Work

.....Phone.492-8812.

YARD SALE; glassware, kitchen t••••••411••••••
ware, English Ironstone, pictures, table and chairs, milk
glass. Clairol hair setter kit and
Much much more. 755 Riley
Court, off of Ellis Drive, WedALMO HEIGHTS
nesday and Thursday, 10:00 a.m.6:00 p.m. Everything must
Custom-built pick-up
go.
JIC

WANTED!!

An Opportunity To Prove

DISCOUNT SEWING and
STEREO CENTER

..Hazel,.Ky.

SITUATIONS WANTED

IIEDIWw=Th

TV -STEREO - TAPE PLAYER

* Fast * Efficient

Call
753-1916

utilities furnished. $85.00 per
month Couples only. No pets, Call
753-3805.
TFC

NEW TWO bedroom or three
bedroom duplex apartment with
central heat and air, all carpet,
range, disposal, washer-dryer
hook up, dishwasher, large lot.
with garden spot. Two bedroom,
$125.00. Three bedroom, $150.00.
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m.J3C

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE. . .

4
every Friday night on Hwy. 641, three
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
miles north of Paris. This week another good load from
dose to University, 1602 Dodson
MODERN TRAILER, near
St. Louis. Nine piece dining room suite, with all glass
Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills.
Ave. Phone 753-6564,
TFC Cypress
4
Cove. By week, month,
china cabinet, wardrobes, chifferobes, hall tree, desk,
Say-Rite Drugs.
J1P
or season. Phone Mr. Gregory,
trunks, chairs, beds, electric range, glass, dishes,
Bowling Green , Ky.-The
EXTRA NICE one bedroom 436-2145 after 6:00 p.m. Boat
brass and iron, lots more.
industrial education departMAN WANTS companion. A. 0.
furnished apartment, air con- available.
J3C
ment at Western Kentucky
Shorty McBride-297
Cox,
Route
3,
Cadiz,
KenBLUE MARLIN CLUB so
ditioned, 1-2 block from campus.
University is offering a threeJames E. Travis-278
tucky.
J1P Available now. Phone 753-4478
Band
or HOUSE, FIVE rooms and bath.
week workshop in June in
Wed.-Fri.-& Sat,
I
53-9135.
TFC Available June 1. Call 753cooperation with
The Ohio L.
STOP
TERMITES.
Phone 642-9804
Work
State University Industrial Arts
2515.
J1C
SERVICES OFFERED
WILMENME_Itejlaga guaranteed. Free estimate. FIVE ROOM
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
Curriculum Project IACP I.
house, newlY,Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
Three-semester hours of Flit not responsible for any debts
'3, 10:00 a.m., 14 mile West of •
decorated,
located
202
FURVISHED
EFFICIENCY
South
12th
or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
credit will be earned for the other than my own. After
Street. Phone 753-3864 or 753apartment, air conditioned, BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Lynn Grove on Highway 94. This
this day Huntingdon, Tennessee 986workshop which begins Sunday,
6944.
private entrance. Available June also bank gravel, fill dirt and will be a big all day sale. Will only
June 1, 1972.
J3C
5975.
J3C
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569, list a few items.
June 18 and ends Friday, June
1. Phone 753-2863 after 5:30
Mike lassiter
354-8138,
30
There will be a nice bedroom
or 354-8161 after 6:00
TFC
1711 Johnson Blvd.
J3P ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- NICE ONE bedroom furnished 'p.m.
p.m.
TFC. suite, recliner and occasional
vices,
213,
Box
Murray,
C.M.
Ky.,
The workshop, entitled "The
apartment. Phone 753-5079. J7C
'chair, end and coffee tables,
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarWorld of Construction" will be
FURNITURE REFINISHING, lamp tables and lamps, fancy
ESTIMATE
apartment,
air,
FREE
tank
and
central heat
on septic
mington, Kentucky,
TFC
initially scheduled from noon to
$125.00 per all work guaranteed. Free pick spool leg table with claw feet on
5 p.m. daily for three weeks and installation. Phone 753-7850. ITC
UNFURNISHED DUPLEX wall to wall carpet,
up and delivery. Free estimate. glass balls, nice drop leaf table
June 2C
month.
Phone
753-7724.
is among 125 similar workshops
apartment at 1631 Farmer Ave.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry with four chairs, also chrome
HELP WANTED
being conducted in the U.S. this
HELP WANTED
Now available. Large living APARTMENT,$65.00
June IC dinette set, some nice linens,
McCoy,753-3045.
month,
per
•-• room,
summer. Since the workshop is
dinette, kitchen, bedroom water paid. Near College. Phone
fancy
quilts,
Frigidaire
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. refrigerator-li
scheduled in the regular
and bath. Storage room. Private 753-5043.
ke new, TV set and
J2C
Prompt expert service. 15 year:: radio, several
summer session at Western ,
driveway and carport. Couple
fans and heaters,
experience. Ben W. Dyer,
Participants may enroll for
only. $75.00 per month. Phone 492- THREE BEDROOM brick,
START WITH US..YOU WON'T STOP
electrical appliances. Several
living
additional courses if they
8174.
TFC room, den, kitchen and dining May-field, Kentucky, phone 247- tables of glass and china, some
8072.
desire, says Dr. William E.
June21C real good pieces, lots of jars,
room. Phone 753-7144, Partly
jugs
EARN A MINIMUM OF $12.50 PER HOUR
Dugger, director of the
and churns, also cast iron kettles,
furnished or unfurnished.
workshop
and
assistant
myros FOR SALE
lots of hand and garden tools,
$150.00.
J2C
For complete ENGINE
THIS IS JUST FART OF THE STORY
professor
industrial
of
including a boat motor. All the
REPAIR of lawn mowers
You mast be able to follow a proven program mad be
education at Western.
1969 PONTIAC CATALINA DUPLEX ON Williams Ave..
usual grab boxes found around an
and tillers, Old Time
capable of a moderate Investment, fully refundable. For
Western is also offering a
convertible, 36,000 miles, air near University. Plenty of closet
auction sale.
Blacksmith Shop Complete
the
rest
of
the
story
three-week
workshop
in
conditioned, power brakes and space, two bedrooms. UnSandwiches and drinks will be
SHARPENING SERVICE,
CALL MR.WHITE COLLECT AT AC 214-2764714 Sr write
manufacturing July 3-21.
steering. Silver with black top., furnished. Phone 753-8096 or 753available. Bring an easy chair
WELDING AND REPAIR
DURO-FLEX
3010
GARLAND,
RD.
BENTON
TEXAS
75110
Undergraduate students not
and
$1900 cash or take over payments 3312.
stay all day. For inTFC
SERVICE, also New and
previously enrolled at Western
formation phone Otto chester's
of $85.00 per month. Phone 753Used Equipme.nt,
interested in
enrolling in the WANTED STORE clerk, woman WANTED PLANT
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn
J2P TWO
BEDROOM
house,
Superin- 4985 after 9:00 p.m.
workshop may write the Office preferred. Age 18 to 25. No ex- tendent.
KNIGHT'S SHOP
Grove. "It Pays To Sell The
available from June 6 to August
Responsible
for
of Admissions and graduate perience necessary. At Gordon's machinery
TURN LEFT AT LAKE
Chester Way."
maintenance and 1965 CHRYSLER 3000, con- 15th. Air conditioned, large yard.
J2C
students not previously enrolled Farmer's Market, Hwy. 94 East production.
STOP GROCERY ON
Local firm. Per- vertible, red. 1964 Dodge four Located 1637 Catalina Drive.
may address inquiries to the of Murray. Phone 474-2236. J3C manent
HWY. 94
position. Reply to Box 32- door Dart wagon, 6 cylinder, $135.00 per month. Phone collect,
CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION.
Dean of the Graduate College.
AND FIRST ROAD ON
F
Murray, Kentucky, listing automatic. $250.00. Phone
Urbana,
217-367-9623.
Illios
J6C
June 2 Friday, 7:30 P.M. Pugh's
436"The World of Construction" WANTED
RELIABLE background, experience,
LEFTLOOK
FOR
SIGN
and 5570 or 436-5806.
J2C
Grocery Building, Almo Heights,
course "provides an op- housekeeper, five days week. salary
PHONE 753-4035
desired.
HOUSE
TRAILER,
two
J2C
Ky. Items already consigned to
portunity to learn and apply References required. Phone 753bedrooms, air conditioned, nice.
be auctioned include: 2) color
basic knowledges and skills 9f. 3640 after 4:00 p.m.
J3C
LADY NEEDED tor telephone 1969 GRAND PRIX, power Near University. Phone 753-3895 PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. TV's with good picture; carthe
construction industry',"
steering,
power
brakes,
air
or 753-3482.
J2C
answering service in your home,
Prompt expert service. 15 years pets; lamps; old trunk; twin
says Dr. Dugger. Students first
CARD OF THANKS
write, state: age, telephone conditioned-, AM-FM radio,
experience.
read and discuss the practices
Rebuilt pianos for beds, good condition; roll away
number and other qualifications factory tape, 35,000 actual miles. TWO BEDROOM house, living sale. Ben W. Dyer, Murray, bed; desk and chair; odd chairs;
which are required to build any
Local car. Phone 753-7736.
The family of Mrs. Genoa to Electro Hygiene
J3C
room,
dining
room, kitchen, full
Co., 1423 E.
end tables; assortment of
structure, such as a road, dam, Russell would like to
Kentucky, phone 753take this
size basement. Phone 753glassware;
various other itemsutility, network, building, opportunity to express our ap- Division, Evansville, Ind.
8911.
June21C
1940 FORD pickup. Excellent 2818.
J2C
J1C
John Randolph Realty & Auction
tower, or tunnel. Concepts of preciation and thanks to Dr.'s 47714.
condition, or will trade. Phone
Co. 111 Sycamore,753-8382. ITC
WKU ...."Western Offers Clark, Lowery
753-7736.
FOR ALL your home additions,
J3C
and Ammons and WANTED LADY to
live in with
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 2 .alterations remodeling etc. .
Construction Workshop in the 2nd floor nurses who were
so elderly woman. Phone
Puryear,
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
June"-2 construction then are nice during the recent illness and
EXTRA SHARP Dunebuggy. miles south of Murray on 641. Free Estimates. Phone 753Tennesee 1-901-642-0539.
J2C
J2C 6123.
applied in laboratory activities death of our loved one, and to our
TFC 3, 10:30 a.m., rain or shine, 629
Mag wheels. Phone 753-6664. J2P Phone 753-41144:
Broad Street, Murray, Kentucky
to increase student un- many friends for the beautiful
at the late Mrs. James D.
derstanding of how projects are floral offerings, the food, to Bro.
ROOM
FOR
men,
available
WILL
LIVE
home
MUSTANG,
in
condition,
ana
care for
good
1966
Thornton home. Will sell all clean
constructed and serviced, says, Hicks, Bro. Knight and the
J1C
$325.00. See at Coach Estates, immediately. Air conditioned, elderly. Phone 435-5651.
and nice items, TV., contents,
Dr. Dugger.
singers for their words of comfort
South 16th Street, Trailer C-2 private entrance. Furnished
air conditioner, washer and
Serving as field center and
The
Blalock-Coleman
J3C apartment. Zimmerman CUSTOM HAY baling. Phone 753after 4:00 p.m.
dryer, Maytag', refrigerator,
teacher at the Western Funeral Home. You were all
Apartments, South 16th Street. 8090.
Junel7NC Deep freeze, electric
stove, living
workshop will be Russell wonderful. May the Lord bless
Phone 753-6609.
J6C
.
PONTIAC
diesel
Bonneville,
1962
and dining room suites, rugs, hall
and
Henderly, construction teacher you in your hew of need is our
WILL DO painting, interior and runner, beds springs
semi, long and short hauls
cheap. See at 918 North 18th
from Gamble Junior Hugh prayer. -and matexterior. Experienced. Phone tresses, old chairs,
Salary, family insuranco
753-6765
phone
after
or
Street
4:00
corner cupSchool, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Family.
TWO CAR clean up shop with air 492-8714 after 5:00 p.m.
ITP
J6C board, dresser, Singer
and profit sharing plan.
J3C compressor, electric door,
Henderly was a consultant in
sewing
hot
machine, sews good, rtreadle
the development of the IACP
The family of Ida Saucer would
heater
water
gas
and
heat. $80.00
Send resume to P.O. Box
1969 TOYOTA, air conditioned. per month. Phone 753-3018. J2C
type), books, dishes, cooking
program and has conducted like to take this means to thank
32-6, Murray, Kentucky .
WILL MOW yards in Murray utensils,
Excellent condition, one owner.
tables, picture frame,
numerous IACP workshops in the maiiy friends and loved ones
Contact Mr. Adams at Brandon TWO BEDROOMArarleron-South area. Also do trimming. Phone dough board, roller, electric
the U.S. and Canada.
who helped to make the burden
753-8550.
June7C razor, jewelry,
IACP is an innovative lighter when it seemed so heavy TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight or Bros. Distributors,753-4383. J3C 16th Street. Couples only. $85.00
silverware,
quilts, piece goods, and boxes of
curriculum development for during our Mother's illness. We Semi) Experience helpful but not
per month. Phone 753-91293. J2C
useful items.
junior high school industrial especially thank Dr. Bell and the necessary. Can earn extremely
James Thornton in charge of
arts. A sequence of two one- staff on second floor of the high pay after short training_ For
NOTICE
ONE BEDROOM furnished
estate, Douglas Shoemaker
year courses, "The World of Murray
apartment, couples only, no pets,
Calloway
County local and over-the-road hauling.
arranger and seller.
Construction" and "The Worle Hospital and the ladies who sat For application call 606-299-6912
ITC
gas heat. $80.00 per month. Also
of Manufacturing- courses are with her, Bro. Walter Pigg and from 9A.M.-7P.M. or
nice all electric rabbile home, no
write
a career orientation to the two Bro. A. T. Moore and the singers, Nation Wide Semi
pets. Couples only, $75.00 per
Division. 171
SERVICES OFFERED
management-p-ersonnel- - The Rielock-Colernan Funeral *New Circle Road,
month. Available June 1st. Phone * Large & Small
NE
production systems that in- home and all who sent flowers Lexington, KentuekY
J6C
40505. 31-CINTERIOR EXTERIOR painPhondo.- -- 753-1203.
dustry uses to produce our man- and food. Also for your prayers
ting; any size job. All work
made world of structures and and words of comfort.
LARGE FURNISHED air con753-1916
guaranteed. Use first quality
products, says Dr. Dugger.
May God richly bless you.
ditioned one bedroom apartment.
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
HELP WANTED
Mr. and
All utilities paid. $75.00 per
Mrs. Frank
Todd,753-8495.
Phone
TFC
Spiceland
month. Available June 9.. Phone
Of
Wanted woman to do bal,‘
247-7201.
Mr. and
Mrs
753-3143.
J2('
James
sitting in my home. Full
Wineinger
1TP
time. Experien(
COLLEGE STUDENTS or WII,I, IX) baby-sitting in my
necessary. Reference
married couple-furnished duplex, home, experienced. Phone 435TREASON
CHARGE
A 75-year-old Chelsea woman
preferred.
The
ITC
one
block from college, and two 5221.
On
May 16, 1863, Congresswas bound and gagged by four
Phone
Evening
man C.1.. Valandigham of Ohio
bedroom furnished house,
men who stole jewelry valued
was charged with treason aftet
summer rates, $75.00 per month
If you know your route
at $9.000 from her home. The
753-4183
he denounced the war in a pubboy's number, please call
plus utilities. Phone John Pasco, EXPERIENCED PAINTER,
robbers then called the police
nights.
753-8824
no
get
you
If
first.
lic
speech.
him
Jr.,753-2649 or 753-7278.
TFNC fully equipped. Interior and
after they left, and asked that
exterior. Free estimates. Phone
results then call John
the woman be freed
TRAILERS; we have some tom 489-2287.
J7C
above
the
at
Jr.
Pasco
The thieves may have been
WANTED ,B
;
JERUSALEM ATTACKED
ABY-SITTER
sate also. See Brandon Dill after
number during the hours
afraid she would die before
On May 15, 1948, King Abdul- weekends for two year old boy.
4:00 p.m. and all weekend at
was found, said a police
listed
DOZER SERVICES, 13-6 Cat.
lab's legion attacked Jerusa- My home Or yours. Phone 753_
Dill's Trailer Court at Murray
spokesman
6809 after 5:30 p.m.
lem
Phone 753-9807.
J7C
,12C
Drive In Theater Entrance. 1'F(

Phone 753-3600 I
•
•
••••••••••••.••
••••••••
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LIGHT MANUFACTURING
MAKING MONEY
WITH NO RISK - 100% BUY BACK

EXPERIENCED

DRIVERS

grAtittO

If You
Miss Your Paper
Before 5:00 p.m.

Thieves call police
to free their victim

PAVING
& SEALING

IRISH
and
man
SWAM. IS
796.

chest,
bedstead
tress
sweet
seen all
=W.
STRAW
MORE
Pict
Two
aid MI.
510.
(1)1.1.1Y

jobs
* AU Work Guaranteed
* Free Estimate

Edward Trail
Mayfield

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In

lir A.
214 H.

take
H.P.
trade.
ANTI
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THE WANT ADS WA
FOR NILE

FOR SALE

ANTIQUE PARKER Bras. IS
wage doolle barrel shiny*
patented in i.$11110.00. Mese
475-5533after 6:111 pus.
J7C

COLOR TV SPECIAL!!

AKC REGISTERED Irish Sebespuppies, six weeks old. Wormed,
pedigree papers available. Phase
753-4132 days or 753-74114 alter
4:111p.m.
J7C

•

t

6-1
•11/2 Ii WWI Pmeme 14.110.1111.

COLOR TELEVISION- Model 52M6065
25" Viewable Diagonal (315 sq. in.)
Oak Finish, Changeable Speaker Panels
Dimensions: 51" Long, 29" High
Features: Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT)
Automatic Tint Lock (ATL)
Instant Touch Tuning(r1)
Remote Control Optional

• Repair Service On All Brands
• Antenna and Tower Repair

SIGNS

GRAFIK
Advertising

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

ilA

IRISH SETTER puppies, $25.611 1 PET SHOP,7 miles North of
and M.N$
Six weeks old. Ger- llarray, Irish Setter puppies,
man Short hawed Pointer male, Cocker Spaniel Puppies., Toy
SWIM. 10 mmilha old. Phone =- Poodles, fish and supplies.
75115.
J2C liampsters and birds. Special on
[Sams, 341.011. Phone 753-11161
Joiner
BEMIKKINIsuns,comiding of 753407.

Phone 7515865

PRACTICALLY NEli G.E.
upright freezer. Holds 556 lbs_
Phone 753-2742.
J2C

NOW IN stock, pianos. Three
used and roar new.Priced to sell.
leach's Mask & TV, Dhiehmd
disk---lomma oft mirror,
'Shopping Osier.
.131C
ishisid
sellopoilie !flat- THREE TRACK motorryttboats ad et whip. Color of trailer. Phone Chester Stone, 400.13F
omit Immo. $175.00. May be 3600.
MOM 14141 Poplar or phone 7533EL
.12P
STRAWBERRIES BLAKEMORE and Tismesime Beauty.
Pick yaw awn. 25 cents quart
Two mdes North of Murray on
old 641 Phone N.P. Pandiall 753,72C
COLLIE PUPPIES, MSS suck
Phane406-42112.
.I2C
MI MULE HOME,12"1115', all
electric,2Bedroom,2 Bath,Shag
toque. Raba Me, Mod see to
appreeinbi. 7/14111K
J2C
p
rie
.41:21/1“1111111.111MINIIMIP.M111.111110.
.#16

11/0.1.1,E ECYIllaW/C51
V
I

75341111.

A

AMOS& TELEV1SOON.
STUMM CAR RADIO
envocE
Wag&st

7
11

lesindr on goof Appliances

S 7 a.m.
Poplar Street

Ea.

JUST TRADED FOR SEVERAL GOOD USED COLOR TVs,
GUARANTEED - ALSO BLACK & WHITE COMBOS

31111 IL I

RKS
WARE

CHICKENS, DUCKS, Geese,
Pigeons, Bantams, row and
old. Large selectioa. Hobert REDUCED IN MICE.Six milks
Murray sulrighway 641,
IAlexander, 3 miles South
Sedaha. Phonerti-efal.
Iliebbmilenteannine. 2`7 acres of
or city water
EXTRA NICE redone chair, and palm* gas. Covered with
Chrome breakfast set with beautiful bees Price 1111,71111. Call
choirs, MILK Phase 753- 753-4751 or 753-3447 or 753J3C 311/4.

Wzioad Waded

95
Our Price -ONLY
569
With Qualified Trade
Compare Price, Quality, Styling, and Especially the
Picture Tube Warranty!!

AUCTION.
P.M. Pugh's
Heights,
consigned to
de: (2) color
picture; cartrunk; twin
on; roll away
ir; odd chairs;
sortment of
• other itemstty & Auction
753-8382. lit

TERIOR pain.
job. All work
se first quality
mate. Call Steve
TFC

For Sale
2 Large Lots as Green Plains
Road Good well pis other
improvements will sell
separately or an me. Phase
753-1213.

Compare at 5750" In Other Brands

inks will be
easy chair
y. For into Pester's
4
, Lynn
To Sell The
J2C

OFFERED

LIVING ROOM suite, coffee
table and three end tables,
bedroom mile, twin bed, table
and choirs,elects* stove,imam
board, G.E. vacuum denser,
wheel chair with bock thst lets
down.Phone 75343411.
AC

BUYING A hone, Let 'Tripp
Williams ad John Hodge amid
yaa. Gay Spoon Realty Branch
Office, 711 Main,713-

REDUCED FOR QUICK SALEbomes at arty $3555.110. Good Two bedromotrame cottage on
coition New 02':17 at 13755.e0. South Illth Street Remodeled and
KM SEE
FOR SALE
orztr we bedroom at 14700e. carpeted. Aluminum siding. Only
17,710. Call 753-4751 or 753-3447 Of
TIRED ACHING fed? Try Foot ARMSTRONG TIRES, super • I I a lat hi of other mobile
I ••••
753-2172.
J2C
to
chasm
from.
Etirs
Levelers. Phone 7534E41 June7C HPG wide tread 2 ply nylon 2 ply *ale
Raines, 35811 South
fiberglass labeless dual
Mine Highway, Paducah, CLEAN, NEAT, 3-bedroom
wall F7S144111-11,+$2-52 FE.Kentucky.Phone 4434150.
.AC frame with basement. Includes
tax. H7S114419.1141+12-93 F-E
several shade trees and some
tax. Fully guaranteed
CREOSOTED POLES and Pasta apple trees. Located an Highway
defects and rood hazards.
treated Limber. Also strvicom 641 North, one mile from Murray.
OF ALL KINDS!
Sales, Highway WC Beata. logs for dock flotation.
Malay A good buy at $11,5110. Cal 753Kentucky.
lumber Company, 104 Maple 4751 or 753-3447 or 753-1114. .13C
Renewed or built
1TC
KENMORE AUTOMATIC
BEAUTIFUL 'WOODED be in
from
washer, end tables and coffee
Sherwood Forest, 11115':140'.
JOHN
DEERE
riding
mower,
table. Phone 753-027.
.171C
xrc
excellent condition. 41" cut. Phone 7531/056.
scratch.
Contact Howard Brandon, 753TWO BEDROOM stucco bonne,
.13C
23" WESTINGHOUSE Color TV, DU.
17,51111.110. See at 1102 Mulberry.
MAO.Good second set. 60 Shady
Phone 753-770.
J2C
Oaks,after 5:00 pun_
J2C
QUARTER MARE, bridle and
ABOUT OME acre land, small
SAVAGE 12 gorge shotgun with saddle. EWE. Phone 4354272 home,
plenty shade,miter* gm,
Ave. at 121h
new carrying case and shell belt. after 5:le p.m_
• wilb pomp new septic Mot,
MILS& SI Shady Oaks After 5:00
Belled MS Oil)
never been med. Phone Alie
J2C TWO'PLEASURE braes, 1 how
pun
1534032
year old and one 12 year odd. Ommingtiam if interested Mier
3:311pan. 753-11105.
AP
1001 CE 391 BOND& 31111 miles. Gentle enough for chddres_
Plane
7553551.
VARIETY of pistols Estelle* condition. $112514.
LARGE
J3C
BY OWNER; four bedrooms
in Kentucky. No increase in Phone 43149115 before 2:111
prices. Country Boy Stores,
J31P BURLEY PLANT bed,511 yards home,wall le wail carpet, his of
Phom 43653111or 4M-51311. rrc cabinets, Ms of dosets, slaty,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
amporch and garage. See at El
Hopkinsedle, Junctxri Kentucky SOUD MAPLE four polo bod,
19oLts, seesser age. Smith NM Street. Phone 753117 and 164. Open Sunday until
be made mho cmget. AMY
4:011p_m
Oraniad.751J2C ample five draw dm*
• J3P
'111P
match. Used Am inioles.
BALDWIN GRAND piano, wed, 753-7101aseptiera.Mostow
EXTRA NICE its is Bagwell
condition.
superb
Two
LOST & FM")
lbsinr.Combat Howard Brandon
reposseened Baldwin pianos. New Vidf NYLON RUG in
.
AC
LOST HERACLTTUS, large,' '
Baldwin organs and pianos_ condillon.Priced at $11.1111.
gentle,
yellow,
maie
cat,
mossier
Practice pianos. Rent-to- 753325.
11.
since May It Please call
WANT TO BUY
porelnne plan. Lowordo Piano
444-7357 collect.'
Paducah
Conway, across from Post REGLSTERED ANGLE balk
j2c WANT TO BUY 5 to II H.P.
Reward_
Office,Paris,Tomemoe.
loll months
Phew
richer waswer. Phone 354DC
soil.
JIC
LOST LARGE male Boner, fawn 11160.
JIC
1967 BARLEY DAVIDSON
color. Lost South of liberay.
B.P .111 _PLA/WR.
CC,111110._
SPriot,
ITC WANT TO BUT air ccradMistrer.
Electric Outboard Mac - boor& op lo4"aid*12" wide. Reward.Phone ral-ISIK
motor, 5300.00. Opel
11112‘2711,doolsie bed, dresser
Almost new awl is perfect contransmon 115.60. Call 436dition. See it overeat. Phone 7 11NT OHE pair of tan knit mots wills mirror.Plane 7534444. J2C
511111.J.
WS evenings.iii slacks,between Boar's Chnerws
and South 4th Street on Tlowasbor,
WANT TO BUY good used tent.
motor
RUNABOUT,
40
H.P.
14'
May 25. Phone 753-2039
HOUSEHOLD WE;ovad nigs,
ONE USED Stine, $35. One used
lit
Phone7534E1
accessor
and
trailer
all
Reward_
AC
electric Mom mahogany record
refrigerator, MG. One roorn air
311"
stove
OWN,
electric
player, Duman Phyfe end tables, LOST B1ACK and gray tiger cat WANT
condiborser,545. Call 7534505.
TO BUY used slope and
new 135.1111, Smell electric r I r
sewing machine, wig, electric with white inarlungs, has brown refrigerator,
preenable
wed twice so...W'window f. curlers, bookcase and many
nine. May or may not be wearing amylase* size. Phone Howard
J2C
new MIK Cali CII-55211.
assorted pictures, books and brown collar If seen or having Brandon.7534313.
J3C
ii
miscellaneous items. 1112 any wiforrnaton phone 753LARGE CEDAR chest, Seth Sycamore Street,
Thursday 523.
J7P WANT TO BUY ping pong table
Tbamois electric clock, four Friday and all day Saturday,
753Phone 153413115,
J3C
Easier dies! of drawers, coffee
FOR SALE OR RENT
J3C
FOR SALE
tableaid Minn. Phone 753Lettered & Numbered to
WA111113110WEE
12C 3 I TON G.E. air conditmawr, II MODERN MOBILE home, 12'
order
years old, perfect condition, wide, staling glass doors, kits of WANT Ti) Ma pasture land
The Most Cornpkte
$50.111. Phone 753-4176_
J3P cabinets, carpeted. Phone 753- and stables for horses. Phone 75.3SILK
& FRESH KENTUCKY hake
SCREENING
Kill after 5:411p.m.
J3C 7991 after 4 Mp.m.
TEN('
di* 0 cents per pound. ARMSTRONG
FLOCKING
TRUCK tires at
Plow 753-3Z11.
J2C holesale
FOR LEASE
price's
FOR [EASE
Rated
Tiers Side d Cadossi 1E2 MOIHIF. HOME, ITx65', prenuum by Bennett Garfield
publication. Good on all wheel
Imo bedrooms, Welshed, extra positions: Medal'
GRAFIK SPIFICIALTIES
ply, $41.V+
nice. Phone 753-7100,or alter 5:00 $6.17
tax. 9111‘211-111 ply, $56.32 4Story Ave. at 126 St_
pan a&753-tWA
J2C $i 30 taw igraam2
4 Behind MS Olt
ply, NISI (22 tax_ MIlla22-12 ply,272_17 +
753-5E2
BOSTOPI TERRIERS, $EM $14:12 tea.
Roby Soles,lbdsway,
met. Five weeks old, male sad
Nen
Benne,Kenhadry.
J7C
fereade.Phone 753-7751.
AP
SPINET PIANO, wed. VMS 95
1571 VOLKSWAGEN camper,
••••/11
I orrardo Piano Company, act(KSS MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER
equipped. One owner. 14.1011
friven Post Office, Paris, Ten- pawns,lonable. non shed. Dons
s. WEIS Phone 753ors:we.
J5C grosomd, bearded Melody-Ayre
J3C
Kinentb, Buchanan, Tennessee,
15' RUNABOUT will lop and phineell404315.
nc THAW. ALMOST
new
canopy. 4011?. Johnson motor.
311
windows with new
In good condition. $1106.00. Phone FT'S TERRIFIC the way were norm windows.
One 11,1111 B11/
753-4759
JIC "MUM Mae lustre to clean rags used air conditiomer. WE sell
and imbollstery Rent shampooer reasonably. Phone 7534211. •
SA II. BOAT. 1,11 Mossber tt D. Me K. lielaire Shopping
.13C
Mallard_ ReinforreiT'fiberglass Ositer.
ONEYEAR old saddie Parse colt
WI. 76 sq. ft. nylon salt Cost
Phone EKTIE
J3C
_
ViTS.1111 new. Sell for MO OIL
Phone 436-MI0or 4314519. J5NI NO rennet. the hest Net. Moe FOR SALE Or trade 15'
carpets fibergkes.s
cleans
lustre
boat and trailer,
Rent electric
krt seals and steering wheel.
hair MOBILE BONE with an beastifulty
For littinsaboa ..
conditioner, god evidilam, one shampooer $I nrifleY Drug IMO. Will trade for motor
CeiiSliopping
Store,
Central
cycle 1110 is- or bigger Plume 4115owner.
--753J3C 2.134
J2t tee.
4141.
J3C

[CM

TV Reception Simulated

IF JET BOAT turbo craft with
215 H.P. Gray 11
engine. full
oistroment pond inchaime radio.
air conditioned. VOILE- Will
take good siew)e lever control 60
Hi' motor or pickup truck in
trade. Plum MUM.
JSC
ANTIQUE DRESSER. Phone
753-6867.

I

START

Your Own Good
Neighbor
Policy With

SEARS
FENCING
On
SALE
At Your
Local Catalog
Sales Office
• Chain Link
• Baoketweave
• Board
Use Sears
gasp Pavsnent Plan
All Priem Catalog Sale Primo

Sotisfortion Ovionniseed
sIr Your Mowry Rork

Sears
SAYS. 11010111CII AND COL

Scadtwide Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
1 Phone 753-2310

ALUMINUM
PLATES
23-1/16135
"
.009 Thick

These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times
103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky.
r3i1NIS SS & XB Restaurant
guest (hecks, sokl at cad. Mtn
per case 1410 books). Sold in case
lots only Ledger &
Offltv
Supply., 10i North 4th Street.
TEN(

•

'" i 1W
KENIANA SHOWER,
Level, vioadosl hiCalral waterLake accesseEM496osisa it per
JIC
month.Phone 43143311.

*ANOTHER THING NIXON DIDN'T MENTION.
THEIR WOMEN'S
IS FAR MEAD OF OURS.* Two NICE med„ 12NIV, mobile

e bedroom
occasional
fee tables,
nps, fancy
law feet on
p leaf table
Iso chrome
ice linens,
Frigidaire
TV set and
nd heaters,
'es. Several
china, some
of jars, jugs
iron kettles,
arden tools,
otor. All the
d around an

on In charge of
as Shoemaker
Iler.
ITC

fle
a
71.

rday, June
le West of
ay 94. This
e Will only

Saturday, June
or shine, 629
ay, Kentucky
s. James D.
ill sell all clean
T.V., contents,
washer and
, refrigerator,
ic stove, living
uites, rugs, hall
rings and matrs, corner cupSinger sewing
good, treadle
dishes, cooking
picture frame,
roller, electric
, silverware,
, and boxes of

•

•

BEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

INIR SALE

Another View

1

753-1916

900000000* 0000000000000000000000000000000000000

01'00000000.000010000
FOR SALE

con

0

sorr
JERSEYS

fr

NEW SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE
Located 121 Bypess

Phone 7512432

_ ,_
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Body Of Duke Merit System... Scout Troop Has
Campout At LA
Brought To
Windsor Today

• • •
(Ceatiased frees Page 1)
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Kentucky's two U.S. Senators voted that the President feels his
(Camiliteed from Page I)
an opposite sides in a 40-36 toll call vote by which an amendment talks with Soviet leaders in
,ind more essential to offer
to the State Department authorization bill was adopted.
Moscow and the arms limitaBoy Scout Troop 81 held a
public employees the same
Sen. Marlow Cook voted with the majority and Sen. John tion accords are of such imporcollective bargaining tools as campout at Hematite Lake in
Sherman Cooper voted against the amendment to permit con- tance that he should report on
are offered in industry-a the Land Between the Lakes on
Several cases have been D.W.I., amended to reckless
tinued imports of Rhodesian chrome ore.
them -at the earliest possible
grievance procedure with Sunday.
heard
in the Calloway County driving, Fined $50, costs $13.50,
date."
WINDSOR, England (AP)
Members of the troop hiked, Court Judge
provision for arbitration.
of
Robert O. Miller. state police.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP -Sunday sales are on in Jefferson
Though Ziegler did not di- The body of the Duke of Windfished,
-There is a
and
had a cookout. A Those pleading guilty and
general
Robert Tuton, MSU, disorfined
County starting July 1 under a resolution the Fiscal Court has vulge details of the speech, all sor was brought
to Windsor awakening of the need for us to relay was held with the Eagles were:
derly conduct. Fined $50, costs
unanimously approved.
indications pointed to a presi- Castle just after dawn today.
recognize collective bargaining team composed of Ricky Payne
William Smith, Benton, $3.50, all paid, thirty days in
The resolution is the same as the one passed by Louisville;
A Royal Air Force jet flew for all employees," he con- and Dwain Musgrove as the
it dential effort to sell Congress
speeding. Fine of $10 suspen- county jail, suspended on
protects those desirous of observing the traditional Sabbat
and
the
public
on
the
arms
ac- the body Wednesday to Benson tinued, "and to stop the winner.
h by
condition defendent enter
stating that no store must remain open on Sunday, and no
Second class ranks were ded, cost of $18.50 paid, state
em- cords he signed with Leonid I. Air Base, near Oxford, from duplicity and hypocrisy of
Veteran's Hospital in the month
police.
ployee can be forced to work on Sunday. Businesses may
open Brezhnev, the Soviet Commu- Paris, where the duke died at telling corporations they must earned by Ricky Payne, Dawin
Stephen
of
Haven
May or before June 1.
after noon.
s,
Jefnist party chief.
his home Sunday at the age of grant that right-but not
the Musgrove, Thomas Reed, and fersonville, Ind., fishing without
Dan Grooms, Puryear,
County Atty. Bruce Miller has said previously that Jefferson
Before leaving Warsaw, his 77. Four RAF officers stood government."
Kim Sims. SFC Jim Morehead
license. $15.03 fine suspended, speeding. Fined $10, costs
County was losing about $250,000 a year to oeighboring Indiana final stop, Nixon hosted a guard throug
h the night beside
He predicted the passage of a is the scout master. Tran- $18.50 costs paid, Depart
counties allowing Sunday Sales.
ment of $18.50, state police.
luncheon for the Polish lead- the catafalque in the base chap- professional negotia
tions bill sportation was furnished by Fish and Wildlife.
Jean Hawkins, Farmington,
ership. He told the Poles in a el.
for teachers in either the 1974 or Mose Payne. Ross Foster
Paul Ross, Route 2, fishing reckless driving. $10, fine
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API-Rudy Yeas, a State
Health farewell toast that members of
At 6 a.m. a hearse bearing the 1976 session of the Kentuc
served
as
a helper for the ac- without
ky
Department attorney, is set to file a motion Monday in Franklin Congress will appreciate
license. $15.00 fine suspended, $18.50 costs paid,
the the coffin, draped with the General Assembly. He pointed tivities for Sunday.
suspended, $18.50 costs paid, state police.
Circuit Court asking that the state be heard on a move to close "solid ties" between Poland duke's person
The troop also made a hike of
al standard, left out that a bill during the session
Department of Fish and
the Garrard Convalescent Home in Covington until it corrects
Loyd Green, Route 3, D.W.I.,
and the United States that were Benson for the 18-mile journey earlier this year got a
favorable Five miles through the city of Wildlife.
some deficiencies.
amended to reckless driving.
reinforced by his two-day visit. to Windsor. It was preceded by majority from both the
Murray
on
Saturd
ay.
House
of
The State Health Commissioner and the State Fire Marshall
William Clark, 720 Sycamore, Fined $100, costs $13.50, state
His talks with the Polls!) a police car and followed by Representatives and
Meetings of the troop are held
Senate
have said the deficiencies endanger the health and safety of the Communist party
leader, Ed- two other automobiles and a before it was vetoed by Gov. weekly at the Mt. Horeb reckless driving, amended to police.
home's residents.
speeding. Fined $10, costs
Robert Stasko, 105 Clark,
ward Gierek, and Polish gov- dark panel truck.
Freewill Baptist Church.
Wendell H. Ford.
$18.50, state police.
reckless driving. Fined $10,
ernment leaders covered exAn hour later, the King Hen-Te
achers
have many of the
ELIZABETHTOWN,Ky.(AP)-The Federal Communications pansion
Thomas De Boe, Paducah, costs $18.50, state police.
of U.S.-Polish trade, ry VIII gate closed behind the same problems you find
in
Conunissien has granted a license for a new FM broadcasting technological cooper
D.W.I. Fined $200, costs $13.50,
Junior Boyd, disorderly
cortege
ation and
. Only a small group of Industry dealing with superstation to Elizabethtown's WQXE.
state police.
conduct. Fined $22, costs $18.50,
other matters. A communique newsmen watched the arrival.
vision,
workin
g conditions and
Billy R. Evans and Keith L. Raising operate the station, doing issued
Larry Mitchell, Hart Hall, Sheriff.
after the talks noted disThe body was taken to the Al- other sensitive problems, as
business as the Hardin County Broadcasting Co
speeding. $10 fine suspended,
Robert Bowland, 1300 S. 16th
agreement on Nixon's Vietnam bert Memorial Chapel in the well as wages," he
declared.
$18.50 costs paid, stae notice. D.W.I. Fined $100, costs $13.50,
policy but stressed mutual de- castle, to rest there until it lies
Ezelle said they need a means
Sherry
Adams, Hazel, state police.
sire for increased ties in ern- in state Friday and Saturday in for -more amplified
voice"
PADUCAH,Ky.(
speedi
oldtirne Western Kentucky political merce and tourism.
ng.
$10
fine suspended,
Glen Prince, Route 5, public
St. George's Chapel. The funer- because they are often
figure, Garth K.Ferguson,has died here in a hospital at the age of
$18.50 costs paid, state police. drunk. Fined $10, costs $25.50,
"With this in Mind, the two al will be held there Monday, and their problems ignored
accorded
84 after a long illness.
William Jones, Benton, Sheriff.
sides discussed issues related and the duke will be buried in little attention-as in the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP 1 - speeding. Fined $10,
case of
Ferguson, a resident of La Center, was a former state senator
costs
Glenda] Pepper, Hopkinto commercial exchange and fi- the Frogmore Cemetery in the other public employees.
Mayor Frank W. Burke has $18.50, state police.
and state agriculture commissioner, son of Mack D. Ferguson,
sville, improper registration.
nancial and credit matters," castle park, where his brother,
"Often
it's not a matter of asked the American Party to
former state senator and railroad commissioner, and father-inStassen Arnold, Paris, Tenn., Fined $10, costs $18.50,
the communique said. "The the Duke of Kent, and Queen things as easy to
law of former U. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield. Ferguson's son
pinpoint as move its national convention speeding. Fined $10, costs Depart
ment of Motor TranPolish
indicat
side
ed an inter- Victoria are buried.
wages," the union leader said. here Aug. 3-5 from a downtown $18.50,
Rudy also served in the Kentucky House of Representatives.
state police.
sportation.
est
increa
n
sed
purcha
ses
of
-Somet
imes
it boils down to an arena to a more spacious arena
Ferguson ran far Congress in 1926, losing to W.V. Gregory by 40
Garry Butler, Route 2, D.W.I.
Raymond Reeves, Paducah,
capital goods, licenses and
attitude of a supervisor. If he is outside the downtown area.
votes.
amended to reckless driving. speeding. Fined
technology in the United
$10 costs,
a. bad and sadistic person
Burke said Wednesday that Fined $100, costs $13.50,
state $18.50, state police.
States."
clothed
with rank and authority, the downtown area is so torn police.
(C.entiaised from Page 1
The statement was issued folthen those people falling under
up by construction that it would
James Harris, 106 Shady
lowing a 45-minute conversation for public schools last year and his authority
be difficult to handle the con- Oaks,speeding. Fined
need an effective
$10, costs
this morning between Nixon 46th in such spending from channel through
vention traffic if the event is $18.50, state police.
which to voice
and Gierek in the Palace of the state and local tax sources, grievances."
held in downtown Convention
WASHINGTON ( API-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew has
Clarance Riley, 1641 Miller,
Council of Ministers. Also sit- which was down from 36th for
Wednesday afternoon, James Center.
declined an invitation to join Maryland's delegation to the
speeding. Fined 10, costs $18.50,
ting in were presidential ad- the 1969-70 school year.
Melton
Besides, he said, the 18,500- state police.
, assistant superinRepublican National Convention.
viser Henry A. Kissinger and
As has been true in recent tendent in the Kentucky State seat Freedom Hall has adeVictor Gold, Agnew's press secretary, said Wednesday that the
Sherry DIMC1111 Sikeston Mo.,
the Polish premier, Piotr Jaros- years, Kentuc
ky's public Department of Education's quate parking facilities, "flexi- fishing without license. Fined
former Maryland governor will not be a member of the state's 26zewicz.
school
bility for handling crowds" and $15, costs $18.50, Depart
s continued to get more Bureau of Administration and
member delegation.
ment of
James Maylon (Pickle)
While they talked, Mrs. Nixon than the nationa
l average from Finance, told the
Four years ago he went to Miami Beach at the head of the
ad- rooms for committee and state Fish and Wildlife.
Williams died Wednesday at
attended a Chopin recital in La- the state and
delega
ministr
te
ators
less
meetin
Maryland contingent and left as President Nixon's running mate.
while discussing
than the avgs.
Charles Paschall, Puryear, 11:50 p.m. at
zienki Park across the street. erage from local
the Murrayrecent legislation affecting the
T. Coleman Andrews Jr., of Tenn., D.W.I., amend
government.
ed to Calloway County Hospital. He
She got a spontaneous farewell
The schools got 53.5 per cent financial support of public Richmond, Va., national chair- reckless driving.
Fined $100, was 59 and his death followed
PHOENIX, Ariz. AP --Cesar Chavez, the United
man of the party, announced costs $13.50, state
Farm of shouted bravos and kisses on of their revenue from the state. schools:
police.
Workers leader, has been taken to a hospital, weakened
an illness of several months.
the
hand
when
she
rose
to
last year, 30 per cent from
by a 20"Too many school districts in several weeks ago that the conDavid Wrye, 805 Story,
day fast.
Williams was a resident of
leave.
cal government and 16.5 per Kentucky are being forced into
vention would be held in the 6,- reckless driving.
Fined $10 Dexter Route One in the
The President returns home cent from the
Chavez, his face hollowed and drawn, was taken to the
600-sea
a
Cadilla
t
Conven
c
tion Center with costs $18.50, MSU Security.
program on a Ford
federal governhospital
Palestine community. He and
by ambulance
Wednesday. Dr. Augusto Ortiz, the physician with a major election-year ment. The national averag
the possibility of a big rally in
Glenda P. Wolfe, Paducah, his wife, the
e budget.
triumph to lay before Congress was 40.9 per
who has attended Chavez during the fast, described his
former Carline
Freedom Hall.
-Ther is a great concern
cent from the
condition
cold
checking. Fined $10, costs Fennell, who
and the American public in the state, 52 per
as serious and said he urgently needed medication.
survives, were
about
This
the
will
cent locally and
be the American $25.50.
growing tendency to
married July 9, 1933. He was
arms limitation accords.
The UFW leader began his fast after the Arizona
7.1 per cent from the federal dilute the programs and
Party's first national conLegislature
Tasmo
n
Hale,
Route 2, born August 20, 1912, in
earlier this month adopted a farm labor bill which
Though the agreements took government.
financial resources available. vention. It originally was speeding. Fined $10.00,
forbids
costs Calloway County and was the
secondary strikes by farm workers at harvest time.
effect on signing, they were
planned for Toledo, Ohio. How- $18.50, state police.
While Kentuckians spent a Our school districts are being
son of the late Clarence
couched in part iff the form of smaller percentage
ever,
when the Toledo mayor
of their per- forced to take on some of the
Jimmy Taylor, disorderly Williams and Lillie
DUBLIN ( AP I-Sinead De Valera, wife of Presid
treaty
a
Jones
requiri
ng
ratific
ation
sonal income in taxes for their social ills of our time, and this said he wasn't happy about the conduct. Fined $10, costs $18.50,
ent Eamon
Williams.
De Valera, celebrates her 94th birthday today.
by two-thirds of the Senae.
choice, party members with- Sheriff.
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